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, Development of geometric congrixence and motion was
studied through tasks that tapped transformational imagery.,
correspondence matching, meaSurement operations, and transformation
combination. Results showed even the youngest children studied could
generate strategies for merifying congruence. The dominant strategy
in younger children was edge matching. Findings are seen to support
the view that young children.are guided by rules that reflect
knowledge of component parts of geometric figures. The dominant

, congruence-verifying strategy ot 7- and 8-year-blds was superposition
of one figure on another, indicating operation of a new rule set.
Such results indicated development from knowledge of component parts
to unified wholes and contradict theories which assume development of

mathematical knowledge proceeds from wholes to parts. Data are noted
to show the ability of young childrep to generate highly inventive
measurement strategies when offered the opportunity for conventional
and don-conventional mean,s,of measurement. Further inconsistent
performance is thought to reinforce evidence that young children use
less efficient sets of strategies than older children. The study
demonstrates that an adequate account of the development of
mathematical cognition requires both functional andstructural ,

analysis of performance and'interrelation between structu'ral and
procedural knowledge: (MP)
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4 Part A: troject Administration

In our original proposal we planned *to undertake three interrelated

studies (1) Natur4lly occurring sirategies in-geometric problem sOlvifig,

(2) On the relation between cognitive and instructional strategies, (3)

Algorithmic and heuristic transfer- The latter studies (2 and 3) depended

on the completion of the first study. Only the firSt study and tio supple-

menta.ry studies, were undertaken and completed.

There were multiple reasons for not undertaking the la.tter two studies.

%For one, the fdrst study turned out to be more formidable, complex and detailed

thaq oripnally anticipatpd. In addition, we were understaffed in relation to

the magnitude of the undertaking: When originally proposed, the budget and
_

. .
.

' staffing were very conservative. Nonetheless, at the suggestion of the NSF/.
4

NIE review pabel, the budget Was negotiated, with fhe reduction-of one half-

time Research Assistant (one third of the research staffiwrequest). Even though

the ori:ginal plan was not,completed, only the,voluntary cOntriliution of a

considerable dmount of time and effort by theresearch.assistant.s (and n'dedless

'to say, the P.I.), made the, studies that were completed possible. There were

additional reasons for the time needed to complete the main study. :The processing

of videotapes for the analysis of strategiei took considerably more time than

anticipated, even though we were.well aware of the problems earlier inveStiga-,

tors have had, in videotape analysis. In additioriv-without our 'own equipment ,.

we experienced Considerable delays when equipment in the central Graduate

Center audivisual p6o1 was stolen and Could not be replac.ld quickly. Further-
, #

more, staff resignations, because of better job offers, with requisite training

time for new nssistants, and other standard personnel difficulties, often delayed

the work% Despite all the difficulties we are very pleased with the outcome

11.



411.

of the research,- We feel the r?sults of our studies make a valuAhle contribu-

Lion to knowledge of the problems we addressed and make our , -1 commitment

c.%

of tjme and effort, as well as that of the granting agencies' contribution,

very worthwhile.

, Professional Personnel on Project
.

Harry Beilin, Principal Investigator and Project Director

Alice Klein, Research Associate- (partime for entire period of project)

Barbara Whitehurst, Research Assistant'(part-time)
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Part II:

Strategies and Structures in Children's Tiansformatinnal Geometry

Geometry instruction in elementary schools, following the lead

of secOndary, schoolLgeometry curriculum, has been increasingly oriented

to a "transformational approach.q This trend is occurring despite some

evidence that there may be "inherent difficulties...in teaching 'motion

geometry' to children (Lesh, 1976,pp. 185-186)." Despite these diffi:

culties, which the present research documents as well, children have

much greatei compptence for dealing with transformations than prior

, research indicates.

A number,of theoretical considerations prompted the present research.

4 a

' In an earlier collabOration (Gholson & Beilin, 1979), we attempted to

formufate a developmental theory of, learning that sought to integrate

structural and functional theory through strategy analysis, an intor-

mation processing model and Piagetian structural theory. The.viability

.of the theory was assesse,0 in a series of experiments conducted by Gholson

' and his studbnts on.hypothesis testing in bitialued four-dimensional dis-

crimination problems (Gholson, 1980; Tumblin & Gholson, 1981). Our desire

in the present study was to extend the, general form of a structural-

functional ahalysis to Irkore complex reasoning and pioblem solving behavior.

Anokher theoretical consideration bears on the struc,tural features

of both cognitive and mathematical systems and is related to the.choice

of transformation geometry as a domain of study. Until recently; one of

the 1.)inc1pa1 characteriStics of Piaget's theory was its emphasis on the

role of transformations and invariantes in cOgnitive development. A salient
ma.

characteristic vf Piaget's theory that diatinguished it from cognitive



theories of the past was its emphasis on the construction of invariances

within a world in transformation. The first such invariances appear as
.

the first abstract cogniti4e structures achieved by the child in sensOri-

motor development (e.g., the concept of'a pei-manent object), followed:by

the invariances that characterize ths child's conception of space as a

system of interrelated structures (e.g., horj.zontal, vertical, oblique

dimensions). ,In an important shift in emphasis, Piaget's iheory now

acknowledges the development of structures in which no iransformations

occur but depend on comparisons made between object states. These are

said to result in the construction of "correspondences" and "morphisms"

that are describable in the (mathematical). category theory of MacLane

and Eilenberg (,Oiaget., 1979). Piaget's invariance and transformation

notions, howeVer, as they relate to space and geometry more generally

parallel those of the Klein Erlanger Program, in which Felix Klein in

1872 compared and ordered geometries on the basis of invariant properties

preserved under various transformation groUps. A mOdern version of Klein's ,

program proposes a theoretical hierarchy (bf inclusion relationships) from

topological to Euclidean (including projective and affine geometries and
,

similarity transformations) as well.as the non-Euclidean geometries.

4/
Piaget's early description of the development of children's conceptions

of space and geometry.paralleled'the Klein mathematical ordering in its

Characterization of a deyelopmental progression from topological notions

4
to Enclidean and projective frameworks. A More recent characterization

of geometric development in Geneva emiihasizes developMent as proceeding

'

from knowledge of intrafigural relations to interfigural reiations and
t

finally to transfigural relations. This is said to mores adequately tie his-

torical development to ontogenetic development than was the case with the earlier



description (Inhelder, 1978).

, Criticism of Piaget's views bn geometry (including transformational geo-

metry) are extenstq-eijy detailed in a critique by Fuson (1978). Piaget is said
1

to create some confusion on the purported development from topological structures

to the concurrently achieVed Euclidean and projective structures by the very

presentation of his' ideas, which secm to contradict one another on the ordered

relations amung geometric concepts. Other comments by Piaget and Inhelder sughest,

says Fuson, that after topological concepts, spatial concepts develop from pro-

jective to aTfine to similarities to Euclidean'concepts.

One of the more.tithing criticismq6directed at Piaget's application of the

Klein program is that Piaget's use of mathematical terms differs from mathematical

usage. An example-is the term projective. Piaget uses the termfin two senses,

first as a general orientation of viewpoints, and then in thel more restricted

Kleinian sense. .The tasks Piaget characteTizes as projective arc more concerned

with projection than with projeetive concePts, with ehe exception of his Straight

0

line construction tasks. (They involve the projection of a 3-dimensional object -

.2

onto a plane and depend on the point of projeation or the point of view of the

obseryer.) In addiEion, Piaget's "lazy tongs4 task, whiqh is ostensibly an

affine.tahk, confounds affine and Euclidean concepts.
4

In a critique of Piaget's Oroposals concerning topological geometry, Martin..

(1976b) tlaims that Piaget's mathematical 'concepts.are not sqfficiently precise

to he able to labtl as topalog.ical the figures upon which he bases his develop-
/

mental claims. All straight -line figures are labelled as Euclidean and all

curved figurms are labeled topological, but Martin identifies a group of

3
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tignres that are not classiliable-nambiguously as either. Piaget himself

reports that the at;ility to deal-with some topological notions appears early,.
.

whereas others appear later, so Ihat a precise ordervd relation of topological

to Eucliitean cannot'be a erted. Nonetheless, one say that in general

. --topological knowledge pre edes Euclidean, evsi4hough some topological concepts
. . 0

_appear latde and some Euclilan early% his, we beli:ve more-clealjy represents

.

. '
.

k.
..,

Piaget's position than one t'4t hops that all topological concepts must appear

,

,/
before all Euclidean beclise ldgic demands it.

.

The way Piaget generally eakes use of mathematical models is a complex
,

jssue fhat we will not ela

\
rate on here, but it ts evident, at least in respect .

. ,

to geometry and space, that Piaget has not.used mathematical theory in a

;very precise-manner. The critical question is'what the consequences are of

not doing so. Cettainly, strong claims.or inferences cannot be drawn from

or in respect to the mO'del in this circumstance, and the force or poiJer of the

model'is thereby to some'extent diminished. This is undoubtedly the case with

Plaget's adoption of various mathematical theories, and the imprecise manner

in which he upes them. Despite this, -the metaphoric use of mathematical

models does provide more than a rough approximation,to developmental data.

This is so,despite the dieficulties encountered when transformation taskd,14'

which vary greatly, r-vertheless, result in equivalent performance. These

task difficulties relate' to the complexity of the transformed figure, the

size of the tansfo.rmation.and.the
number and combination of transfo ations.

The effect of some of these variables are evident in recent resea ch on trans,

lormational geometry.

Research on transformational geometry. Despite a number of difficulties

La various applications of the Erlanger progrip, Heflin (1976b), Weinzweig

II)
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\
(1978) and others, propose the adoption of the Erlanger program as a model

of the child's developing conception of space, while eliminating the ambi,

guities and incorrect interftptations inherent in Piaget's use of'the model.'

Martin (1976a) s'cresses that Klein's techni;lue of claSsification is itsst

most important reature, and the classification hierarchies themselves are

1

,seeondary. Consequently, it i premature to make claims that any particular

hierarchy mociels the sequence or structure of the child's construction of

spatd. Alternative hietdrchies can provide different models of how the child's f/A

concepts develop.' Woinzweig (1978) point'S out further that many studies that

purport to deal with transformations (motions, in the mathematical sense) do

not; they Aleal with a different concept, that of movement or displacement.

The geometric assertion tor example, that any motion can be represented as

a product of at most three reflectiong)holds for a mathematical structure

grtittp bdt is not ap assertion about 'figures in space. Weinzweig proposes

that geometry, particulaily ds it applibs to space, should'be considered

as a sei of equivalence classes, starting with a spec as a set of structures,

with groups of transformations made consistent with this structure. In this

utpe of torTulation, hwholds, lhpothesizing intermediate physical states is

appropriate in a way it is not in.a group theory view of geometry. Geometry

' is then defined as "the structure we impose on space as a framework about

s.

whi,ch to organize our experiences so that we may account-for them, explain

them and predict what will happen if...(p. 173) ." Studies of transformations

in actual space are closer then to a Weinzweig geometry than to a group theory

geome,try tWi which the Klein model, is built.

Kidder (1976), ,in common With other studies to be cited, applies the Klein

model to the development of space. He statts-with the assumption that knowledge

0



of the projective and Euclidean sliatial'framework of middle-school age

ehIldren should have developed sufficiently-to permit successful performance

of Euclidean tAnsformations. Specifically, the study .investigated the child's

abiLity to identify and reconstsuCt spatial transformations, which included

a test of individual motions, compositions of motions, and inverse motions.

Slide transformations Were.the easiest to aerform wfth no difference between

flips and rotations. Kidder fOUnd that from 59% to 70% of "motion' errors

were failures in the ability to construct a.congruent image of the original

, .figure After the transformation. These errors were interpreted as due to

the inability to conserve length, a rather distressing fipding for subjects

9 to 13 years of age. The results were interpreted as disconfirming their

own mid Piaget's assertions concerning the achievement of Euclidean end

projective concepts. With recognition of some of the study's limftations,

the author'however was loath to refute Piaget's theory oft the basis of the

study alone.

In a follow-4p study (Kidder, 1978), subjects in the second (8 years),

third (9 years) and fourth grades (9.9 years) were given a classical conser-
- .

vation of length test and a transformation task similar to the effie used in

the earlier study. All subjects now undertood the concepts of slides,

flips, and turns, in contrast to 18 of 90 older (1.3- year-old) subjects in

the prior study who did not. Failures in the transformation task were

attributed to ignoring.size while subjects concentrated on where to position

the transformed (i.e., displaced) objects. This study can be taken "as

evidence of the effect of task variables and instructions on performance.

For in addition to the data cited, there were otherw to show that pretest

1,
6



(motion) instructioits of how to place the objects resulted in the algorithm-

4

like use of a 3uperposItioning procedure which alllthe nonconservers who

succeeded in'the transfqmation task utilized faithfully.

The ability to recognize properties which remain invariant under rotation

(turns), translation.tslides), and reflection (flip) transformations was

investigated by Thomas,(1978). The properties investiga.Eed were invarlance

of length and invariance of incidence and orientation in the plane, employing

alphabet }letters as stimttli. For invariance of length, testea in various

transformation contexts, the're was a significant effect for Piagetian level,

but not grade level, i:e., nonconserving subjects were inclined to judge that

a transformation had changed the length of a figure (letter). The second set

of tasks, locating points on a triangle under tiansformation, showed*first

graders placing a poinC-aa_the correct side 12111._in_the wrofil location. Third

'graders seemed more aware of the sides -than the vertices, whereas sixth

graders used both sides and vertices for locati-cid--eorrectly. The results were

taken to support the Piagetian topology to Euclidean progression. The alphabet

tasks showed that difficulty level of a transformation task was affected,hy

attributes of the configuration (e.g., .ymmetry) and that difficulty varied J

from isometry to isometry. Half turns on letters with rotational symmetry

were very difficult at all grade levels. Overall, performance on the alphabet

tasks varied with age, with third graders significantly poorer than the older

subjects. Like the Thomas study, one by Shultz (1978) concerned the effedEs

of complexity of konfiguration and complexity of transformation displacement

on the difficulty of transformation tasks, in addition to the effect of the .

child's operational level. The dimensions of complexity studied by Shultz

were direttion of (horizontal or diagonal) displacement and size of configuration,



together with meaningfulness of'the configuration. Subjects were 6 to

10 years old. The direction of translation affected subject performance

in that they cenLered on 'the extent of translation and ignored its orienta-

tion, which was to be preserved, with differences for horizontal and diagonal
p.

displacentents. Short displacements were easier than long or overlapping

I.

translations (slides).

Although Piaget and Inhelder (1971) in their studies of mental imagery

indicate that flips are not understood till eight years and turns about nine,

, others, Shah (1968) arli Williford (1972), suggested that younger children

(6- year-Olds) are able to learn to deal with slides. Arham .(1978); in a

training experiment on slides, flips and turns (of,three angular rotations),

discovered that before instruction children conformed to the Piagetian norms.

First graders understood both vertical and horizontal,slides (in anticipation

and representation), but could not deal with flips and turns of any degree.

After instruction, however, the experimental first grade Subjects dealt

X 'effectively with both turns and flips, but only in respect to anticipating

tbe end points'of a transformation (in a multiple choice test), and not in

their drawings of various transformations. Diagonals Were,not comprehended
1

after instruction,*even when they were slides. Perham concluded that although
It

instruction could help, there were'developmental Limitations on that achieve-

-1\

ment, a4 Piaget suggests.

Using a mathematical criteriqn for the relation between EuClidean and

topologiCal invariants, the topologidal would be more primitive and this

fact motivates Hager's psychological model for the acquisition of invariant

structures, as already indicated. Moyer (Moyer & Johnson, 1978) attempted to

test this order in a study with preschool. to third grade children in which two

8
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plastic Circular discs were placed before the thild. The experimenter put

/
a dot.on the left-disc that, like the right disc, had a black border around

it, witL some of the discs shaded half red, others were all one color. In
\ .

...
.

some trials the subjects were shown a superposition motion for establishing

C
congruence, in others not. In each condition, the left disc differed from

.
,

the right by a turn, slide or flip transformation. After the experimenter

placed nis dot on one of the discs of a pair, the subject placed another at

the corresponding.location on the transformed disc. The result showea that

topological enclosure was iffiportant at all ages while distance (Euclidean)

1

became more important with age. In geheral, children responded to the topolo-
'-'

gical features of the transformation priois to.the Eucliden and projective,

and Moyer concluded that the cognitive abilities acquired were in actord,with

..

the mathematical structures. According to the matheniatical primitiveness of

isometrics, the flip should be acquired first. The order of acquisition in

.this study, however, as with others, was slide, flip, then turn. In addition,
,

children did not &link of isometrias as rigid niotions in the way they are ,

. .

conceptualized mathematically as a'relation between one static configuration

and.another static configuration, as Weinzweig (1978) and others emphasize. )

A secOnd study (Moyer & Johnson, 1978) investigated the same general issues
0

with an olsler group of students using one-dimensional configurati9ns of wooden

balls in different colors connected by wooden dowels embedded in one, two and

three dimensional arrays. The three-dimehsional cube was the most difficult

to deal will although in terms of a logical analysis it was expected to be

easier than the two-dimensional task, indicating again that psychological
.

prticesses do not map exactly onto mathematical models.

190
,
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Martin's (1978) stUdy of the ratios of distances in one direction, as an
*

affine invariant, is'interesting on two counts. First, whereas most of the

transformation studies cited concern EuclideAn transformation, this study

treats with affine geometry and.at that with a property differen from the

parallel invariant studied by Piaget (in a study that Martin asserts confounded

it with length). In the task, Martin used two figures, one square, the other

a parallelagram that was also larger in size, made of rigid rods. (The increase.-

in size had the effect of making ehe)task,a test of ratio of distances as ,

4 4,opposed to a test of conservation of distance.) One rod figure was the model,

the other the copy. For the model, beads were placed on.two sides of the'

figure. In the transformed copies the beads were placed both at proportional

distances and at incorrect distances. The subjects were assessèd for their

suCcess in choosing copies that preserved the ratio of distances, marked off

.,by the beads on the rods that defined the figure. A second, sitnificant .
,

1 ..

fi
t 4,..,-feature of the study was that Martin detailed the strategies subjects employ

, ,

\*in carrying out the task.,and related them to patterns of'success. For children ..4* .

;

from grades 3,4 and 5, none of the third graders anslOred more than 2 of 9

items correctly; of the fourth graders, none ,correctly answered more than 3

items and only 7 of the 20 fourth gradera correctly answered*all Of the
410

a

9 items. At the same time, 8 of'10 third graders could copy (draw) the size

of the model correctly. Available aids were made use of most.fifth graders con
.

sistently and effectively, whereas the younger children could not use them. The

most incorrect strategy evident, and it typified the younger subjects, was

tha,t subjects' conserved distance from one end of the rod to the bead. Martin

concluded that the,scores and strategies of the fifth graders were dramatically

different from those of third and fourth graders. During a.warmup period, all

10

u
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subjects (young and old)used the aids ("helper stick"), but only the

fifth graders used them in the actual experiment. Martin suggests that the

fifth graders .saw the aids as instruments.with which to aprAy mental operations

available to them, merital operations not available to the third and fourth

,graders.

In a study interpreted as an imagery for spatial movement experiment

(Gruerireich & Herrman, 1981), six diffdtent types of movement (i.e., trans-
4

0 4

formations) possible inia two-Omensional'plane (horizontal, vertical, diagonal,

rotation, size change and occlusion) were inve'stigated in 4- and 5- year-old

subjects. Significant differences in age were found according eo transformation

type, with grze and occlusion most difficult. Imagery for movement appeared
\ ; ;

to devekop more slowly.than expected, and was i1e1 accord mith Piaget's results,

particularly in respeCt lo the inability to visualize intermediate states in

, the transformation, although the tasks were easier than Piagetq.

The final study tobe cited (Elman, '1973) investigated "sensivity" to %

related transformed stimuli that varied in orientation in 2-space, 3.-space,

'and embedded context; i:p.,'orientation, rotation and,embeeling. Subjects

inCluded 9th graders who had no formal study of geometry and 10th and llth

"graders who did. Able adolescents, regardless of instrtiction in geometrx

4

performed well in 2-space; they 9,ch ordered rotated-figures in one cluster

and embedded tigures in another. There was also considerable consistency

in preferred orderings of types of transformation. Younger and less experienced

subjects were relatively insensitive, i.e., could not differentiate, projective

eransformations. The older and more experienced differentiated this L-ans-'

formation from rotations and embedded alternatives.



In sum, aevekopmental. studies in transformation geometry show consistent

age differences in the ability to deal with transformations, with differences

generally in accora with Piagetian formdlations, and generally in'accord with

the Kleinian model as well, except that isometries do not follow the mathe-

matical assumptions as, to what is 'basic and-derived. Lesh (1978) in an

7-

gxtensive examination of research and educational issuei in transformational

,geometry.makes 'a number of cogent observatsions. He first remarks on the clOse

correspondence between general' mathem&tical structures and cognitive struCtureso,

which he says is tot surprising in that the method used to isolate each type

of structure is nearly the saMe. Secondly, he' makes, the point that the °

.

isometrigs will not.give consisEent results relative to one another,*since
,

tasks Will be different within a class of isometries, so that easy tasks of

an otherwise difficult isometry may be easier than the difficult tasks of an

easier isometry. The task elements that may be important are: the complexity
. .

,of the transformed figure (so that propereP perceived under a simple trans-
, ,

/

formation may not be perceived under a difficult transformation), the size

of the transformation (a large transformation may be more difficult than a

small one), the nutber of compositions (a single transformation may be easier'

than the cOnstruction of two transformations,-and the order in which individual

transformations ip compoded may affect the difficulty of the composition).

In summary, he claims that (1) a mathethatically more general (or powerful)

relation may not necessarily be more psychologically basic, (2) children

often make mathematical judgments using qualitatively different systems of

relations from those used by adults, (3) if operationally isomorphic tasks

vary too much in difficulty it may be meaningless to equate tasks on,the

basis of operational structure, or to put it another way, task variablet

1

12
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Interact with operational structure to create.performance differews, The

literature also suggests, although few studies atteept to show this (Martin,

1978 is one of the exceptions), performance strategies aty'different.ages

appear to be related to the develoPment 'of operational structures. One of

the principal aims of the study now to be Kletai10 was to show this relation-
.

ship and to'demonstrate it in children over a wide age range. 4

The focus of the present study. Resea'roh in mathematical cognition was

dominated for a long period by aftempfs to characterize thp gtructural basis:

of problem solving and reasoning (13rt1cu1arly in Piaget's theory). This,
0

state of affairs is rapidly changing as intelest in a variety of performandg

models increases. These performance models are not represented by a single
A

-flid-611-butby-P-dutmun-mrth'etatreaI-urientattun thnean he-characterize-el as

the New Functionalism (Benin, 1981, in pfess). This functionalist orientation

is "hew" in its willingness to posit the presence of cognitive entities, but,

. e

as in previous fUnctionalist appraoches, theorizing is kept close to observed,

data. Structuralism and functionalist ? ai metatheories, 4re not testable

or falsifiable. It is not a question as to which point of (dew is coi-rect.

More to the Point is whether specific theories within each domain make

assertionAhllengingf,the truth values of the other.

Our own view, which underlies the geometric problem solving research to

be reported is based on two assumptions. Fi4rst, we hold that both fuhctional

and structural analyses of behavior are required for an adequate account of

mathematical.cognition, as well as all cogniflon. Second is our conviction
0

that the functional characteristics of a,cognitiv"e system, such'as performance

strategies, are related to abstract structures that define the interrelatlons

among funclonal systems.
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The'research model.

Tice xesearch was based on a model in which two dimensions, one mathematical

and the other psychological,were related. The mathematical dimension was

based on the Kleiniah cldssificatiOn of geometries[ihich, as indicated, is

efined by the ihlraYiant properties of figures undera,group-Or transform-
,

tions, ranging from the topological_ro-Eudlidean. We chose for practical t

reasons to confine our re'grch to planar or Euclidean geometry, because it

leads itself best to experimeneation with a variety of tasks over a broad

deVeloprental range, and,it is the domain for which a faAr moilt of research

is already available (Moye, 1978).

The'psychological dimension of the model dalt with cognitive proce[ses.

. .

-Stace-- the- properties of --dongruence (Invariance) arid- Mot fOrt- ctranSfOiMatiOn)-
0

are central to an understanding of geometry (Prenowitz & Swain, 1066), the

t focus of our research wps on the cognitive processes relevant to determiningf

congruence between figures under planar transformation. An analysis of how

h

the congruence of geometric figures (such as triangles) can be established

in a spatial context, suggested the following cognitive processes'as candidates ,

0

for study, although .9ey do not exhaust tbe set of possibilities. First, If¼

graphic representation of geoutetric objects must be .transformed to determine

_

congruence, or physical realizations of geo6etric objects are transformed

out of sight, soie form of imagerY process must be involved. Second, deter-

mining whether two figures are congruent ia respect to geometric properties

that have physical extension clearly requires measurement operation's.

Third, if Piaget's recent formulations concerning corresp'ondences and morphisms

are correct,.a "precocious" understanding of congruence may be achieved

through establishing corresponsiencet betweeti elements of figures, i.e., lines

34 :
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and anglesorre'spondeuce processes used to make compArisons between

figures arc presumed to be developmentally trcior to measurement operations.

Fourth, the ability to Aeal adequat'ny with trallsformations suggests that

some transformtions maybe more difficult to.process than others. We were

thus interested in the relative processing difficu5y of individual trans-

.

formations and the ability to integrate information from transformations.

In summary, we studied four cognitive processes:

:Transformational imagery. Processes basic to the ability to imagine (i.e.,

imege> the terminal state of a figure.resulting from a series of physical

transformations-when only the initial state the figure) apd the transr

formations'are indicated.

Measurement,operationarocpaes basit.P.AMOJitative and quantitative

measarement to determine the cungruence or .non-congruence of figures ,that

differ'by a transCarMation,

Correspondence by comparison. Processes by which corr'esponding elements oc.

two figures (e.g.,.lines, angles) are est,ablished when the figures diffef by

X
a transformation.

1 4

Combination of moans. Processes involved in the qbility o integrfte.

.ipformation Erom different trangformations.

2;7)These copitive processes were investigated at two levels of analysis.

v

4
First, we examined the competencies of children in respect to their knowledge

#

of congruence:that is, whether children at different ages were stkcessful
.

in performing in tasks that exemplified these processes and thus could be

presumed to have the cognitive resources to deal with them. Second, we Were

interested in the wiys cliildren at different ages go about solving the tasks,

that is, in the behavioral strategies evident as they responded to the demands

of the respective tasks. .
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Research DesiKn

The study employed a factorial design.with repeated measures (tasks:

7 levels) on two between-subject factors: *Age (8 levels) and Spx (2. levels).

,

METHOD

(ee Appendi. for details).

The order,of task presenttion was counterbalanced within age groups with

.

the constraint that the imagerY task was administered first so as not to

4 . i

confound ehe effects of other tasks on imagery, and the combination of motions

tasXt was always last. There were two presentation orders, an& half of each

sex within each age group received order 1, half order 2. I

more \tan one.testing session to comptete_the set of tasks,

f a subject required

a subject was given
e

the first and second tasks within an order during the first.session, and the

remaining third and fourth tasks in that order during the second session.

Presentation order in the imagery tasks for the three types'U transforms-
,4

tloos, (ffip, slide, turn) wavrotated among sublects utilizing ll six possib1e

orders of the three transfomations. In ihdmeasurement ta4k, ttiree dimensions

I

were counterbalancedwithin each age group: (1) mobility, of figures half the

subjects responded to non bile figures (i.e., figures were "fixed" to the-tiva

boards). and half to mobile fig res (i.e., figures could be lifted off.the.

boardS1' and manipulated), (2) congruence of*triangles - half the subjects judged

congruedt triangle )3nd half judged non-congruent triangles, and (3) nresentation

order for lhe tyre of transformation (flip, turn and slide). The tliird set of

tasks conLsted of three correspondence tasks, lines, angles and points On a

circle. The circle task was administered to all subjects,whei-eas half the

subjects withfn each age group received the lines task and half received the

0
I.
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angles task. Presentation order for the two correspondence tasks and the type

of transformation (flip; turn,and slide) was counterbalanced-within,each age

group.

' Materials

.
Imagety task. The Pretest employed a cookie cut,ter in the shape of an

equilateral triangle and play-doh: In Phase 1 of the imagery task there were
1

three sets of triangles (red, blue,and green) of 1/8 in.*,plexiglass. Each.set
4

of triangles contained a model triangle.and four "se'lection"'triangles. All

model triangles were scalene right triangle. The selectipn triangles withiti

each set consisted of three similar in shape to the model, one smaller than,
v.

the model, one congruent with it and one larger than the model'and one of

non-Similar shape. (The dimensions of tile three sets of triangles are indicated

in Table 1 of the Appendix)

1

Phase 2Cused the same three sets of trianles as phase 1, with the exceptiOn

tpat two bonvuent rnôdl triahgles were contained In each set. In addition,a

5 1/8 in. x 6 1/2 in. grey envelop without a flap was Provided. Phase 3'materials

4

were the same as phase 2.

Measurement task. All stimulus triangles were presented on a 3ft x 2ft

. piece of heavy moiinting board: .There were thrqe pairs of congruent triangles
v.

(red, bltie,and green) and three pairs ;:ipc,tori-congrtient'triangles (red, blue,

green), all of 1/8 in. plexiglass. All pairs of congrUent triangles...were

scalene right triangles. (Dimensions are in Table 1 , appendix). Three

. sets of solution aids (red, blue, green) were available for use wi the

three stimulus'triangles of.thesame color. Each set of solution aids

contained the following materials: one selection triangle was identical in

dimensions to the congruent triangles of the same color, four pieces of string
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figure lc
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CORRESPONDENCE TASK LINE.SeGNENTS:
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Figure le

CORRESPONDENCE TASi - ANGLE SEGMENTS:'

PLACEMENT OF TRIANGLES FOR ROTATION, FLIP, AND SLIDE TRIALS
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Figure If

CORRESPONDENCE ,TASK -.POINTSON A CIRCLE:

PLACEMENT OF DOTS ON CIRCLES FOR ROTATION: FLIP: AND SLIDE TRIALS-
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Figure 13
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COMBINATION OF MOTIONS TASK:

PLACEMENT OF SIGNS ON THE TASK 'BOARD
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with three pieces that corresponded in length to the sides of the congruent

triangles of the same color, four plastic sticks that corresponded in length

to the four pieces of string of the same color, one pair of scissors, a ruler,

a rbll oftwhite,twine, protractor, a pencil, six sheets of unlined paper,

and a tray to hold the s lution aids.

Correspondence task:-Line segments. Three pieces of mounting board

were used in this task. On each board-a paIr of scalene triangles, which

cprresponded despite a transformation (flip, turn,or slide).--was drawn. For

the flip and turn 'transformations, the triangleE were drawn approximately

5 in. apart. For the slide transformation they were drawn 10 in. apart.

Therewere 3 sets of 3 plastic line'segments (each 1/8 in. wide), a different

color for each transformation, that corresponded in length to the sides of

the experimenter's triangle on each board. (Dimensions in Table 1
6

Appenuir.)
1

Correspondence task: Angles. Three different pieces of mountMg board

were used in the task that paralleled.the line segments task materials: A

''set of three plastic angtes with a different color for each transformaiion.

Corresppndence Task% Points on aCircle. There were three mounting

boards each with a drawing of two.circles (diameters = 4 in.). Affixed to

the circumference of one circle (the test circle) were 3 white "dots"

(circular near labels), and one red and one blue non-mobile dot. There

were other,color, combinations fdr different transformations. All dots were

.1-1 in. in diameter. On the other circle, which differed by a transformation,

there were five colored dots ordered around the circumference, two of which

corresponded to the dots of the test circle. The test circle was positioned

so that the non-white dots were located at the 12 and 7 o'clock positions.
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There were boxes of 10 movable dots of various colors (see Appendix 2) avail-

able to the subject that could be affixed io the White dot areas of the test

circle.

In the Combinations Of Notions task, the principal inaterial was allarge

maze-like'mounting board (20 in. X 30 in.)'on which were drawn a peries of

paths from the "start sige.in the upper left hand corner to the "goal'sign,"

with a series of "signs" along the way at the intersection of paths (see

Figure 1). Surrounding the paths were "green grass" areas. The "signs"

were circular 3 in. discs with.a pattern made by a single blaCk radius line

that divided the two halves of the disc; eaCh hail was in a different color

(the black line did.not extend the entire length of the diameter). There were

three identical game discs, called "movers" (3 in. in diameter).. The "movers"

were similar to the signs, except that they had,a corresponding pattern on the

other siae of the disc. The "signs" on route intersections and "start" and

'goal" points differed by rotations and flips from one another. A subject

,

could take alternate routes in the game; some routes entailed traversing more

signs t'han others. There was a "path barrier", a stick, used to block ,a route.

Procedures. (A synopsis of, the procedure is given here, detailed procedures

for each task appear in the Appendix 2, Experimenter's manual).

The pretest which preceded the imagery task was designed to ensure that

the child understood the concept of congruence in at least one sense, relating

to same size and shape. A pretest was nec'essary since all tasks assumed that
a

the child understood the basic congruence question asked about the vaAous,:!
e

-

figures that differeil by a transformation. In the pretest the child yats, given

some "play-doh" and a cookie cutter in the form of a equilateral triangle. The

experimenter first demonstrated how the'coOkie cutter worked. Then the child

was allowed to make his own triangular "cookies" with the cookie Cutter. The

experimenter then pointed out that all the resulting ,triangles Were the same,

3
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and asked why this.was so. If the.child had difficulty with this queStion, it

'was explained that the triangles were ehe same "because fhey were cut from the

same cOokie cutter."

The Imagery Task had three phases", but only the last two phases were assuthed

to entail imagery processes (see Figure la). The first phase assessed how the

child would.initially establish the equality of two triangles, since the second

and third phases startedvith equivalent, i.e., congruent, triangles. Thd experi

menter set out a model triangle and pointing to the selection tray,_asked the

dhild to '!find the triangle in the tray that was cut by the same cookie cutter."

The child's strategies' in selecting a triangle that wa equivalent to the model

were recorded (for the first 16 cases by video tape, and for the remainder of the

subjects by a classification scheme derived from the video tapes). After the

child's choice was made he was questioned about the basis of his choice. (See

-4

Appendix 3 for classification code.)

The second phase began with th presentation of two identical model triangles

placed on the table in the same orientation, with the assertion that they were

cuVfrom the same cookie cutter. The experimenter then slipped an opaque envelope

over One orthe triangles and performed either a slide, turn (of 90%) or flip

transformatIon on the envelope containing the triangle. The child was instructed

to select a triangle from the'tray cut from the Same cookie cutter as the triangle

hidden in the envelope. The child's strategies in selecting the congruent triangle

and his anw.:/ers to questions about the basis of his choice were recorded as in

the first phase. The initial procedures of ehe second phase were repeated.

However, after,the experimenter performed the transformation, the subject was

uested to do the'same with the visible model triangle, "so that it will look

the way the triangle hidden in the envelope looks now."



.The measurement tas1 utilized two triangles (congruent or non congruent)
,

that were placed 'on a board by the experimenter while the subjecE closed

his eyes (see Figure IP for triangle placement). The child was .told that

sometiMes the triangle would be from the same cookie cutter yd sometimes

not, and that'the'child was to find out whether or nor they were from the

same cookie cutter. The experimenter provided a tray of solution aids for

"usto help find out hether these two triangles are cut from the same cookie

cutter or not." In the fixed non-mobile condition the child was cautioned
)

that the triangles could not be moved off the board. In the mobile condition

the child was told he could move them to make his determiaation. -

After making ariial judgment about the.congruence or non congruence

of the triangles the child was asked another way of finding out whether the

triangle were from the same cookie cutter. A third request, which emphasized

the use of "something (else) on the table" followed the second judgment . -As

in all of the tasks, strategies,were recorded or coded and questions 9kld

about the child's choice of strategies (See Appendix 2 - Experimenter's manual).

The Correspondence Task: line segments began by placing a board,on whiCh

were drawn'a pair of congruene triangles in front of the child. The pair ot

triangles on each board dfffered by one of three transformations. (For

the Tilacementsof tfie triangles see Figure 1c). The experimenter indicated

that the two triangles were "cut from the same cookie cutter," and then

proceeded tQ, "decorate" his trilingle. After doing so, the experimenter er

pointing to one side asked the child to point to the side of his own triangle

"that is ehe same as this side." The child then moved the plastic line segment

Cram the experimenter's triangle onto his triangle, for'each succeeding side.,

2b 3,4



A follow-up seles of,questions ended each trial (see Appendix 2 - Experimenter's

manual).

The Correspondence: Angles task was conducted in the same manner with.only

the wording of the instructions changed, at appropriate, i.e., "can you point

to Ole corner of your triangle that is the same as this one." (Figure le .)

. The Correspondence: Pointb on a Circle task presented the child with a board

on which.was drawn a pair of 4 in. circles. Five 1/2 in. "dots" were affixed

in glock positiAs around the periphery of both circlet. The pair of,circles

on each board (total of 3,boards) differed by one of three transformations.

(See Figure 10,

The task began with the experimenter assertiug that.the circles were gcut,

from the same cookie,cutter.''' it was pointed out that the twd colored dots

'on tbe child's circle (tfie test circle) corresponded to odo dots with the same

colors on the%experimenter's circle. The experimenter then,"decorated' her

circle by placing three additional colored 'dots in their appropriate locations

'around the periphery of the circle, and suggested that they decorate the child's

circle: The ,experimenter pointed to pne of the three remaining ddts on her

circle and said, "can you point to the spot on your circle that is the same .

as this one?U (which was one of Ole 3 blank white spots on the Child's circle)'.

The child then relocated the dot from the experimenter's circle to the selected

spot on his circle for each of the three dots.

o The'Combination of Motions task began with three "movers in non-corres-

ponding orientations, and the chi-ld was asked to make them "look the same.A

If the child had .difficulty, one hint was given that turning them over might
NL

help. If the child succeeded-he was told to choose one for the game. The

purpose of.this pretest procedure was to familiarize the child with the process,
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of matching one mover'to another which was basic to sign matching in the

combination of motions gnme.

The game board was then placed on the table, and the chi1d instructed

I>o tp begin at the "'s-Eart sign" by making a match between the mover and the sign.

1. was given help if theyndid not match:. He was then told'to move his mover

along one of the roads, taking :11e'shortest route'to the goal and not proceed-

ing beyond a sign without first matching his mover to it. After one trt...a.,1 a

follow-up question was asked (see'Appendix 2 - Manual) and a path barrier was

placed on the road the child took in the game. Then the child was asked to

o through the game a second trial using another route to the goal-. Follow-

up questions were again asked. (Figure lg).

5ubjects Eighty Oildren between 4 years and 11 years of age participated

in the study. There wete 10 at each of 8 age levels equally divided by Sex.

The 8 age levels were chosen to encompass a wide developmental range Trom the

period when one-way mapping operations are said to characterize the child's

performance (4,years) to the period When formal operations are said to develop

(11 years) (Piaget et al.,1977).
.

\The mean ages and range of the 8 age levels were: 4 years 2 months.

(range 3, 7 to 4,5); 5 years:0 months (4,6 to 5,4); 6 years 0 months (5,7 to

6M; 7 yearimoig (6,7 to 7,5); 8 years 7 mcmth (7,6 to 8,4); 9 years

1 month (8,9 to 9,3); ,10 years 0 months (9,7.to 10,4); 11 years 0 months

(10,8 to 11,4). These age levels are referred in the report as 4- to 11-

year-olds, in yearly'intevals.

Children were.selected and tested in two phases. The first was a video-

taped phase in which 2 children at each of the 8 age levels were'tested in

tile university laboratory. The videotapes from this testing phase were



anatyzed lor the sniatogies manifested by the othi,ldren in solving the-tasks.

llt!se analyses formed the basis for the strategy coding schemes Used in the

second testing,phase. The second phase,wasconducted at the school from

which the remaining 64 children were drawn. Children in. both phases were

.tested individually by the experimenter while.a trained coder recorded.

In the second phase, there were 6 additional subject's tested for a,study of

the reliability of the codirig schemes.

The first 16 videotaped subjects were obtained by referral contacts.

These subjects w'ere from middle-class professional families and were above

average. in,Intelligence. The second group (64) Were obtained.by a random

selection from the preschool, kindergarten and elementary school classes in

a special school for gifted* children, staffed b chool system'of a large

city, but operated by a publically supported university. The intellectual

status of the second group was well above averae, and although this group

was predominantly from middle-class Nimes, their ethnic status reflected

an aftirmative action policy in recruitment. The ratial composition of the

subjects was mixed. The total sample of the firit and second groups

consisted of 77.5% whites; 22.5% non-whites (blacks, hispanics and. orientals).

Results

There were three types of data to be reported: (1) Strategies children
4

-
employed in tasks designed to test their knowledge of 'geometric congruence

and transformation, (2) the coAsistency of performance across tasks, with

respect to accurate performance and strategy deployment, and (3) the relation

between cross-task consistency and the strategies evident at different ages.

Some of the findings are strilsIng. Children's strategies fo i. establishing

geometric congruence are evident in children as young as two and a'.half years
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of age. Children appear to utilize rules that indicate knowledge of the

constituent parts of geometric figures at very young ages. Strategies super-.
.

--
cede one adOther in developmbnt becoming more powerful, sophisticated, geo-

betricar, and accurate. A high measure of consistency appears within, sets of

tasks suggesting the availability of increasingly general cognitive structures

with development.
.

These and other findings will be detailed and discussed in. respect to
4

analyses conducted on each of the tasks.

Strategy analyses

Coding Reliability

The tasks, as indicated, were first administered to 16 subjects, 2 at each

of. 8 levels at a university laboratory provided with a one-way vision room.

Children's performance was videotaped and from the videotaped data a coding

scheme was.developed for the classification ot strategy responses. The col-

. lection of data.from the remaining 64 subjects.took place in the field (i.e.,

schools) with responses classifiekaccOrding to the coding 'scheme. The

reliability f the coding scheme was high. A study of the reliattility of

the coding of strategy responses was made with two judges. A sample df 7.5%

of subject 'responses was made in the.age range from 5 to 10 years. In the

'imagery task, 192 responses were rated with 98% agreement;. in the measurement

task there was 977. agreement; correspondence:.lines/angles, 94%; points on

a circle, 98%, and combinatiOn of motions, 98%. Because of the high reli-

abflity, data from ehe videotapes and the field data wer/t- pooled. The first

data of interest are the strategies manifest in the ta/iks..

Imagery task strategies

Four main tasks were administered in the study, but as ;ome of the

tasks contained subtasks, there.were in fact.seven tasks from which strategY

data were obtained. Three of these were in the imagery task. The first phase
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of this task inValved'the presentation of a model triangle and a "selection"

tray containing four trianglps. The child was asked to select a triangle

from the tray "cut from the same cookie cutter" as the model triangle.

There were.1.th4e such trials, each representing a different transformation

of the triangle (slkde, turn and flip).

Subjects approached the task With a behavior soquence of two parts, a

seleqsiga_plasq, Collowcd by a verification phase. The selection phase

entailed either 'visual inspection of the materials or haphazard selection.
,

As the labels indicate, visual inspection involved a deliberate process of

looking over the model triangle and the tray triangles, after which a selection

was made of one or more of them. This was followed 1')), the verification phase

in which the child checked the validity'of his choice by pne of a variety of

methods. If selection was haphazard, it involved no deliberate visual

examination of the materials on the table, with a "grab" for one of the tray

triangles.

The selection phase was followed by verification in which two.types of

strategy were evident. The edge matching strategy (EM) involved the placement

of a Itray triangle so that one of its edges was placed parallel to or.abutted

an edge of the model triangle. A judgment of congruence was made on,the

?basis of a single edge match or multiple edge matches. If the latter, they

*involied eiEher two or three sides. Whether edge matches were made with

corresponding or non-corresponding sides of triangles was noted, inasmuch at

this action was seen as a significant indicator of subjects' geometric knowledge.

The.second strategy was superposing, in which either the selection or,

model triangle was placed on the others so as to cover it. This could be hccomplished

by an anticipation movement with one trianglelheld a distance above the other,

or their congruence judged by actual contact of one on the other. Sometimes

prior to making a congruence judgment. Some subjects used a combination of

33



Table 1

.4.

35

superposing an'd edge matching. The strategies observed were as follows

(not all logical possibilities are iudicated, only those observed):

I. .5election (followed by) No verification.

A. Visual inspection: one triangle

B. Visual iuspection: more than one triangle

C. Haphazard

II. Selection Ed e matching Verification (Sin le ed e matching onl

A. Visual inspe,ction single edge matching: corresponding sides

B. Visual inspection --+ single edge matching: non-corresponding sides .

or both corresponding and none-corresponding

Haphhzard single edge matching: corresponding sides

III. Selection --+ Su er osin Verification

A. Visual inspection superposing: anticipatory (collapsed over
single and more than one triangle categories)

B. Visual inspection --+ superposing: contact (collapsed as above)

C. Visual inspection superposing: boa; anticipatory and contact
(collapsed as above)

b

IV. SelectiOn Combination of edge matching and superposing verification

A. Visual inspection --+ single edge matching and multiple edge matching

B. Visual inspection single edge matching and superposing

The data in Table 1 are based on the first pattern evident in each transfor-

.

mation trial, with the data summed over transformation trials (thus 3 responses

per subject and 10 subjects per age level).

The data reveal the following:

1. There are clear age trends in the gse of strategies.

2. The predominant strategy in the younger age groups was edge-matching, in

particular single edge matching; in the older subjects it was superposing.

3. A shift from edge matching to superposing appeared between the sixth and

seventh years (57% EM at 6, 17% at 7; 20% superposing at 6; 83% at 7 years).
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Table 1

Imagery Task - Phase 1: Frequencies of Strategy Patterns and Correct Congruence Judgments by Agea

III IV

Age A 'B C Total' Total A B C Total Total A B C Total Total A B Total Total
OW.

4 3 J.' Q 4 . P 15 6 2 23 77 2 1 0 3 10 0 0 0 0

(93)(33)(100)

5 2 0 '0 2 7 22 1 0 23 77 4 0 0 4 13 1 0 1
1J

(50) ' (95) (100) (100) (100)

6 6 : 1 0 7 23 13 3 1 17 57 6 0 0 6 , 20 0 0 , 0 0
(50) (100)(67)(100) (100)

/

7 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 5 17 16 4 5 25 83 0 0 , 0 0,

(100)(100r (100)(100)(190)
t.4

8 2. 3 0 5 17 10 1 0 11 36 10 1 1 12 40 1 1 2

(501(67) (100)(100) (100)(100)(100) (100)(100)
.

.

9 2 3 0 5 :7 7 0 0 7 23 18 o o 18 60 P o o o

(1d0)(100) (low ...--- (low

10 6 1 . 0 7 23 4 3 0 7 23 16 0 0 16 53 0 0 0 0

(83)(100) '(100)(67) (100)

11 2 1 0 3 10 0 0 0 0 0 25 2 0 27 90 0 0 0 0

100)(100), (96)(50)

,

Total 23 10 0 33, 75 15 3 97 8 6 2 1 3

Total

.9761 60 0 60 100*, 98 75 100 100
Correct

a
Percentages of correct congruedce judgments appear in parentheses, below ftequencies.

Category numbers and,lexters are defined in the teu. Note: 10 subjects per age group X 3 responses = 30

.41 responses per age-group.



4. Combinations uf sirdtegies were rare; subjects persisted, for the most part,

in one type of strategy.

5. Selections made without verification were relatively few and had an erratic

course over the, ages tested.

6. There was a'drop in superposing strategy use at age 8 and a subsequent rise

to predominant use of superposing at 11 years, with the reverse in the edge

matching strategies.

7. Edge matching when it occurred was predominantly with corresponding sides of

triangles; mainly the hypotenuses of the matched triangles.

8. Haphazard selection was rare in the data, and only occurred at the youngest

ages studied.

Correct congruence judgments were also recorded and are indicated in Table 1..

The following results are evident:

1. Children made correct congruence judgments even at.the youngest age studied

(4 years), providing that they used single edge matching (which 77% did.):

Eighteen of 23 judgments were correct when based on edge matching at this age;

none was correct if made on another basis.

2. All superposing judgments from age 5 to age 11 were correct; none of the

4 year-olds' were (3 such judgments).

3. Visual inspection without verification was an inaccurate strategy up to age

9, at which point fts employment led to correct congruence judgments.

4. At the point at which single edge matching declined and superposing began

to prcdominate (from 6 years to 7) subjects are equally successful in the use

of each strategy (i.e., 100% correct).

In sum, dytc.mining congruence for even the youngest subjects was not a

difficult task, as long as a transformation was not involved, which was the

case in phase one. The results indicate too that most children understood

what the experimenter meant in the congruence questions. The change in
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strategies vith age (from single EM to superposing) is striking. In this
q.

phase they occur even though'children a e highly successful with edge match-

ing at young ages.

In Phase two a different procedure s used from Phase one. A model

triangle was placed on the table wi s matching (congruent)-triangle located

at a distance to the right of it. The selection tray with four triangles

was also on the table. A manila e velope was slippe'd,over the matching

triangle and a transformation per ormed on.it (a flip, turn or slide). The

subject was asked, following the t ansformation, to select a triangle that

Inatched the triangle in the envel p . This procedure, which forms the'basis

of the next phase as well, was

transformation performed

signed in part to determine whether a
4

hidden triangle would affect judgment as to

r whether size and shape properties of the hidden triangle were conserved.

Thomas' (1978) study suggested that with a transformation size would not be

conserved. The strategies employed in selecticin and verification of the.4'ray

triangle' chosen as congruent with the hidden triangle were observed and recorded

as was success in choosing the congruent tringle.

The strategies were the same as those in phase one, visual inspection and

haphazard selection st9tegies, and edge matching and superposing verification

strategies. In addition, the change in procedttre prompted reliance on memory

of the hidden figure with attempts to deal with the hidden figure by superposing

the tray triangle on the envelope. Both edge matc,hing and superposing on the

common figure (the model triangle), in order to make inferences about the

hidden figure, were taken to be aS indication of the use of transitive inferences

in that a judgment of congruence between the tray triangle and the hidden

triangle by matching it with the model triangle (which had been shown to be

congruent with the hidden triangle before it was covered and trLsformed)
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Table 2

JImagery Task - Phase Ii: Frequency
of Strategy Patterns and Correct Congruence

Judgments by Agea

1
b

Age A . B C

T
o

't

a

1
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o

t

.'a

1

II

AB

T.

.0
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a

1
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o

t

a

1

III

A%

IV

A BCD
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o

t

a

1
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o

t

a

1

V
T
o

t

aABC11

XT
o

t

a

VI

T
9
t

a
B C D B F 1

ZT

9
t.

4 6 2 2 10 33 6 2 8 27 1 3 8 0 0 2 10 33 1 0 I 3 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(7)
(33)

(63) (100)5 8 2 0 10 33 0 0 .0 0. 0 0- 17 0 0 0 17 57* 0 0 0 0 0 1 Ô 0 2 0 0 3 10

(50) (100)

(82)

(100)
6 7 0 4 1.0 33 4 0 4 13 0 8 1 0 0 9 30 6 0 0 6 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(71)

(80(100)
(100)7 1 1 0 2 7 0 2. 2 7 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 7 22 1 1 24 80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(100) (100)

(100)
(100)(100)(100)8 4 3 0 7' 23 1 0 1 3 6 0 9 1 0 0 10 33 8 3 0 11 37 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 3

(50) (100)
(100)

(100)(100)
(100) (33)

1100)

9 6 3 0 9 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 13 14 0 0 14 47 0 1 1 0 1 0 3 10

(100) (100)

(100)
(100)

(100)(100 (100)

10 12 1 0 13 43
, 1 0' 1 3 2 7 3 0 0 0 3 1 0 8 0 1 9 30 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 7

(831(100) .
(100) (100) (100)

(100)

(100) (100)

11 6 2 0 8 27 1 0 1 3 3 10 0 0 '0 0 0 0 16 0 1 17 57 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 3

(50)(100)
(100)

- (94) (100)
(100)

Total -

50 14 6 134 6 51 2 0 2 7543
1 1 1 2 ,4 1

I Total-Cotrect.
64 86 0 . 57 0 83 86 100 0 100 99 50 67

0100 100 100 100 100

apercentages of correct
congruence judgments appear in parentheses,

be1da frequencies.bCategory numbers and letters'are
defines in the text.Noce - 10 subjects

pertage level x 3 responses 30 responses per age group.



Table 2
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would imply that the subject assumed that A=B (tray triangle = model

triangle), B=C (model triangle is congruent with hidden triangle),

,

therefore, A=C (tray triangle is congruent with hidden triangle).

Inasmuch as there were three transformations there'were three opportuni-

.

t ties to observe strategy use. The data in Table 2 are based then on three

responses per 'trial (30 pen,age group). The strategy patterns observed :

were as follows:'

I. Selection No.verification

A. Visual inspection: one triangle

B. Visual inspection: mpte than one triangle (picked up and inspected)

C. Haphazard

Selection Memory verification (indicated by subject's verbalization)

A. Visual inspection: (one triangle) -+ Memory match

B. Visual inspection: (more than one triangle) Memory'match

' III. Selection riPHidden figure superposing

A. Visual inspection ..(1 triangle and more than one triangle) -3-10.Hidden
figure superposing

IV. Selection --> Common figure (single) edge matching

A. Visual inspection -* Common-figure single edge matching: corres-
pondipg sides

B. Visual inspection -1. Common-figure single.edge matching: non-

.corresponding sides and non-corresponding +corresponding sides

C. Haphazard -loCommon-kigure single edge matching: corresponding sides

D. Haphazard *Common-figure single edge matching -- non-correspond-
, ing sides & corresponding + non-corresponding sides

V. Select ion

A. Visual inspection -*Common-figure superposing: Anticipation
(1 triangle; +;>1)

B. Visual inspection -+Common4igure superposing: Contact (1
triangle +) 1)

3 9



C. Visual inspection -- Common-figur7 superposing: Anticipation 6
Azontact (L T +).1)

VI. Selection -, Combination of verification stidtegies

A. Visul inspection -1. Memory match + hiaden-figure superposing

\
B..Visual inspeceion -*Memory match + common-figure superposing

. C. Visual inspection -*Hidden-figure superposing + common-figure
superposing.,,

. D. Visual inspection -*Common-figure single edge matching. + common-
figure multiple edge matching.

E. Visual inspection -*Common-figure single edge matching + common-
.

figure superposing.

F. Visual inspection L.IrMemory match; thieden-figure superposing +
common-figure supexposing:

The results were as follows:

In respect to strategy behavior -

1. Visual inspection without verification constituted fully a third of the

subject's strategies at 4 years of age. That proportion was substantially

the same throtigh age 11, with a'drop only at age 7.

2. Visual inspection occurred mostly with a single triangle in contrast to

more than one (50 vs. 14), that'is, the subject picked up and inspected only

one triangle and made no attempt to Match it with.the model triangle:

3. Haphazard seleCtions occurred up.to age 6 and were few in number.'

4. Visual inspections involving memory matches, that is, the child said he

remembered what the hidden triangie looked like and selected the congruent

triangle on that basis, occurred primarily the younger subjects (27% at

4 years; 13%\at 6).

5. Single edge matching was the dominant sirategy up to age six reaching a
0 ,

peak at 5 years (57% of the responses). It dropped substantially at 7 ytars

(7%) although it rose briefly at age 8.

64 Single edge matching, at all ages, including.Ahe youngest 4-year-olds,

was with correspondlng sides of the triangles, most often the hypotenuse.
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7. As in Phase one, there was a transition at age seven in which the use of

k
single edge matching was superseded by superposing (80% of responses) on the

exposed model triangle.

8. Mostl6f.the superposing occurred without contact of the tray triangle

with the modell, instead it entailed holding one triangle at a distance above

the other and thus judging their-congruence.

9. A few subjects attempted to superpose the tray triangle on the hidden

triangle, Ostensibly, this was to the perceived or imagined outline of the

figure.

10. As in Pfiase one, subjects stayed with A single strategy, either edge matching

or superposing, and infrequently were they combined.

In respect, to Acuracy in judging congruence:

1. Visual inspection alone did not lead to correct judgments at ages 4 and 5.

'At older ages it was successful, although when used by even older subjects

(10 and 11 years) it was less successfully.used.

2. Single edge matching was less accurate at 4 years (63%), but by 5 years and

6 years was a fairly successful strategy (82% and 88% correct).

3. Superposing, when it appeared at 6 years, was wholly accurate although its

very limited use at four years was not.

In geneial, the pattern of performance in phase 2 strongly paralleled that

of Phase I both in sttategies and in patterns of success in judging congruence,

although there was somewhat less success in judging congruence in this condition.

The fact,that a substantial number of children at 5 years of age and even at 4

years (In the edge matc.hing condition) made successful congruence judgments

where a relocating transformation occurred attests to their ability to conserve

those properties of the object on which the congruence judgments are based

(i.e., size and shape) and are not in accord with the Thomas (1978) findings

in respect to the effects of transformation on size judgments.
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a

The appearance of edge matching and some superposing to the common

triangle at ages four and five (57% of the responses) shows, that at least

- a portion of the subjects were capable of making transitive inferences at

these ages.

Phase 3 of

Its purpose was

the imagery task was designed Eo be the heart of the task.

-

to assess the child's ability to invoke transformational imagery
,

ip the process of arriving at congruence judgments in the faCe of geometric

transformation. In this,phase, the transformations took place with the geometric

figures hidden so that the child was required to imagine how,the figure appeared/\

in the process of transforma4on as it Int through its trajectory to a termina-

tion point.

The task was, a repeat of the procedures of Phase mo, with modifications:

Once two triangles were established as congruent, one of them was inserted into

an envelope 17 the experimenter. The envelope was then transformed by a flip,

slide or turn. In Phase three, the subject was then asked to carry out the

4

same action with the uncovered tr gle. The transformation hoWever, was to

be undertaken Withodt an envelope to'cnit observation of thd tangle's

direction of movement, orientation, etc., and to deny spatial cues to ,the

subject who might merely mimic and match the orientation of the envelope.

A

Two aspects of `the action were observed and noted. First, how the child placed

the triangles. Second, how the child carried,out the tranbformation.

Essentially, the child carried out a transformation or he did not. If

the transformation was carried out, it was noted whether it was a relevant

transformation or an irrelevant one. If it was refevant,dt could be complete

or not complete and lf the latter it could be partial or overextended. If the

transformation was relevant, it could be carried out in the wrong direction

or it could be correctly transformed. The success of a child's performance

could be interpreted in different ways. Three criteria were developed,

42
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Table 3

Imagery Task Phase 3: Transformation Strategies and Successful Performance by Three Criteria as a Function of,Age

(In percentage- of totals)
a

Transformation Stl=ategies
Success Criterion (% CorrecOs

Age I
b

II III IV

A
V

B
Strong Moderate Weak

0

4

.

30 27

t

37 35 65 3 20 37

5 13 6 0 80 54 46 7 33 80

6 0 11 7 81 86 14 27 30 73
I

.
1--.

L..)
7 10 3 3 83 78 22 34

.
52 83

8 7 3 0 90 93 7 40 43 .90

9 3 0 0 97 90 10 40 50 97

lf 10 3: 0 86 92 8 52 52 86

11 7 . 0 0 93 86 14 50 63 93\ l

Total 9- 7 2 82 78 22 32 43 80

c-

a
Based on 30 responses (10 subjects x 3 responses per subject) per age group.

b
Coding scheme described in text.
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strong, weak and moderate. The categories applied to the_data were as follows,

0.
.and'appear in Table 3._

Table -3 Triangle Transformation_Strategies

I. Transformation not performed; ambikuaus (random)

43

II. Irrelevant Transformation

III. Irrelevant & Relevant Transformation

A. Relevant Transformation: Partial

B. Relevant Transformatiod: Overextended

C. Relevant Transformation: Full

IV. Relevant Transformation'

A. Pariial

B. Overextended

C. Full

, V. Direction of transformation

A. Same

B. Opposite

Accuracy of Transformation Rbsponses

Strong Criterion: relevant [ft9.1] transformation + same direction.

Weak Criterion: any relevant transformation - regardless of direction.

Moderate,Criterion: a full transformation intspective of direction.

The results are as follows:

1. With the choice of placing the triangle in the original (i.e., proper)

position or an altered one, children overwhelmingly placed it correctly

(9,6%) even at 4 years of age. -

2. With no instructions to the conarary, a substantiol proportion of responses

(48%) indicated that children took the instructions, "do what I [experimenter]

did" literally, and mimicked the insertion of the triangle into an imaginary

enyelope. There' were no age differences4n- this respect.

P;
Li
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3: A sizeable.proportion.of subject's responses (37%), even at 4 years

of age, were %1....vant with respect to the transformation (i.e., they were

partial, full, or overextended).

4. A marktul transitfvp'occorred betwoon 4 and 5 years ol ago in the proportion

of relevant transformations (from 37% of responses to 80Z).

5. A comparable transition occurred with respect to the direction of the trans-

Bormation, although at a later age (6 years). At 4 years of age, 65% of the

responses were ia the 9pposite diection from the model transformation, at

ears.it was approximately 50%, but at 6 years of age 86% were in the correct

directUn.

6. Successful transformational imagery performe may be judged in a number

'of ways: with a weacriterion, carrying out a relevant transformation alone

(e.g., a slide, flip or rotation); with a strong criterion, based on a complete,

but not offerextended relevant transformation, plus carrying out the transfor-

4
mation in the same direction as the model 4ansformation; and, a moderate

Lriterion, set between the extremes, based on a complete transformation carried

out irrespeCtive;f direction of transformation. The moderate criterion was

used in later analyses oT the consistency of performance.

Judged by die weak oriterion, the proportion of success was essenaaily

the same As category IV in Table 3 (relevant transformations), that is, a

transition to a high level of sOccessful performance (from 37% to 80%) occurred

at 5 years of ge. With the st.rong cOterion, based on h complete transfOrma-

. re
Lion and orrect direction of transformation, correct subjects responses'did

not exceed 52% even zit 10 and kV years of age.

With,the moderate criterion (conplete transformation irrespective of

direttion), performance showed two changes in magnitude, at 5 years (from 20%

at 4 years to 507 of responses correct at 5 years), and at.7 years (from 30% at

6 years to 52': at 7 years). Performance, however, never reached a high, level,

oven at II years of ago.
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Thus, by both the weak and moderate criteria a significant change occurred

beiween 4 and 5 years In the ability to image the approi.riate transformation,

)1

although achieving accurate performance, judged by a complete transfotmation

in the appropriate direction was difficult for subjects and is to be accounted

for by the nature of the.task and the nature of the transformation involved.
1

An, analysis,of successful performance with each transformation revealed

that in carrying ou't a complete relevant ttansforMatign the slide transforma-

. tion was easiest, with 40% of responses correct at 4 years oo 80% at 11 );ears.

The flip Was next, with 0% success at 4 years to WM of responses cortect at

11 years. Rotation was most difficult in respect to full transformation, with

207. of responses successful at 4 years, 50% at 7 years and a decline to 20%

at 11-years. Concommittantly, however, relevant overextensions in.rotation

irrreased from 30%.at 4 years to 80% at 11 years, whereas, because of the nature

of the task, there.were very few such overextensions (2 responses of 30) in thea

flip condition. Again, probably because of the nature of the tasks, there was

a large number of partial flips, particularly in the middle years (at 8 years,

80% of the responses were partial flips), whereas in the rotations there were

hardly any partial transformations at any age (1 response). In essence, it

would appear that the flip and rotation were about'equapy difficult, with

diXferent trapsformation strategies emerging as,a function of the nature of

the,talk, although at four years of age the contrast betwefn the two trans-

Jormations shcwed a slight superiority of the rotation (complete and overex-

. tensions = 50% of responses correct) over the flips (comparable percentage:

compslete plus partial. was 207.).



Discussion - Imagery Task

The data from this task reveal some important features of geometrical

cognition. The most significant, aside from -the very existence of geo,letric

strategies in the very young child, is the shift from edge matching to super-

posing taat occurred betweeen the sixth and seventh year groups. Edge matching

although it precedes superposing and can be considered less advanced for a

number of responses, would be a rather sophistiLated method for verifying

congruence if it were carried out on all $ides of a triangle. It would provide

a psychological counterpart for Euclid's SSS (side, side, side) proposition for

establishing congruence: That is, if the sides of two triangles are congruent

then the triangles are congruent. The method to instantiate this proposition

could ideally be progressive edge matching, in which each side of the triangle

is matched, one after the other. Subjects did not follow this procedure.. For

the most part 'they used one side only, usually the hypotenuse, the most salient

corresponding side. The procedure they followed (in Phase one, fot ample)

was to first scan the model triangle then the array of available triangles

in the selection tray, apparently making some kind of mental or image match,

finally selecting one from the tray that they thought would match the model.

(Reports of younger children in Phase two that their judgments were based on memory

matches lends support to this possibility.) Thus, the image of the triangle

t5-0
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could provide both relational form data and size data. Whether they selected

on the basis of a single edge match or more than one is no more evident than

whether they matched at all; nevertheless, after selecting the best possible

choice thei proceeded to physically match one edge of the tray triangle with

one from the model. The hypotenuse of the triangle was.the most likely candidate

'for matching, possibly because it was the longest edge. Once the child verified

that the length of one side of each triangle matched, the child jumped to the

conclusion that the triangles were congruent. Younger subjects were more likely

to be incorrect In their judgments of congruence with edge matching either

because of incorrect relational form judgments, that is, they selected triangles

whose formal features were not identical, lacking an appropriate relational

matching rule, or their size choices were incorrect and instead of replacing

the triangle in the selection tray to test another, terminated their search

prematurely with an incorrect judgment. Older children tended to be more

corre-t in their judgements, although they tqo jumped to concluding judgements

with a single edge'match; even though to be certain of congruence a check of

ail three sides.would have been necessary. Their judgements were more likely

to be correct because of correct visual matches on relational features and

because of size. This is suggested by the fact that older children were more

likely to be cortect with visual inspection alone. That is, they were making

,correct mental (or image) matches on the basis of vjsual scanning in respect

to both formal triangle and size relations, with sufficient assurance that

actual matches, even of one side, were not necessary.

At the age when single edge matching became quite efficient (6 years),

superposing began to be used, and by the next age level (7 years) was the

predominant strategy. When the superposping strategy was used it invariably

resulted in correct congruence judgements. The reasons may be sought in the A.
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fact that the procedure involve, in one act, a test of the fqrmal correspondence

of the sides of the figures, the lengths of the sides and the surface areas of

the figures, the three principal components that constitute the basis of

congruence. The edge matching strategy is able to achieve these in only piece-

meal fashion. These properties of the procedure may in fact account for why

it is acquired lattr than the edge matching strategy, for to employ super-

position requires the integration of these properties, which may not be.possible

till the age of 6 or 7 years. That period corresponds to the age when Piaget

propdses that concrete operations are acquired.

The superposing strategy has another feature of significance relative to

the edge matching strategy. Edge matching, particularly if it is multiple edge

matching, as indicated, maps onto the Euclidean SSS proposition for asserting

the congruence of triangles. Therd are other propositions, such as SAS (side,

angle, side), but there is no e'vidence from the imagery task that young children

were taking angles into account in establishing congruence, as is evident in the

predominance of single edge matching. Euclid's SSS congruence proposition,

however, applies only to triangles, it_does not apply tá other figures, stch

as quadrilaterals, for even though all the sides of two quadrilaterals might

. be equal in length they would not be congruent if their angles were not congruent,

a condition that does not obtain with triangles whose angles of necessity are'

congruent if their corresponding sides are congruent. The superposing prxicedure

for establishing congruence, on the other hand, applies to all figuresand maps

onto the proposition that two geometric figures.are congruent if by a motion

the figures can be shown to be isometric; althoUgh it can be coliered more°'simply

by Euclid's notion that two figures are congruent if they can be made to coincide

(Euclid, 1956, p. 227). Whatever the theoretical relation between' the Euclidean

propositions, from an empirical point of view the edge matching strategy appears
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to be sidlpler, and at the same time, a more limited method for establishing

/congruence, whereas eu PeiTosition is more general (in applying to all figures)
/

and more certain as a method of congruence verification.

The strategy data are significant in yet another respect. A persisting

question in the literature on perception is as to the course of development

in the perception of figures or objects. Two views prevail. One is that at

the earliest age at which figures are perceived, the infant takes in the entire

figure and development results in progressive diffeuntiation of an

object's features or_ components. The other position holds that the earliek
\,

engagement with the figure is of its parts and that development involves

progressive integration of the parts to a final integration or composition of

the figure. The former theories are, identified as differentiation theories,

the laeter constructivist theories. The evidence from infant perception

research designed to test each position has been hampered by technical difficul-

J ttes (Hainline, 1982), so that an adequate characterization of perceptual develop-

ment has not been forthcoming. Nevertheless, from other evidence, the Gestaltists

and others (e.g., Gibson, 1969) have held to differentiation theories and

others (like Hochberg, 1972) have argued for the constructivist thesis. The

controversy has a bearing on the development of mathematical cognition, as is

,evidenced by P. van Hiele's theory of mathematical instruction (Wirszup 1976;

van Hiele, in press), which is based on gestalist differentiation assumptions

as to the processing of geojetric information. Van Hiele holds that in learning

of properties of geometric figures, the child progresses,from considering the

figure as a whole to k6771edge of its parts and its properties. In essence, it

is a view of learning in which learning order follows genetic (developmental)

order, although the learning he refers to octurs at school learning age. If

developmental order of acquisition is to be used as a model for learning then

f



empirical findings as to developmeAal order have clear relovan'ce for edu:ational

practice and instructional technologies.
V

Pie imagery task data speak to the question of developmental order of

partwhole relationships, at least in respect to'congruence verification

strategies. What we find is evidence consistent with the constructivist view.

Early single edge matching ghows that subjects are attending to,parts of the

figure and not to the figure as a whOle in judginvg the congruence of two figures.

Taking the figure as a whole into account appears later with the -ppearance and

almost exclusive use-of the superposition strategy, which we suggest is based

on the integration of parts and features of the figure. As will be reported

later, two supplementary studies show even earlier appearance of the esige matching

strategy. We ,7ant'it to be clear, however, that we are not suggesting that

these data directly concern perceptual examination of the figure as a part or

whole, inasmuch as the strategies we observed appear after visual inspection of

the figures, and short of eye movement data of the visual inspection process, no

assertions as to the nature of what occurs in that scanning is possible.

We do refer, however, to the cognitive processes in making judgments of

congruence and in th.is context the developmental order is as reported. To thCa

extent.that mathematical knowledge is more likelito be acquired by cognitive

processes, we suggest that a.more appropriate model for instrucOon'may be these

naturally occuring strategieb than a developmental order defined by perceptual

differentiation theory.

The data also reflect on p variet'y of children's competencies at young

ages. The data of Phase two show that a 'substantial dumber of children at 4

ancL5 years of age are capable of correct congruence judgments in the face of

relocating transformations, which attest to the ability to conserve size and

shape properties. .Ttle appearance of these abilities in younger children is

6 V
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consistent with Piaget's more recent theory of conservation based on commuta-

4.

tivity and correspondences.

It is also evident that at 4 and 5 years a portion of the \subjects are

capabl( of making transitive.inferences in the use of edge 'matching and in

superposing the common triangle in Phase two:

Whereas the data of Phases one and two suggest that imagery enters into

the processes by which congruence judgments are made, Phase three, which more
.

directly tested transformptional imagery, showed that the capacity for performing

accurately is more difficult when transformations are manipulated directly and

representation is necssary through reconstructive action. It would appear

that the nature of the task played an important role in making the task a

demanding one for subjects. Using a criterion based on carrying out the relevant
/*-

transformation, a substantial number of subjects were competent At 5 years of

age (807. of responses correct). With a criterion based on modeling the trans-

formation performed by the experimenter and approximating it in both extent

and direction, success was only moderate, even at 11 years of age. This was

clearly.a demanding requirement particularly in respect to rotations and flips,

whereas success was considerable with the slide transformation.

Thus, the data from Phase 3 are consistent with the general notion of a

marked transition, around 5 years in competence in teansformAtional imagery.

The data also show that the nature of the transformation has a marked effect

on the difficulty of transformational imagery so that a simple generalization

about transformations is not possible without taking into account the nature

of the transformation, as others have noted (Lesh, 1972). In some of Piaget'S

studies, the nature of the transformation that enters'into the taskes not

always taken into account in explaining the difficulty of the results. This

may be so, for example, in Piaget's falling pencil (around a fulcrum) demonstration,



and also in water level experiments, in which some orientations (in a rotation

of the hottle).are more difficult than others.

Measurement Task Strategies

In the measurement task, two triangle differing by a transformation

(slide, fiip and turn) were placed before the child. The triangles were

either congruent or noncongruent and were presented under moveable or fixed

conditions. A set of materials that could be used as measuring instruments

was laid out in a tray on the table. The child was asked to find whether

or not the triangles were congruent. The child's strategies and measurement

operations were observed in their efforts to accurately assess congruence.

The strategies evident in the task, cOnsistent with what appeared in the

imagery task, were v,isual inspection, single and multiple edge matching, and

superposing, in addition, there was the use of objegts as templates and specific

measurement techniques used in conventional and nonconventional ways single and

y
multiple edge matching occurred with corresponding ar non corresponding sides

of the figures or in combinations of these. With mobile figures, certain

strategies were possible that were not possible with fixed figures. With the

two test triangles on the table, measurements or comparisons between them

occurred through direct comparisons between the figures or by same indirect

method. There were three trials per subject.

Classification of measurement strategies (see Table 4).

Table 4 I. No response.

U. Estimation strategies

55
A. Visual inspection

B. Corner matghing (only.corners of triangles are apprOximated)

III. Single,edgd matching

A. Single edge matchini: corregfonding sides
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Table 4

Measurement Task: Strategies by Age

(In frequencies)

vi
t.n

Age I II

A B

13 13 1

5 6 12

6

8
8 4

7 1 1

8 5

,9 2 .

10 3

11 8

Total 27 48 2

7. 3.3 5.8 .02

% Total
Correct 0 81 50

III IV V VI VII
. .---.

J

A

14

6

5

1

3

4

33

4.0

88.

B A B A B A B A B

2 1 3 4 3

1 1 4 4

*
1 10.. 6

4 1 3 4

.

7 1 k,/// 3 14

1 4 15

1 2 1 1 13

5 12

3 2 6

1

6.

6

11 4 3 11 28 1 2 18 72

1.3 .04 .03 1.3 3.4 .01 .02 2.2 8.8

64 50 33 36 82 0 100 50 83

Note: 3 trials per subject: multiple strategies per trial were possible.

VIII
.ABAB

IX X

A B

XI

A B

29 15 1 -,

16 30 8 3
%
1

11 45 1

5 57 6 10 4

- 1 5.9 6 11

1 55 5 19

1 56 6 15

1 52 10 13

65 369 41 74

7.9 45.6 5.0 ,9.0 5.06

26 81 88 91 80

a

Strategy coding described in text.
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B. Single ed.g.R matching: non-corresponding; corresponding and nun-

corresponding sides

IV. Multikle.et;.e_maic.hing_

li. Multiple Z...dge matching: corresponding sides (fixed and progressive
,

combined)

B. Multiple edge matching: non-corresponding sides; corresponding and

non-corresponding (fixed and progressive combined)

V. Tray Triangle - single edge matching

No direct comparisons (corresponding and non-cOrresponding sides'

combined)
%

B. Direct .comparison (corresponding and non-corresponding sides combined)

VI. Tray_Irianglemultiple edge matching

A. No direct comparison (corresponding and non-correspon4iag Combined)
4er-

B. Direct comparison (corresponding and non-corresponding combined)

VII. Template Matching (pencil tracing, string tracing, and figure cutout)

A. No direct comparison

B. Direct comparison

VIII. Measurements (conventional and nonconventional)

A. No direct comparison

B. Direct comparison

IX. Superposing

X. Tray triangle 4- superposiag._

XI. Combinational of single edge'matching and measurement strategies

Analysis of Atioject's responses suggested the following:

I. The most frequent means of establishing congruence in this teak was through

the materials made available for the purpose of measuring one or both test

triangles. There were two types of such material, .conventional measuring

instruments (ruler, protractor), and materials that could be used for. non-
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Tab10

Measurement task: MObile vs. Non-mobile condition; Mean corre.ct

a

(percntage correct in paren\heses)

AGE MOBILE NON-MOBILE

4 2.3(78) .8 (27)

5 2.5(82) 1.7 (58)

6 2.6(82) 1.9 (64)

7 2.5(82) 2.5 (84)

8 3.0(100) 2.8 (93)

9 2.87(96) 2.9 (98)

10 2.87(96) 3.0 (100)

11 3.0 (100) 2.87 (96)

a

3 responses per Subject



conventippal measurement (that is, by methods not taught in school,or

home and not acquired from an adult, such as, string, sticks and body parts.

Across age, 45% of the response patterns were measutement strategies. Among

the younger children the tendency was to use nondirect comparisons, i.e:,

involving attempts at measurement with only one of the test triangles. These

dropped out so that by 7 years direct comparisons between the-two tegt triangles

were made with measuring instiuments. This was seen, fer example, when a

child aligned a piece of string with the edge of one triangle and that length

of string was-transported to the corresponding side of the other triangle.

Non-direct comparisons tended,pa-bt-Unsuccessful (26% correct) and direct

measurement, successful (81% correct overall)-

2. In the mobile-condition, the tondition in which the test trlangles could

be moved by the subject, the strategies employed were the same as those in

the*imagery task, that is edge matching and superposition. Edge Matching of

corresponding sides was used by the younger subjects (4 to 6 year-olds) and

less so with non-corresponding sides. The former led to more co'rrect congruence

judgments (88% vs. 64%). There was very little multiple edge matching.

3. The nonmobile condition was more difficult for subjects to judge correctly,

Table 5 , at least from 4 to 6 years of age. This was probably because they could nOt

use edge matching - with their usual success. Even 4-year-olds by contrast

57
were highly successful (78) Ili judging congruence when they could move the

test triangles. Subjects had measurement strategies at an early age but

these tended to involve nondirect comparisons which usually resulted in

incorrect congruence judgments ( Table 5 ).

4. A triangle was among the available measurement objects. It was used by a

portion of the subjects, particularly in the non-mobile condition, for single

edge matching, multiple edge matching and for superposing. It was used as a
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common measure in comparisons between the two triangles almost across the

entire age ran5Q. It was successfully used in direct compariSons, and net

very successfully by the younger subjects, predominantly, in non-direct

comparisons. Again, multiple edge matches were Infrequent. Tray triangle

superposing followed the general pattern seen in the imagery task. It

appeared infrequently before 7 years, but after 7 was second only to the

"measurement" strategies. It also yielded the most consistently correct

congruence jddgments (91%). Tray triangle superposing in the non-mobile

condition usually involved,,placing the tray triangle on both test triangles,

ualike mobile condition superposing in which one test triangle was placed on

the other. Tray triangle superposing occurred much more f.requently in the

non-mobile condition than in the mobile, prompted no doubt by the nature of

the respective task demands. Tray triangle edge matching was more likely to

be used by younger subjects and tray triangle superposing by the older, in a

pattern similar to that found in the'imagery task.

5. One group of strategies shows the considerable inventiveness pessible on the

part of these subjects in determining the congruence .of triangles4 These

strategies involved the creation of templates out of available materials to

use in the comparison of test figures. One.such template was created by -.

pencil tracing the outline of one triangle on paper and then fitting the

second triangle within the figure traced on the paper. Another template was

created by tracing the' outline of a triangle with string, sometimes with

stick as the anchor at one end in a usually awkward attempt to keep the outline

as taut as possible, removing tile triangle and replacing it with the second'

, triangle. A third method was cutting a paper'pattern with one triangle and

then either placing the pattern on the second triangle or if the triangle were
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movable inserting the triangle in the cutout left by the pattern's removal.

These strategies were used in two ways, either as direct comparisons where

the template was used as a common measure between the two test triangle or

with no direct comparisons, that is, the judgment of congruence was made with

cne triangle alone. The latter application of the strategy was evident prima-

rily.in younger subjects (50%). Direct comparisons, typical of the older

subjects (from 6 years on), were more likely to lead to correct judgments

(83%).

Discussion

The data from the measurement task support the strategy data findings of

the imagery task. In fact, phases one and two of the imagery task are closer

to aSpects of qualitative measurement than to imagery, in that the notion of a

cOmon measure and transitive inference utilized in performing in those

,

tasks are fundamental to the measurement concept (Piaget, Inhelder & SzeminSka,

1960) and were intimately involved in edge,matching and superposition procedures

in establishing congruence. The measurement task in having both mobile and

non-mobile test triangles created special problems but also opportunities for

subjects, particularly the non-mobile condition, in which objects other than

.the test triangles themselves had to be used to establish congruence. The

availability of the measurement objects almost demanded their use, even in

the mobile condition. It was often maddening to the experimenters to see a

child working diligently at a complex measurement procedure, such as the creation

of a template to test for congruence, when the experimenter knew how simple

it w.ould have been to lift one of the test triangleg and superpose it onto

the other to achtieve the same objective. This speaks to a number of contested ,

issues in cognitive deJelopmenL. One. concerns the basic competencies of the
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youngest age group studied (4-year-olds). Recently investigators have

attempted to make uPtoh of the skills of very young children, eithex in

asserting they share the saine processes and structures as adults (e.g.,

Bryant & Trabasso, 1971), and differ only in secondary skills, or that they

- have hitherto undetected competencies (Gelman, 1972). Our data both support

and contradict these views. First; they do show the availability of interesting

and unexpected strategies, such as those of edge matching and template con-

structions, which support. the early, competence position. A. fully lopical

use of edge matching, however, would result in perfect congruence judgments,

but only if the procedure were multiple edge matching, in that to assert

congruence on the basis of a SSS proposition, measurement. would be necessary

of all the sides. Instead, children mostly used only one side for verification

in arriviag at a judgment. The fact that they concentrated principally on the

hypotenuse as a significant component of the triangle suggests non-.trivial

knowledge of triangle characteristics at 4 years of age, but that knowledge

did not lead to very accurate performance and it was not till later that a more

fully adequate strategy appeared, namely superposition that was almost fool-

proof in verifying congruence. Clearly the integrative competencies explicit

in this Procedure were not available to the younger child to use spontaneously

and in this case one has a set of competencies not available to the younger

child.

Again, very young children do have other measurement skills at tneir

disposal at 4 years associated with cbnventional uses of measuring instruments

and non-conventional uses as well, but the 4-year-old was unable to perform

well; i.e., above 50%, in making such judgments, whereas at 5 years a substantial



increase, in correct responses occurred (75X). The inventive strategies

associated with template construction appeared in small numbers at 4 years

and more so at 5 years, but the strategy was not in place at 5, as evidenced
0

by its use with only one of the two test triangles. It was not till 6 years

thaf the strategy was effectively used in a direct comparison between the

two test triangles. Thus, in respect to measurement operations we again see

a general transition to a new level of competence occurring at about 6 and

7 years of age in the use of more elegant and general strategies. 'Again,

whereas very young children exhibit competencies not previously reported,

they nevertheless lack the power and sophistication to put these competencies

to effective use.

Correspondence Task: Lines and angles

In this task there were two triangles, the subject's and the experimenter's,

which differed by a transformation (slide, flip and turn). The experimenter

placed 3 line segments of plaseic on the sides of his triangle or 3 angles at

the vertices, also of plastic, and asked the subject to transfer each line or

angle to his triangle. There were three trials and three transforniations per-

trial per subject, i.e., 9 responses per subject. Explanations of the basis

of their responses were sought.. Multiple explanations were possible per trial

so that the number of explanations exceeded 90 in some cases.'

Subject responses to the task were of two kinds. First, was the actual

placement of the line segments and angles on the triangle, second were the

verbal explanations given as to why a placement was made as it.W1s. The classi-

fication of responses was as follows (Table 6):

Table 6 Placement Strategies

b3
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Table 6

Corredpondence Task: Lines/Angles; Strategies and Explanations by Age

(In percentages)
a

Age Placement
b

Immediate Trial/
Error

Explanations

Number None Process of Comparisons Property Trans- Errors

Elimination Between 2T Within iT formation

4 74' 26 84 21 1 55 23

5 92 8 91 4 10 74 7 2 3

6 96 4 89 12 6 57 12 11 1

7 98 2 90 1 9 66 10 4 10

8 94 6 93 - 8 58 26 6 2

',..e.

9 97 3 90 - 2 68 28 2

10 98 2 91 - 68 4 7 21'

11 .100 0 91" - 51 13 15 21

719

9

2

Total 14 6 719 5 4 62 15 6 7 1

77

aSummed over three transformations - 3 trials per transformation; 90 responses per age group (720 grand total).

b
Numbers of explanations vary.
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I. Immediate Placement

II. Trial and error_placement

LTlanations

III. No explanation or irrelevant explanation. ("I don't know," "Because I'm

a
not smart.")

p.

IV.. Process of elimination. ("It's the last place left.")

V. Comparisons:

A. Between two triangles. ("It's the shortest side on yours and its the

shortest side on mine.")

B. Within one triangle. ("It's too big for that anle+ but it fits this

angle.")

VI. flourty identification. ("It's the square corner.")

VII. Transformation. ("It's the same place as on yours,.but it's turned

around.")

1. Performance in this phase of the correspondence task was highly accurate.

There were 9 errors (in 90 responses) at the 4-year-level,and 2 at the 6-

year-level. 0

2. Only at the 4-year-level was there any appreciable trial and error placement

of corresponding lines and angles (26% of responses), a proportion that was

reduced at the 5-year-level to 8%. Although a-substantial number requirecrtrial

and error searching, most of these subjects nevertheless made no errors in their

placements (again, there were only 9 errors in the total group).

3. The dominant type of explanation was of a comparison of parts either across

the two triangles or of parts within a single triangle, with the across-triangle

comparison predominating. There appeared to be no age trend in these explanations.

Geometriciproperty and transformation explanatione'were much frer, although.
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Table/7

0 Correspondence Task: Points on Circle; Strategies and Explanations by Age

(In percentageS)a

AGE PLACEMENT
Immediate Trial!

Error

Number None

LOCATION
Position Proximity Transfor-

mation

Number
b

None Single

Comparison

EXPLANATIOg
Comparison

2 dots >2 dots

Trans- Misc.Errol

forma-

tion

4 92 8 96 35 26 6 32 87 16 79 3 - 1 0 68

5 87 13' 102 20 39 6 35 90 8 71 9 6 7 62

6 92 8 98 15 36 3 46 91 9 48 30 9 2 . 2 52

7, 93 7 96 6 51 2 41 93 - 51 32 15 1 1 59

8 98 2 . 92 4 40 2 53 91 - 42 35 10 2 10 47

9 94 6 95 4 34 - 62 98 2 35 22 38 2 1 36

10 97 '3 93 .... 33 1 66,
.

90 49 17 22 31 33

11 97 3 93 3 22 - 75 99 1 ,30 20 25 20 3 22

765 739

27 16

% Total 94 6 765 11 35 3 51 739 4 50 37 5 3

a
Summed ovee three transformations - 3 trials per transformation: Total 90 responses per 'age group. Except 4 years.

b
V riations in number of explanations due to multiple responses per sutiject.



Table 7

these explanations increased appreciably in older subjects (10- and 11-
.

year olds) particularly the transformation explanation.

Discussion

This task apparently taps a set of-processes that are well instated in

the young child's repertoire. The-nature of the task was designed to expose

the comparison processes that lead to establishing correspondence between

geometric figures. Even the 4-year-old subjects in the study appeared to use

comparison processes with great success, The only limitation in their perfor-

mance, besides a somewhat higher error rate was greater trial and error search

and test. This suggests that older subjecte were able to process the same data

at a gre ter speed, eliminating potential errors covertly and terminating their

searct quickly and efficiently.

iThe corresponOence task: points on a circle, which we now describe, shaws

howelier that compariAlon processes and correspondence capacities can be greatly

inhibited in a task devoid of the geometric properties of triangles.

Corres ondence Task: Points on a circle

The interest here was to see`how children use comparison methods in a context

where the angles and straight sides of triangles were missing and where locating

a point relative to others would have to be based on order and Lransformation

relations. In this task'S colored dots were placed in clock locations on the
c

periphery of the experimenter's.cirele. Two colored reference-dots were located

on the child's circle. His,task was to locate the three remaining dots in

Positions to match the ieries on the transformed experimenter's circle. There

qere three trials Tor, each of the three transformations, i.e., 9 trials per

subject. Three types of data were recorded (see Table 7). First, the placement

strategy used, either trial and error or immediate placement. Second, was the



location strategy or typ of dot placement.. Three response types created

errors; one type of re onse led to successful placement. Third, were

subjects explanations. A miscellaueous category indicated no meaningful

explanation.

Strategies and Explanations

APlacement Strategies

I. Immediate Placement

II. Trial and error placement

Location strategies

Error producing. strategies:

III. No correspondence. Dot was placed so that it did not correspond to the

experimenter's (for flip and rotation trials).

IV. "Position correspondence. In flip and rotation trials, correspondence to

the relalive position of experimenter's dot, ignoring transformation of

the circle.

V. Proximity_ corresRondence. In slide and rotation trials, dot was placed in

space closest to experimenter.'s circle.

Correct response strategy:

VI. Transformation correspondence. Correct relative position taking into

account trp.nsformation of circle - in slide, flip and turn trials.

Explanations

VII. None or irrelevant

VIII.Single comparison ("It's in the same spot on yours and on mine.")

Ordered comparison

A. Two dots ("It's Rext to the red dot's on yours and it's next to the red

dot on mine.")
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13.*More than two dots. ("It's between the red and the green dots on

yours and it's between the red and the green dots on mine.")

X. Transformation. ("It's the same spot on yours but it's facing the (

, opposite direction.")

The results were as follows:
.-/

.
1. Immediate placement was consistently high from the.earliest age; this however

was unrelated to error rate inasmuch as there were considerable errors in both

categories.

2. Nevertheless, even in the youngest age group there was a fair amount of suc-

cess'in placement (32%), appearing predominantly in the slide condition.

Success overall kept increasing with age, but never exceeded 75% of responses.

3. When errors were made they were first made with near equally random place-

ment (the "no correspondence" category) and "position responses." Random

. responses reduced with age. Position responses increased,and then reduced

somewhat, although even at 11 years a fair number of subjects were employing

what could be considered a stereotypic response (Gholson, 1980).

4. Most subjects,(83% of responses) gave explanations for their placements, a

large proportion of which were single compaKAsons (79%). That proportion

decreased with age (to 30% at 11 years), whereas multiple comparisons increased.

Two dot comparisons increased with age, and then decreased. At a point where

they began to decrease,2 dot plun comparisons reached their peak (38%)

at which point explanations begun to increase (age 10). At age 11 years,

Th

explanations were about evenly distributed among all categories except the

random and miscellaneous group.
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Discussion

The change to a circle from a triangle entailed two changes in properties,

the loss of.angles and the shift from relations among straight sides of different

length to order relations among points on tibe periphery of the circle. These

stimulus changes required changes in strategies that from the other data were

known to be in the children's repertoires.but which were not used very efficiently

when applied to the' circle task.

On the whole, the data show that very young children (4-year-olds) are

able to employ comparisons, but have difficulty making comparisons in all trans-

formation copditions. Difficulties were soon resolved for the slide`(by 6 years),

but difficulties with the flip and turn transformations continued so that by

.11 yearS between 30% and 407. of responses were not correct. When incorrect,

subjects made responses that maintained position relative to the experimenter's

circle but ignored the transformation that had occurred. Developmental

influences Were evident in this task in all transformation conditions but

particularly for the flip and rotation. For the most part, at least where

the points on a circle task is conce.rned, it is not till the 11.year level

that one could say that a substantial proportion of subjects had mastered

congruence in the face of these transformations.

Combination of motions task - strategies

This task eMplgyed a simple maze-type board on which a movAble disc with

a pattern on each side was moved by subjects from the "start sign" to the

"goal sign" along different 1-3-.Alls matching the disc pattern to signs along the

route in order to be.permitted to proceed. Each sign was a rotated or flipped

transformation relative to the start sign or preceding sign (Figure 1g).



The task itself was,preceded by a disc matching "pretest" in which

the child was asked to make'these discs "look the same." (The discs

differed by a flip, or rotation). The discs and signs along the routes had

a radius line that differed in orientation [horizontal or verticalj and the

two halves of the disc differed in color.)

There were two trials. The second trial differed from the first in that

a barrier was set up on one of the paths of the maze - the path taken on the

first trial - so as to force the subject to take another route with a different

pattern of route sign transformations.

In the jmitial disc match, which preceded performance in the task, subjects

could make three types of error: flip, rotation or order rearrangement errors.

The p3fntage errors were 42% for flip, 49.5% for rotation and 8.5% for slide

(averaged over the number of respogkes necessary to make a correct initial

match, which for 4-year-olds was a maximum of 5 responses and 2 for 11-year-

olds). On the final match of the,initial,disc matching series it was noted as

to whether the child required assistance to achieve the match. Only 41%

required no,assistance and.of the 59% who did, 55% required assistance on the

flip, 1% on the rotation and 3% on' both.
%b.

At 4 years, "start sign" matching errors (after the experience of Ole initial.

(pretest) matching, were onlysmoderate and they gradually dropped off to 5%

or none, at to 10 years. Inexplicably they rose to 20% at 11 years.

Of 386 responses in the task itself across all ages, 159 (41%) were

errors. Erroys were of two kinds, relevant errors or irrelevant. Relellant

errors were those of omission, e.g., a flip was required but not carried out.

IrreleVant n't-os were those of commission, e.g., a flip was required but a

rotation was carried out. Route sign errors of the relevant type were mostly
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flips (25%),- with 13% of rbtations and 1% slides not carried out. 'The pre

dominant irrelevant
transformation was to a rotation (357.) with 137. flips

and 3% slides. Omission errors on rotations dropped off after 4 years

(from 32% to 7% at age 5) and fliP errors after? years (from 41% to 23% at

6 years).

Discussion

This task, which tapped
the.child's ability to carry out a series of

transformations,
principallyllips or rotations, was difficult,-principIlly

for the youngest subjects. As was evident in the correspondence task (points)

as well, the llip and rotation
transformations were about equally difficult;'

with the rotation somewhat more so (particularly for the 4yearolds; 39%

flip, 53% rothtion errors). For 11year7olds the proportions were equal,

50% each, although the number of errors decreased appreciably in o1der subject'S.

Strategy Consistency Analyses

As the data on individual tasks show, a wide variety of strategies are

capable of being generated by children in attempting to make geometrical

congruence judgments in the face of spatial transformations. Some Of the

same strategies appeared in different tasks. This enabled us to make some

inferences as to the consistency of performance, but clearly a specific

vehicle was needed to establish a common base from which to judge sUbject

consistency across tasks, one that would be amenable to traditional types

of statistical analysis that conventional strategy data as a:rule tend to

resist.

The, approach selected for the analysis was suggested by the fact that

developmental data on strategy deployment pointed to differedt levels of

rule use. An analysis yielded a set of levels of rule efficiency and economy
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that could be applied,to most of the strategies observed in the study. 1

A
Thus, the intent of ate rank ordering of iFiategies was to pro^vide a

common basis for equating strategies. The assumption was that strategies

of equal level are characterizable by theii algorithmic nature, defined by

the level of complexity of the rules and processing compcnents of the strategies.

In that way aNmeasurement instrument was developed for determining the extent

to which individual subjects were consistent in their use of strategies.

This is particularly necessary in a multiple task study where different:

processes are tapped and different strategies are brought to bear on problem

solution. Where a common knowledge structure is investigated, such as congruence

and"geometric.transformation, this offers a useful device for assesing crobs

task consistency, if not unity.

Strategy Levels

As the earlier analyses indicated, the strategies children use to establish

congruence appeared to fall into three levels. An examination of the strategieS

suggested that they differ according to whether the strategies were based on

tta use of a rule-governed procedure, and within the rule-governed procedures

by their economy'of effort and generality in use. The strategies observed

were ranked according to the following characteristics.

Level I - No Algorirhm

The child a:years to lack a rule to guide problem solving behavior.

They are the least economical or efficient strategies in that they do not

organize problem-solving behavior into a set' of systematic procedures to be

followed to solution. Evidence for partial rules may exist but these partial

rules are not followed to solution.

1
Due to the difficulties in identifying a hierarchy of strategies in the
combination of motions tasks, the data from that task'were omitted from
strategy level analysis.

, , 6

\
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Level IT - Power Algorithms

The child's problem solving behavior appears to be guided by a rule

or rules that if correctly. executed, lend to congruence pioblem solution if

These rule's have limited economy or efficiency in that they entail more

piocedures (steps) than more efficient abrategies, and yield less'information

about the geometric properties of figures than maximum power sLrategies.

Level III - Power.2 Algorithms

The child's problem solving behavioi appears to be guided le,

br rules that if co'rrectly executed lead to congruence problem solution.

These.strateg:es appear to require a minimum number of steps in their

execution and yield a maximum of information of the geometric properties

of figures.

Strategies seen in each task were classified by algorithm rank as

follows:

Imagery Task - Phas'a 1,

Level

1

2

Strategy Group.

Selection withyt
verification

Edge matching

Superposing
4

Imagery Task - Phase 2

1

1

1

2

Selection without

verification

Memory match
!Arprification

Hidden figure superposing

Edge matching

73

Strategies

Visual inspection - Haphazard

selection

Single edge matching'
Single plus multiple edge matching

Superposing
Single edge matching plus superposing

Visual inspection
Haphazard selection

Visual inspection combined with
memory 'match

Hidden figure superposing
Memory match plus hidden figuye

superposing

Single edge matching
Single plus multiple 'edge(matching



3 Superposing (common figure) Superposing
Superposing.plus any other strategy

' Imagery Task - Phese 3* .'

hA,

1

2

.2

3

Measurement Task

1

1

4.

3

3

No (scorable) response

Irrelevant translormation'

Irrelevant and relevant
transformation .

Relevant transformation

Ambiguous transformation
Transformation not performed

Error based response

Relevant response - partial,
overextended or complete trans-
formation

Erron based relevant response -
partial or overextended trans-
formation

Relevant transformation Correct rdsponse - complete
transformation

' Estimation

Measurement

'Edge matching

Template matching

Measurement

Edge matching

Template matching

Superposing

Visual inspection
Cornen. matching

Conventional/nonóonventionll
(all patterns without direct
comparison)

Single plus multiple edge matching
with tray triangle - without
direct comparison

Pencil trace/string trace/cutout -
without direct comparison

Conventional/noncoventional -
with direct comparisons
Single edge matching plus measure-
ment.

Single plus multiple edge matching
Single plus multiple edge matching
with tray triangle with direct
comparison

Pencil trace/string trace/cutout

Superposing
Superposing with tray triangle

*based on "moder4te" criterion for correct response: Relevant, complete
transformation reiardless of direction (see strategy section-for discussion).

\

74 8,
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Correspondence Task: Lines/Angles - Expllations

1 No (scorable) -response No explanation
Irrelevant explanation

1 Process of elimination Process of elimination

2 Comparisons Comparisons between 2 triangles
Comparisons within one triangle

2 ,Geometric Property Geometric propetty explanation

Transformations

Points on circle - Explanations

Transformation explanation

No (scoiable) response No explanation
Irrelevant explanation

1 Process of elimination Process of elimination

1 Alternative choiee Alternative choice

Comparisons Single comparison
Ordered comparisons - 2 dots; more

than 2 dots

3 Transformation Transformation explanation

- To test for consistency of strategy rank, children's strategic responses

across tasks were classified by the chifd's predominant strategy level (I; II

or III), which was defined as 677 of the child's strategies across tasks

falling.in the same level. Inconsistent patterns were,defined as those

with less than 67%.of strategies in the same level.. There were two types

df inconsistent patterns: 2-level patterns, and 3-level patterns. In the

2-level pattern, a majority of the child's strategic response werain one

strategy level but' less than 67%, and 67% of the remaining responses were in

a second strategy level. In the 3-level pattern, a majority of responses

but less than 67% were in one level, and no other fevel contained at least

67% of ihe remaining responses.

Consistency analysis results across tasks.
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- Table 8

Consistent and Inconsistent StLategy Patterns for Algorithmic Levels Across Tasks by Age

(In numbers of subjects)

a

Consistent Strategy Patterns

ii

Inconsistent Strategy Pattern

I/II I/II/III

1

1

4

6

8

5

2

1

2

5 5

8 1 1

8 2

10 4 1

11 2 1 1 5 1

Total (%)
by rank 2(4) 46(94) 1(2) 9(29) 17(55) 5(16)

Total CO 49(61) 31(39)

= 4.05; df = lz p< .05.

ror description of ranks see text.
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As Table 8 shows, there were significantly more consistent strategy patterns

--------. than inconsistent patterns across all age groups. The predominant consptcnt

Table 8 strategy pattern was level 11 (94%), and the predominant inconsistent pattern

ranged over levels II and III (55%). The incon4istent patterns show an age trend

76 in the shift from levels I (the lowest rank)'in the xouager ages to level III in

the older ages. Thus thera ie a shift feom the least economical and efficient '

response level to the most efficient with age. Children younger than 6 years

were distributed between using level II strategies and a combination of level

I and level II,. All children between 6 and 9 years who were consistent relied

qn level LI strategies. Children older than 9 years were distributed between

consistent use of level II strategies and a combination of level II and level III.

Consistent strategy use was significant, however, at only one age level level 6

(p4;...05) and approached significance at 8 years (p(.l0) and 9 years (p4.10).

This suggests that there was stability at certain ages and that between those

ages there was change or eransition. The causes of inconsistency we considered

were these: (I) children are consistent within sets of tasks, but not across

all tasks, (2) they are consistent only within individual tasks, or (3) they

were inconsistent both within and across tasks. To test for these possibilities,

consistency data within tasks was analyzed.

Consistency analysis results within tasks

Consistent and inconsistent patterds were determined within individual_

------- tasks with the same consistency criteria used in the cross-task analysis.

Table 9 Table 9 shows the numbers (and percentages) of subjects with consistent

patterns on each task.. Strategy consistency ranged from 80% to 100% on all,

78 tasks except themeasurement.task%(overall Chi Square, p4.00l). This result

77
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Table 9

Consistent and Inconsistent Strategy Patterns't1 Task

(In numbers of subjeCts; percentages in parentheses)

,

TASI( CONSISTENT,STRATEGY PATTERNS INCONSISTENT STRATEGY PATTERNS

I

Imagery
Phase 1 9(11)

Total ,

Phase 2 30(38)-

Total

Phase ,3 9(1L)
Total

Measurement 10(13)

Total

Correspondence:
Lines/Angles 2(3)

:Total

Points
Total

2(3)

8

Levels a Levels

.

n in I/II I/III II/III ,I1II/III P

,

)
S.

31(39) 39(49) 0(0) 0(0) 1(1)

79("99) 1(1) 4001

20(25) 30(38)

80(100) Z...001

32(40) . 30(38) 1(1) 8(10)

71(89) 9(11) :L.001

11

40(50) . 7(9) 3(4) 0 14(18) 6(8)

,57(71) 23(29) .001

,

68(85) 20) 4 (6) 0 3(4) 1(1)

72(90) 8(10) <.001

72(90) 3(4) '3(4) -. ^

77k96) 3(4) < .001

1.

a
rj j

..
it

%
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eliminates possibility (3) that children are inconsistent both across- and

within- tasks. To eliminate one of the two remaining possibilities, a task

profile of inconsistent strategy subjects was prepared which revealed that the

fOrm of inconsistency changed over age, as already suggested in the cross-
.,

task analysis. Below six years, cfiildren were consistent in strategy use

vith 2 sets of tasks. They used level II strategies on phase 1 of the imagery

and correspondence tasks, but level I (the lowest level) strategies in phases

2 and 3 of the imagery task and the measurement task. Above six yels, children

were consistent within three sets of tasks and their strategy" levels differed

from the younger subjects. They manifested level III (the Most efficient)

strategies on all phases of the imagery task-, level II strategies in couespon-

dene tasks and a combination of strategy levels II and III on the measurement task.

Thus, children were consistent in their strategy use within sets of tasks, but

not across all tasks. Second, the basis of children's inconsistent strategy

performance was not the same at all ages. We believe that strategy inconsistency

utiliifng both levels I and II in yOunger children reveals limitations in their

conceptual knowledge of congruence, whereas in older children strategy inconsis-

tency in levels IT and III attests to the adaptation of procedural knowledge to

specific task de:ilands.

Discussion

The results of the strategy level coasistency analyses suggest several

conclusions about the relationship between conceptual knowledge and procedural

, , f

Knowledge. First, children are consistent in stra'tegy deployment within sete

pf tasks, although.On different sets of tasks at different ages. Second, the

development uf problem solving strategies proceeds at two complementary levels:

6n one level, knowledge of congruence improves with age, as indicated in the

79
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Age

Table 10

Suecessful Congruence Responses for Tasks as a Function of Age and Sex

'(IA mean percentages correct)

Tasks

1 2 . 3 4 5 6

Imagery Imagery Imagery M,asurement Correspondence Combinations of Motion
I (30)a II (30) XII (30). (90) Lines/ Points (varies up to 5)

angles (90)

(90)

4 60 33 20 52 91 32. 58

20 20

5 93. 74 33 70 100 .37 79

' 46 20
6 83 74 30 72 98 49 88

40 20

/ 100 . 93 53 83 100 41
..

'
90

o
67 40

8 90 90 43 97 100 53 95

60 27

100 100 50 97 100 64 93

46 53

10 93 90 52 98 100. 67

60 43

11 90 87 64 99 100 78 93

74 53
a

Total 89 80 43
52 35

84 99 53 86

Numbers in parentheses are responses per age group (10 subjects x 3 trials). Responsep in CombinTtions of Motions task .

varies per subject (up to a Otal of 5). e.,bSince sex differe9ces were significant only in Imagery III task, in ANOVA the sexes,zare collapsed for all other tAks. ti J



use of increasingly efficient strategies, although some young childi-en did

generate general strategies in solving congruence problems that were sometimes

suCcessful.

At the same time, children did not,simply become more systematic in

strategy use with age, as some studies have suggested (e.g., Richards

0
Siegler, 1981). Rather they become better able to adapt their knowledge of

congruence to particular task demands. These conclusions support the view

that conceptual knowledge and procedural knowledge are interdependent rather

than independent, as is often assumed.

Success in congruence performance by a.ge, sex and task

An assessment of the effect of age and sex upon correct congruence

judgements was undertaken with a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA).

The MANOVA was performed on the correct congruence judgment data f,or each task,

expressed in percentage of correct responses. The multivariate F test,was

compuied on the ROY largest roOt criterion (Morrison, 1967) (see Table A).

The main effecits were Age (8), Sex (2) and Task (7). Both Age and Task were

Table 10 significant (p 4.05), Sex was noe. Sheffe post hoc individual comparison tests

showed that for Age, 4-year-olds were significantly different from the other age

80
groups ? which did not differ from each other. Task comparisons showed three

levels of task performance. The most difficult level included the Imagery III

and Correspondence/Points on a Circle tasks. The second level included the

Imagery 1, Imagery II, Measurement, ard Combination of Motions tasks, which did

not differ from each other. The easiest task was the Correspondente Tasle: Lines/

Angles). ThAe levels indicate three different patterns of performance over age

that is reflected in the significant Age x Tasks interaction (p 4.05). A.

significant Sex by Task interaction (p < .05) was due, as ANOVAS on individual

tasks indicate, to a significant sex differenCe over age in the Imagery III Task,



and not in any of the other$. Boys show superior performance to girls at each

age level, but one. This task, however, is the only one that showed no

significant age effect in an ANOVA (Age x Sex).

Discussion

Signif-idant age differences in performance in respect to successful congruefice:

judgments and actions were evident in all but one task, and ia the one exception

. there was an age progression as expected, but it never reaChees.he levels of success

indicated in the other tasks. The only significant sex differences occurred in

the Imagery III task, as well. This is the one (labeled) imagery task that

depends od imagery processts per se, and is complicated' by some transitive inference

,demands as well. The latter may account for the limited performance in this task

over mosE of the age range, although male performance at age 11 (747) was strong,

if not high.

The fact that significant age changes occur between 4 and 5 years shows

considerable-congruence knowledge at the 5 year-old level, but :the fact that the,

fulowledge is concentrated fn one transformation, the slide, as the transfprmatione

data show, qualifies that generalization.

Overall, one would say that sex differences in those data are minimal, and

are confined to one task that involves transformational imagery. The present

analysis details three levels of performance among tasks and indicates a drscon-
.

tinuity or trantion points between the 4th and 5th years, and the 7th and 8th

wars. The first level is defined by simple correspondence abilities. Middle

level performance relates\generally to measurement abilities, two sub levels

represented by single edge n?atching on the one hand, and superposing on the

other. The third level, is defined by the ability to deal competently with the

more complex transformatidas, the flip and rotations and reflects the ability to
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Table 11

Relation of Strategy Level to Correct Congruence Judgments by Task

(Frequencies and percentage in parentheses for subjects who pass/fail)
a

,

oo
L./

Task

1

Strategy Level

2- 3

No Predominant Level
b

Contingency
Coefficient

P

Imagery
.

Phase I
,

Phase II

. Measurement

Correspondence:
lines/angles

points
,

.

6(8)1 ,

3(4)

23(29)/
7(9)

5(6)1
5(6)

1(1)

1(1)

1(1)/
1(1)

29(36)/
2(3) .

18(23)/
2(2)

v.

36(45)/4
4(5)

.

61(76)/
7(9)

30(38)/
42(53),

,

37(46)1

2(3)

29(36)/ .

.
1(1)

6(8)/
1(1)

2(2)/
0

3(4)/

0

1(1)/

0(0)

0/0

18(23)/
5(6)

7(9)

1(1)

2(3)/

1,(1)

.25

.28

.12

-
..22 .

.22

< .05

.05

< .02

< .05

< .05

o

a
Imagery Phase 3 omitted from analysis in that strategy and success are b; definition correlated.

/

b
This category omitted in computing contingency codIficients.

- .,-



utilize transformational imagery effectively. Transition to this level occurred

at 'about 8 years of age..

Relation of stfategy level to accurate performanc4 within tasks

The purpose,of this analysis was to determine whether straiegy.level

III, bad-1W on the efficiency of algorithmic strategies possessed by subjects,

related\to their success in a task.

For this purpose, success in a task.was defined by a criterion of 2 or 3

transformatiod trials correct. Strategy level was defined by the criterion that,

2/3 (67%) of the child's Stategie responses wdre classified in the same level.

Subjects who could not be coded f.er-a predominant strategy were omitted from this

analysis.

Contingency-coefficients were compUeed for each task (except for the Imagery

Task III, where strategy.and success are by definition correlated, and the

Combination of Motions task, which did noellend itseif to this analysis)-4

,
Contingency coefficients for 4 of the 5 analyses ranged from .22 to .28,

the fifth was .12 (measurement). Only the Imagery phase II and measurement

coefficients were statistically signifiCante

The pattern of results indicates that fox Only one task, Imagery Ifwas

'
there a substantial possibility for success (297 of the subjects) with strategits

.Table 11 of the lowest level (I). In all other instances subjects had to have st-tes

of the second (II) level, taith predominant pattern of success evident with level II

for,3 of the 5 tasks, and level II as a significant base forithe other MO. Level I

. -

sttategy success was highly related in Imagery I and. II to success, as was the

83

case with the superposingtrategy in those 'IskeS,'whiCh ensured almost complete
"



f,

success in its application. As was shown before, howqmer, other strategies

including edge matching and even visual inspecfion alone c'euld lead to

success. Since it is not known what is entailed in visual inspection alone --

that is, what mental pxocesses are involved, it could be that more sophisticated

mental processing is in fact involved (Table 11).1 Correspondence tasks and

the measurement task can be Succeeded in very cleayly with level strategies

(76% - 38%) although their deployment, as in the points task, is also associated

with significant amounts of failure (53%).

Discussion

There is then a fair relationship between strategy lever, or the algorithmic .

power of a strategy and success in congruence tasks, but the relationship is

mediated by the natura of the task and its cognitive demands. In this vein
.

correspondence.tasks (lines/angles) require less powertul strategies for.succes

than the imagery tasks, and are thuS solved by ybunger children. 'The finagery I

Ilir

and II tasks entail greater cognitive demands, particularly with some transformations

(rotatiori3-and flips) and require more sophisticated strategies for fully suc-
A

cessful processing.

Effect of transformation type on performance

Congruence judgments were assessed and analyzed in each task as a function of

one of three transformations, slide, flip or turn. Strategies.already indicated,

es-...

. .

0

.

were affected by the nattire of the transformation, as was the extent of correct
,

- -

-performance. To.assess its effect more systematically, the effect of trans.'

formation type and age was studied in all of the tasks, an0 its relation to sex

was studied th. one of the tasks. A further analyqis of the effect of the non-

a

mobile condition was also undertaken. For these analyses a series of MANOVAS

85.

9 J



Table 12

'Summary of Effect of Transformation-Type, Age, Sex.aUd Mdbility Condition on

.(11ANOVAS based on number of correct resfonses)

Task Analysis
/

P

Performance in Various Tasks

Significant differences

Imagery

Maaskitement

Age x transformation type
Phase I Age <.05

N.S.

Age x Transformation N.S.

4 .years < 5-11 yearS

Phase al Age x transformation type
Age <.05

Transformation I x II N.S.

Age x Transformation type N.S.

4 years(5-11 years

Phase III

Age..x Sex k .transformation type

A . 1405%

Sex 4.05
Transformation .405
Age x Sex N.S.

Age x Transformation 4.05
Sex x Tranpfprniation N.S,

4 to 6 years<7 'to 10 fear 411 years
female<male

order of difficulty: S41740
S>R+F at S=R=F at 5,7;

S+F.R at 9,10

Age x Mobility Condition x.
Transformation

Age
Condition
,Triansformation

Age x Condition
Age x Tranpformation
Condition x Transformation

-

.05
N.S.

N.S.
N.S.

N .

4 yeprs45 to 6 =.7 to 11 years
Non-mdbilee,mobile

Correspondence
Lines/Angles

Points

Age x Transformation
Age
Transformations

Age x-TransfOrmation
Age

Transformacice

(overall effect significant; no individual

comparison significant)

(overall effect.significant, not Indivilual
comparisons) 104
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Table 13

44,4,

Imagery Task I: Correct Congruence Responses as a Function of Transformation Type and Age (mean % correct)
.

( -

.

Age .
Slide

Transformatioe
.

Rotation Flip

4 60 60 60

5 100 90 90

6 80 90 80 '

7
.

100
.
k

100 100

8 90 90 90

9 ,
100

.

100
a

100

10 100 * 80 80

11' I 90 90 90

-

Totai 90 88 86

a

Each txansformation is based on one response per subject, ten responses per age group.



Table 14

Imagery II Task: Correct Congruence Responses as a Function of Transformat.ion.Type and Age (mean % correct)

Age Slide

Tr.a4sformationa

Rotation.

4

Flip

a ,

4 20 60 20

5 80* 70 70

6 80 70 70

90 1,09 90
.

8 90 90'4

9 , 100 100 .* 100

10 80 100 90

da.

11 100 80 70

Total 80 84 75'

a-
Each transformation is based on one response per subject, ten responses per age.group..
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Table 15 *

S. /

Imagery Task III: Correct Congruence Performance as a Function oT Transformation Type, Seic and Age

(mean % correct)

a

. Agg
k

M

60
4

6 *. 60

7 40

8 80

4 9 60

,

10 60
..-

11 100

Total 63

.

- Transformation
a
/Sex

b

Slide

F, M/F . M

Rotation

F M/F

4

M

Flip

F .

40 ...-.40 20 20 20 0 0

20 40 40 20 30 40 20

60 60 40 .0 20 20 0

4'0 40 80 20 50 60 40

60 70 60 20 40 , 40 0

tli

80 70 20 20 20 . .60 60

60 60 40 20 30 80 40 .

\ -

60 80' 20 20 20 100 80
. ..

53 58 40 18 29 50 30

MO'

fit
0

..

30'

10

50

20

60

60

90

40

a
Each transformation (collapsed over sex) is 'based on one response per subject, ten responses per

age group. .
.

..

b
I

Each sex condition within-a transformation is based on.one response per subject, five responses
I

per sex zondition.
I

u

I



Table 16

Measurement Task: Correct Congruenct Performance as a Function of Transformation 1e, Mobile/Non-Mobile Condition and Age

(mean % correct)

Transformation
a
/Condition

b

Age Slide -,. Rotation
t.

-4
Flip

Mobile Non-Mobile
,

Moblle/
N-Mobile

Mobile' Non-Mobile Mob,i1e/

N-Mobile
k

Mobile - Non-Mobile Mobile
N-Mobile

p

4 87 33 60 73 33 53 73 13 . 43

% .

5 . 67 53 ' 60 93 67 80 8.7 53 70

6 73./ 60 67 87 60 73 '87 73 80

o
7 73 73 73 80 87 83 93 93 93

8 100 87 93 100 93 97 100 400 160

9 100 93 97 87 100 93 100 100 -100

10 93 100 97 ..._ 100 100 100 93 100 97
--------___

11 100 93 97 -100_, 93 97 100 100 100

Total 87 74 81 90 79 85 92 79 85

-a
Each

b
Each

t J

transformation (collapsed over conditions) is based on three responses Per sullject, 3Q responses per age group.

, ) .

condition within a transformation is based on three Yesponses per suject, 15 responses per condition.

1 u



(multivariae analygeSof variance) Were yerformed, based on the number of

responses correct in a task.

IMagexy tasks. In the.imagery tasits, phase I and_ II, in an Age x Transformation

Type Alltivariate analysis,of variance, only Age was significant (p4;.05). The ,

Tables 12,

13, 14 principal individual comparison difference was between 4-year-old performance
4

and the other age groups (see Tables 12, 13 and 14).

SE), 87

88 Phase III data were subjected to an Age x Sex x Transformation t3:pe

analysis, inasmuch as the data appeared to suggest sex differences. All three

Table 15 main effects were significant (p4',..05). Age levels divided significantly into

89

thret groups: the 4- to 6- year-olds, 7- Co 10- year olds, and 11- year-olds.

Sex'differences were significant with 'males exceeding females (the only task

in which this was so). The significant transformation type effect showed thie

order of difficulty as slidel...flipl..rotation (from least to mos.,difficult).

The Age by Transfor ation interaction was significant (p<.05), the other

interactions not. The significant interaction was accounted for mainly by

13-

the fact that at age seven the flip was e'asier than the slide, whereas at all

other ages the reverse was true (and at 10 years they were equal) (Tables 12
,

and 15).

Measurement task. For the meagurement task analysis,. Age, Mobility condition

(mobile vg. non-mobile stimuli) and Transformdtion type were the'main effects.

Age and Mobility,condition were significant, Transformation not, nor were any

interactions significant. In individual age comparisons the 4- year-olds

'fable 16 were significantly different from the other age levels and the non-mobile

con3dition was significantly more difficult th.an the mobile (see Tables 12

90
and ](').

r

1
91



Table 17

CorrespondenceLines/Angle's Task: Correct Congruence Performance'as a Function of Transformatison Type and Age

(mean % correct)

Transformation
a

Age Slide Rotation Flip

4 90 87 83

5 100 100 100

6 100 93 100

7 97 100
...,'

100

8 100 100 100
t

9 160 100 100

10 100 100 160

11 100 100-- 100

Total 98 98 ,,
,,

98 -.

a
Each transformation is based on three responses per subject, 30 responses per age grout:

1LA



Table 18

Correspondences-Points Task: Correct Congruence Performance as a Function of Tran rmation.Type and Age

(mean % eorrect)

Trans.formation
a

Age Slide Rotation Flip

4 53. .

* 13 ' 30

5 a 80 0 33

6 90
r 20 37

7 100 7 li
. ,..

8 90
, 33 37

9 100 60' 33

10 100 50

11 ioo 60 73.

Total 89 30* 39 '

a
4.1!Ich transformation is based on three responses perstibject, 30 responses pe'r age gro4.

.1
1 L 110



44 Correspondence tasks. In the Correspondence ask (lines/angles), the Age

effect was signifccant ('p4.05) although no individual age gr6up coparison

Tables 17 was signifidant. . Transformation type was not significant, and there were no
18 '

92, 93

0

significant interactions,(see Tables 12 and 17). A significant Age effect,

,

appeared in the Correspiondence (points) task (64-r015), with no significant

individual comparison. TransfQxmafion type was significant as Twe11 (p 4.05)

with the slide easier than the flip and turn, with the latter transformations

not,different from one another (rables 12 and 18)..

..

Eilect of race imperformance .

...,

. .

The sample of subjects contained a substantial number of non-vhite

(black, hispanic and oriental).as well: as white subjects. To determine

whetller there were racial differences (white vs. non-white) in correct.

perormance on the tasks studied, an analysis of covariance was perfOithed

with percent correct tesPonses summed over tasks as the deNndent measure 4rith

Age as the cováriate and Race as a main effect. None of the effects assessed

(equality of slopes, means, or linearity of.performance) shOwed any significant

diffexence as result'af race.

Discussioh

It is evident that transformation type affected accurate performance

inconsistently. In some tasks it made no difference at all; in other tasks

v.%

it did affect results. The task in which the effect was most salient was

in the Imagery (phase 5) and the Correspondence (points) tasks: In these,

the rotations and flips were most difficult to image, with the rotation

providing particular difficulty in the imagery task; but this was $o mostly

for girls. In the Points on a circle task both transformations were difficult, 1

94
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\ .. .

with only fair sUccessful perfcrmance at il.years of age (60% rotation; 73%

.
e

' flip). Thus, dhe'eFfect of xransformations was not .uniform. None was con7

\
,

. .

sistenily more diff\cult thancanother, exceRthat on the whole the .slide

,was easier than the c\ither two transformations. Flips and turns were of near

equal difficulty, exc'ept that the particular type of task affected whiCh

t) was niore difficult. .In sum, dhere is a complex interaction between transformation

type, the type of psychological process involved in a particular task, and

4114'

the age ofthe child.

p.

-

Supplemental Studies: I. Varieci Ceometric Figures
4

Thedata of the main sUdy led to two conclusions. First, a well-

Jr.
defined set of strategiaM for determining the congruence of two geometiic

figures (right triangles) exists in children as young as four years of age.

Even if the application of these strategies is not as successful as later-,

appearing strategies\ the evidence suggesisthat young children are performing

according to rules for congruence testing. Second, young children responded to .

tgeometric figures not as unanalyzed entities but to components such as edges

with at least limited knowledge of such properties as length. What was not

evident from'this study was whether the Inifest stategies were's function

of the figures employed as stimuli (right triangles)or whether other figures.

would provoke the generation.of different strategies. It was quite 'possible,

.
for-example, that quadrilaeerals would occasion the use of other than single

edge matching, in that the SSS (side, side, side) rule for congruence offers

a necessarily correct solution only with triangles. Consequently, the use of

-s

95
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an edge mhching strategy with quadrilaterals would noC be adaptive, if

used by either younger or older children. We assumed instead that quadrilaterals

would prompt the use of multiple or provessive edge matching, in which all four
. .

,

sides of the figure would be matched developmentally prior to the appearance of

the.superposing strategy. To test these assumptions, the Imagery task, Phase

of the main etudy was administered bfBar'bara Whitehurst to a new group of

subjecs, witli a new set of materials.

Sublects4'

Fory subjecta, 10 each from 5-; and'10 y7sar-old age groups were

selected at random from a large urban parochial school. (Mean ages: 5- year-

olds; 5,1; 7-, year-olds: 7,0:*8- year-olds: 8,0; 10- year-olds; 9%11.) These

age levels were chosen because 'they approximated ages at which significant

' stIotegy changes were likely to become evidenti considering the findings fr..=

the main study. The school has a racially mixed population; our sample con-

talned, overall, 45% whites and 55% non-whites (principally black and hispanic).

. 'In the 5- year-old group the white/non-white pDopOrtion was 70/30; 7- year-olds:

50/50; 8- and 10- year-olds: 30/70.

Materials

Four different geometlic figures, constructed from the same type of
a

plastic, were used as models: right triangle, equilateral triangle, square

and quadrilaterala Two of the figures are three-sided, and two four-sided.

They divide further into figures with symmetricel sides (the equilateral

triangle and the square) and non-symmetrical sides (the right triangle and

the quadrilateral).

For each of the model figures, there rias a selection tray set of figures

that differed within each set in size as well as shape. Three of the figures
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Table 19

Strategies by Age (ana Correct Responses) for 3-Sided and 47.Sided Geometric Figures

I'ge

5

7

8

10

Total'

Total
(7. Correct)

Geometric Shapes
a

(Brequencies)

SumLed Over Four

4

Visui
Inspection

Edge Matching.

Single Multiple.

Supetposing Multiple-
Strategies

6(2)

14(4)

21(12) 2(1)

17(16) 1(1)

,

'

.7(2)

3(3)

,

i 4(1)

5(4)

23(12) '. 1(1) 11(11) 5(4).
Iv

2(1) 2(2) 27(27) 9.(8)

20(6) 63(41) 6(5) 48(43) 23(17)

69(46)

13(30) 43(67) 30(93) .
14(74)

a .

Number corr q in parentheses
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differed in size, one differea in shapd: There was .1 different color for
.., 0

1
.

-
,each set.1 (The dimensions of the 'materials appear in Appendix 10

Procedure

The procedure followed was comparable to that for phase I of the imagery

task in the main study, except that a subject was Presented with each of the

different geometric figures fOr test'ing cangruence and there was only one trial

per geometric figure. That is, each stitict was required to Ack from the

selection tray a figure "cut from the same cookie cutter" as the,model, and

there were four such choices, one for each geometric figure.

Results

The data were analyzed in respect to both strategies and the accuracy of

performance,

Table 19 -"`

".`

,

' f The findings in respect,to'strategies were as followg:

1. The pattern of strategies Was the same, over the four geometric .

figures, as it was for the right triangle alone. ,There was visual inspection

(VI), -edge matching (EM) (including single edge matching, multiple edge matching

and comhinations of the two), superposing (SUP) and combinations of superposing

and edge matching (MULT) (Table 19).

2. Strikingly,.the predominant strategy_for the 5-, 7-,and 8- year-
,

oldsubjects was single edge matching (68%, 48% and 65% of their responses,

respectively). At 10 years the proportion diminished dramatically (to 10%).

Multiple edge matching, tontrary to die thesis that prompted the supple-

mentary gtud>,,.at no age entered as a'significant factor in establishing con-

et
gruence for any of the shapes, including the two 4-sided figures. ."
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Table 20

Strategies (and Correcs. Respon§es) as a Function of Geometric Figure and Age

(In percentages)a

Age VI

Right Triangle

b.
EM SUP Mult

Equilateral Triangle

b
VI EM ., SUP Mult VI

Square

b
EM SUP Mult

Quadrilateral

VI EM SUP Mul.
4 0

.44..:-.

5 10

(l60)

70 .10

(57). (0)

10

(0)

70 20

(57) (50)

80

(38)

20

(50)

40 50 10 ,-

(25)(60) . (0) '

(40)
.

(50) (40 (40)

30 50 10 10 40 50 10 30 50 10 10 40 40 10 10

(0) (100) (100) (100) (50) (100) (100) (33) (100) (100) (100) (25)(75) (100) 1(0)

(70. (80) (80) (50)

8 70 30' 70 30 60 30 10 60 20 20

(57) (100) '(86) (100)
(33) (100) (0)' (50) (100) (100)

(70) (90) (50) (70)

10 ' 10 60 30 10 70 20 10 70 20 "10 70 20 . -

,(100). (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (0) (100) (50) (100) (100) (100)

(100) (80)' (100)

Total 10 50 30 10 13 50 ,30 7 8 50 32 10 20 40 28 12

% (25) (70) (83) (100) - (40) (80) (92) (100) (33) (50) (92) (50) (25)(63) (91)' (80)

Correct (70) (80 (63) (65)

Based On four responses per subject -4ten'subjects per age group = 40 responses per geometric shape. Data for sex groups

have been collapsed. Rercentages'of correct responses appear in parentheses.

b
Includes (single-edge matching/multiple-edge matching) multipl strategy subjects



3. Superposing increased with age until it became the predominant, strategy.

'for the 10-year-olds (91%). (97% of the reSponseS were correct.)

4. Visual inspection alone was evident onlyNin the 5- and 7-year-o1ds

(15% and 357. tesponses, respectively).

5. The strategy pattern for each type of figure was essentially the same

at each age level as the overall (across age) patterns, suggesting that subjects'

,strategies were eieher highly consistent irrespective of tIte type of geometric

figure or that differences in geometric figures had little effect (Table 20)

The.accuracy oE performance findings:

4

A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was performed on the

accuracy data represented in correct congruence judgments for he four

Table 20 geometric shapes by age and sex-distributionS JAge (4) x Geometric figures

(4) x Sex (2)] (See Table 20).

99

4. 'Only the Age main effect was significant (134..05). Post hoc comparisons

among the age groups showed only the difference between the 5- anci 10- year-old

groups to be significantly different (mean % correct from 4 to 10 years was 3;

70; 70; 95). There was a signiflcant Age x Sex interaction (p < .05) due primarily

to the drop in female performance at age.8, a difference possibly due to sampling.

No other interaction was significant.

Thus, overall, there was a significant increase in accurate congruence judgments

with age with a large gain evident between the 5th and 7th year and again between

the 8th and 10th year.

2. Sex differences did not appear to play a sizeable role in successful per-

formance.

3. There was a difference between aecuracy of congruence judgments in
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-these data and'those of the main study, with less successful right triangle

performance evident for visual inspection and edge matching.strategies in this

sample (V1: 61% vs. 25%; EM 94% vs. 707). This result,may be due t6 the nature of

the selection triangles in the supplementary study, whivh were less disGriminab1e

than in the main study -- except for the non-similar triangle. In fact, 82% of

, error responses tesulted fiom choice of the non-similar triangle. A majority of

the subjects who chose the dissimilar tria le used a single edge matching strategy;

another 22% used visual inspection. These data suggest that subjects were focusing

an matching the lengths of one side of the triangle and inrorrectly estimating or

ignoring the other sides. It implies that edge matching subjects were using a rule

to the effect that if the length of one side of the figure (usually the Most S'alient)'

appeared equal to the model's, then the entire figure was to be identified as con-

gruent.

. The same error choice pattern that appeared for right triangles was

evident in each of the other geometric shapes. When subjects were in error, it

was principally (86%, equilaie-iil-Efiangle73%, square; 71%, quadrilateral) in

choosing the non-similar figure, and again it was based on the use of a single

edge matching strategy or visual inspection.

Thus, in general the supplementary study shows that the patterns of development

for strategies and accurate congruence judgments were not a function of the use of

right triangles. -It also shows the striking absence of what would be an effective

and adaptive 'strategy, multiple edge matching, for four-sided geometric figures.

Supplemental Study: II. Early appearance of congruence strategies.

As the main study indicates, the seemingly least sophisticated responses,

denoted as Level I, and evident in haphazard guessing and visual inspection without

verification, were those in which children did not appear to be using a rule that
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when properly executed could lead to accurate congruence 'judgments. These non-
, .

algorithmic stratagies were most* evident in the youngest age group tested, 4-year

olds. At the same time, a substantive number of 4-year-olds used Level II edge

matching strategies in Imagery Task Phase I and t..12e measurement task. It was not

known frOM the main study as to the earliest age at which congruence strategies

would appear in the child's behavior. It was,important to determine this in oider% -

to provide a more critical test of the thesis th.:t the developmental progression of

edge matching.to sup.erposition, was initiated by the child's early knowledge of

the congruent parts of fugures, In particular, their edges. A supplemental,study

was undertaken then by Steven duberman to determine the nature of strategic be-

havior in children as young as 2 years 6 months. Two tasks from the main study

were used for this purpose, (Imagery Phase I and the Measurement task) since these

appeared to be within the range of competencies of very young children.

Sub ects

There were ten children, equally divided-by ex, ranging in age from 2 years

6 months to 3 years 5 months, with a mean age of 3 years 2 months. All 1..)ere

from middle-class families. Nine were tested in a preschool and one at,the subject's

home.

Materials

The materials were the same as those used in the main study for the Imagery
j

Phase I, and Measurement tasks.

Procedure

The procedures of the main study were modified in minor respects to accomodate

to the younger age of the subjects,.principally in the instructions and in reductions

in the number of trials,

1.2.t
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Results
I.

Both subjects' ability to carry out the tasks correctly and the

stigegies employed in approaching the tasks were assessed, as in the main

study.

Contrry to our expectations, all lb subjects used single edge matching, but

only half of them arrived at a correct congruence judgment. 'Nevertheless, six (60%).

.of the subjects attempted to edge match with the corresponding sides of the right

triangles (two subjects ended by making no judgment,, however), and for.the six

.

subjects, 34 of the 35 matches that were made were of the hypotenuse of one triangle

with the hypotenuse of the other. Of the subjects matching corresponding sides,

6,77. arrived at a correct congruenee judgment, the remainder made rip choice, claiming

that all the triangles in the selection tray were.the same. Four of the ten subjects

matched bdth corresponding and non-correspondinsides, but only one made a correct

congrwce choice; the others asserted that all the selection triangles were the

same.

The measurement task provided'similar strategy behavior. In this tpsk each sub-

jec't had three opportunities to measure the MO (mobile) model triangles. In these

30 responses, 9 (30%) were edge matehing strategies. Of the remaining responses,

3 (10%) also employed edge matching, but of the tray triangle, and 10 (33%) used

measurement strategies that involved no direct comparisoh, another 8 (27%) gave

0. no response. Thus 30% of the responses could be considered Level II strategies --

(those involving edge matching between the model triangles), the others were

Level I strategies. Considering the first measurement request albne, 90% of the

subjects.used single edge matching; of these subjects, 60% matched corrpsponding

sides lending to 83% correct judgments. 'Only dne subject who matched corresponding



sides arrived at an incorrect judgment. All three subjects who matched non-

corresPonding sides made incoirect congruence judgments. While various solution

7 aids were used by subjects (33% of all responses), no subject, made a direct

comparison of both test triangles with any of the available aids.

There wa a highldegree of consistency across tasks. Of those subjects' who

used single edge matching of corresponding sides exclusively in the imagery task

(40%), all used the same procedure in the measurement task. The four-who

aligned non-:corresponding sides did the same in the measurement task. Furthermore,

all subjects who made correct congruence judgments in the imageTy tsk did so in '7>

the measurement task. The five subjects who made no judgments on the imagery did

the same in the measurements task.

Discussion

While the subjects of this age group (2:6 to 3,5) did have "a strategy .for

tte determination of congruence between scalene right triangles, a str,iking

finding in itself, the strategy was used effectively by only half the subjec'ts

The unsuccessful subjects appeared to have a procedural rule without sufficient

understanding of how to use it. The very high incidence of single edge matching

in these young subjects supports our earlier conclusion that geometric knowledge

in young children is based on the component parts of figures. Thus, 777 of all

matches (across both tasks and all trials) were comparisons of corresponding sides,

indicating that children, even this young, attend to a figure's component parts,

and a full 59% of the'subjects could use this strategy consistently to arrive

at correct congrilence judgments, for both congruent and non-congruent figures.

Of particular Utterest.are those subjects who used single edge matching in

the imagery task-and asserted that all the selection Xriangles were the same.



No

This occurred despite the care that was taken to ensure

that only one selection triangle could be the same, and

"same" and "different" in the sense intended. Of the 5

that subjects understood

tWat the subject understood

subjects who did so, three

(60%) matched both corresponding and non-corresponding sides. In matching, it-

.was noticed that several subjects first aligned the top vertices of non-congruent

triangles, then seeing that the bottom vertices were not alignedi, moved the

triangle to align the bottom vertex. Several went back ahd forth aligning first

the top then bottom then top again and so on: This finding is in accord with

other observations that young children do'not conserve length when one

ends ig displaced, because "they do not take account of both ends simultaneously"

(Piaget, Inhelder & Szeminska, 1960).

Paradox1cally., for this group the measurement data did not accord with the

imagery datA> With 4 of the 5 subjects, three (incorrectly) judged congruence

on, the basis of comparisons of non-corresponding sides of congruent triangles, and

one (correctly) judged non-congruence using edge matching of corresponding sides.

A.kifth was consistent in ignoring length on both tasks. Subjects apparent4

responded differently in the measurement task because of the differences in iask

demands. The imagery task required successive judgments in scanning the model

triangle and the four selection *triangles; the measurement task, on the other hand,

required only one kidgment of the two model triangles. Using only a partial

algorithm in the later...task, (aligning sides and noting length but not of cor-.

responding parts) the subjects could .arrive at.a juSgment, even if not a correct one.

These considerations indicate that a consistent strategy for.thedetermin tion

of congruence is first emerging in the age group.studied. While 50% of the

subjects had mastered a strategy another 50% were still putting together strategy

12 ,
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components into adintegrated whole.

General Discussion

-

'Structural - Procedural knowledge relations. The data of these studies address a

nuMber of issues, germane to what constitutes an adequate account of cognitive

develqpment as well as to the nature of mathematical cognition.

Theories that claim to describe and explain cognitive development have

in general taken two forms in recent years. The most influential until only

6,

a short while ngo were struccurnlist in nafure: In these theories, universal

dimensions of cognitive structure are ,described, with structures typically,

characterized as undergoing change in development and-said Co explain develop,.

mental differehces in reasoning, problem Solving and the like, manlfest in

settings as divergent as naEdralistic environments and laboratory. experiments.

Observable behavibrs, that is, the surface level organigation of behavior is linked

to dovert cognitive organization of highly abstact form which is believed to

gendrate the surface behaviors. The most important developmental theory of this kind

is Piaget's, and the most'influential of the non-developmental theories is Chomsky's

account'of linguistic strucEure.

Considerable dissatisfaction has developed with this class of stra-cturalist

theories to the point where alternative explanations of cognitive
o
functioning

and development have been sought. The model that has captured major attention

is informat±on processing, but this model takes many forms and it is More to

the poiut to characierize the alternative explanations to Piagetian anU,other

structuralist theories as functionalist in nature (Beilin, 1981, in press).

Functionalist accounts tend to characterize cognitive performance in terms of

procedural knowl,edge, rules, strategies, schemata, and scripts that are said
.
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flo define the fundamenuil relations in observed bOaviors, i.e., the same

behavioral domain accounted for by structuralist theories. A-number of

developmentaiists have made important contributions to functionalist studies,

, including Gelman, Klahr, Siegler, Nelson and Paris. The overemphasis on cognitive

udiversals in development has'been recbgnized by Genevan dnvestigators for some

time, and a,shift in theoretical and research prio'rities toward functional analysis

0

has been evident in the products of Genevan research (Inhelder, Sinclair & Bovet,

1974; Karmiloff-Smith & Inhelder, 1975; Mounod, 1981). Attempts at establishing

some type of integration of structuralist and information processing models has

been evident in the work of Pascual-:Leone (1976) and Case (1978):although these

investigators have tendgd more to reduce Piagetian Eheory to an information

processing model than to provide a balance between the two. The justification 41g

for maintaining equal balance between Piagetian theory and informa4on processing

models.is that most functionalist accounts of cognitiye development do not

provide adequate theoretical explanations-of how developmental dhange oCcurs.

To.date the Piagetian view still dominates the field in this respect, despite

its iany difficulties and despite valiant efforts by somd information processing

theorists to provide alternative models (e.g.., Klahr & Wallace, 1976). It appears

to us then that an adequate account of cognitive development and learning requires

two types of analysis,"structural analysis and factional analysi§. The latter'

details the nature of procedural knowledge necessary for a response to task demands,

the former to detail the consistency in performance across tasks and dognitive

,

contexts. But additionally, and equally important is the need to define the

relationship between procedural and structural or logico-mathematical knowledge.

This was attempted earlier in respect to the strategie involvediin bivalued

-discriminaiiop problem solving-tasks (Choi:son & Beilin, 1978).

1 2,i
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In an extensive series of studies, Gholson (1980) has shown that 'strategies

and stereotype4 responses employed in experimental problem solving contexts

map onto structural levels defined by the classic Piagetian model. We

attempted in the present study to show in parallel fashion that structural and pro- :

cedural knowledge are reLyted in tasks of a richer and mare varied nature.

Procedural and structural knowledge can be related as follows: (1) procedural' '

-knowledge can be accounted for completely by structural knowledge, (2) structurdl

knowledge is accounted for or reduced to procedural knwledge, (3) structural

knowledge is independent of procedural knowledge, and (4) structural knowledge and

procedural knowledge are interdependent components of problem solving behavior.

The evidence from the pregent study is consistent with the last pOssibility.

S6pporting,data come first from the consistency in childnen's strategy deployment

evident within sets of tasks. In this respect we found that children's geometric

srategies were classifiable into three levels of algorithmic efficiency, or

degrees of rule use. With a criterion of consistent sEtategy use across tasks

(67% of the child's strategies at the same algorithmic level) it was evident

that children were significantly more consistent than inconsistent:in per-

formance over all ages. 'With the exception of one task (measurement), Glove was

also cOnsiderable consistency.(80% to 100%) within tasks. The fact that children

exhibited strategy consistency within certain sets of tasks but not others

suggests that where inconsistent strategy,pattetns were evident, they did not

reflect random problem solving behavior but instead adjustment of strategies to

task demands. Performance consistency was also age-related. Children at 6, 8,

and 9 years. of nge, the ages at which sign.ificant strategy consistency was

demonstrated, employed Level II strategies across tasks. Children in the incon-
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sistent steategy age groups,,however, showed two different patteAns. Those

below 6.years used Level II strategies and a combination of Level II and Level I.

_Those above 6 years used Level II, and a combination of Level II and Level III

strategies. Thus, younger and older children showed what could be called task

tuninR. The younger children if they could apply the more sophisticated strategies

(Level II) did so, but if faced with more demanding tasks reverted to simpler

strategies. Older children laerformed consistently and effectively in accord

with task demands. The developmental evidence suggests that inconsistent strategy

deployment in younger children reflects underlying structural knowledge, whereas

in older children it can be attributed to improvements in procedural knowledge.

Thus, we propose two principles to define the interdependence of procedural and

structural knowledge: (1) task tuning, which holds that children utilize the most

advanced strategy available in their procedural repertoire to maximize the match

of structural knowledge to problem demands, and (2) cognitive economy, which holds

that children adapt their procedural repertoire to specific task demands, and A

use a less advanced strategy to minimize effort in solving a problem. .These

processes are complementary, and to an extent, apply concurrently.

.Thus, in addition to the data of consistent strategy deployment within'

,sets of tasks, the evidence that strategy development ref1ect5 emerging knowledge

of geometric c9ngruence, as well as the adaptation of that knowledge to particular

tasks, argues fOr it view of cognit7ive development that engages procedural and

structural knowledge NI ;1 interactive relation.

I/
Knowledge of geometric congruence. As already indicati0,.there are two

aspects to knowledge of geometric congruence and ransformations, structUral

--,

and procedural. When applied to actual performance there is no clear cut

109
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7.

distinction pbssible between them, as in the classification of strategies.

Strategies are udiAlarilx treated as procedural, but when a strategy shift

occurs, as in the presentistudies, from single edge matchindto superposing

at a particular age, it is fair to assume that the shift occurs either because

of change34 in structural knowledge, that is, logiLo-mathematical knowledge, or the way

the strategies themselyes are composed, at least in part, of that' knowledge.
,

Either way, as "dependent upon" or "composed in part of,",there is a significant

interdependent relation between logico-mathematical knowledge and procedural

knowledge. Considered in terms of a mathematical, i.e., geometric, model, the

aforementioned strategies represent different mathematical possibilities.

For example, if one were to adopt the Kleinian geometric model as a model for

pgychological processing, as Piaget at one time has done, there is a certain

explanatory advantage, but it also engenders some difficulties, inasmuch as the

geometric model itself is far from perect (Fuson, 1978)', and is undergoing

change with developments in mathematics itself. Ap applied by Piapt, these

difficulties are due to incorrect and ambiguous uses oi'mathematical terms and

concepts, and the model maps on poorly to empirical,findings. The Kleinian

model, however, is useful in the prsent context in the following way.

Accordrng to a Euclidean conception of congruence, the edge matching

strategy is one possible strategy for determining the congruence of two

triangles, because it maps onto the SSS (side, side, side) proposition, which

states broadly.that if the sides of ,two triangles are congruent, then the triqngles

themselves are congruent. It is surprising, as evident from our data, that children

.as young as 2 years 6 months have sufficient knowledge of congruence to match edges

for establishing or verifying the congruence of two triangles that differ by a
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transformation. That children this young possess even the raiments of

such rules contradicts the assumptions of many mathematic educators, and

educational and developmental psychologists, as to the mathematical, particularly

geometric, competencles of young children. Not only do the data show that young

children have a procedure for establishing congruence, but additionally, some

mathematical rule knowled.ge to which the edge matching strategy relates. If one

adopts a mathematical model for cognitive development, however, it also raises

a number of questions about psychological competencies and their development. For

_an ideal application of the Euclidean SSS proposition, a multiple edge matchinR

procedure is necessary. That is, all three sides of the triangle have to be matched.

Why even older children very infrequently use this procedure is a puzzle. Why

ruiltiple edge matching is hardly ever used even with quadrilaterals is an even

greater puzzle in that the SSS rule does not apply.to quadrilaterals (i.e., if the

sides of two quadrilaterals are equal and their angles unequal the quadrilaterals

will not be congruent).

Another puzzle is'why checking angles does not appear among the strategies,

since a SAS (side, angle,.04e) rule would also establish congruence, at least

in triangles. One possihie answer is that children, in fact, do take information

about angles into account, principally during visual llspelltka, but there is no

way of establishing this, short of eye movement studies: Some evidence that .

angles are taken into account comes from one of our supplemental studies that

shows some matching at the vertices of the triangles. It is not clear, however,

r .0

whether angles are being checked or whether vertices are being used as terminal

. points of triangle edges. The latter appear.s more likely in the light of other

of the child's actions.



The S'SS rule is sophisticated and at the same time limited in respect to

congruence. It is soChisticated in that is provides a geometric proposition

and procedure for the copgruence of triangles, but as already shown, it is

limited in...its application'to certain classes of geometric figures. The super-

"posing strategy, on thd other hand, maps onto a proposition that does apply to

pamely,.if two figures can be made to coincide the figures are

congrueht. This proposition, which is consistent with Epelidean geometry

(Euclid, 1956, p. 227), a&.accords with the Kleinian model. Again, as a'

psychologica'l model it provokes a number of questions. Superposing, which

provides a procedure for establishing that two triangles are isometric in

all its crkical properties, i.e., length of line segments,,angles, and

areas; etc., when it appears in the child's repertoire does so relatively

quickly. As expected, Considering the sophistication and generality of the procedure

and its underlying'mathematical logic, it almost always leads to a'correct

congruence judgment; a condition that does not prevail for edge matching, even

when applied to triangles. What accounts fur the sudden appearance of this

strategy? Is it linked to new'rogico-mathematical knowledge, or does the strategy

arise from the construction of skills already available with the child's repertoire?

A clear cut answer is not available. Before offering a hypothetical ai)unt of

the progression from singje edge matching to superposing, a set of findjngs should

be hiligted, which also bears on a Nwitroversy 4s to how geometrical ideas

deverop.

, Two 'views have been offered as to how objects, including geometric figures,

aresperceived. In one interpretation, perception first involves engagement of the

whole figure, followed by progressive differentiation of its component parts.
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An alternative view is that the total figure fs constructed progressively from

visual or haptic engagement with the figure's components. Gestalt and differenti-

atiOn theories favor the first interpretation,'construLtivist theories the seco.n.d.

Data on perceptual processes in infants provide, at present, no way of deciding

the issue between these alternatives (Hainline, 1982). Our data, however, aie

consistent with one of these interpretations'. Single edge matching, in even the

youngest subjects studied (2 years 7 months to 3 years 5 months) shows that a

substantial portiOn of the siitle edge matches were Made with the corresponding

sides of figures, usually the hypotenuse. This offers evidence that young children

are attending to the component parts of the figures in an informed way. At the

same time, the fact that,they jump to a judgment of congrunce on the basis of the

match of only one side, from what ohe can tell, indicates at least in the early

years, that the entire figure has not been'constructed from an integration of

component parts. A multiple edge Match would indicate just such a construction,

but it is rarely obsb-rved. Superposing, however, by implication presupposes such

an integration of component parts. Thus, we propose the following development

to occur:

The earliest perceptual engagements of the infant with the world presupposes

the differentiation of edges, enabling the infant to perceive lines and to differ-

entiate figure from ground. These inborn capacities are indicated by the work of

Hubel and Weisel (Barlow, 1982) and succeeding investigators, and from research,

on the congenitally blind. These inborn visual capacities are nevertheless almost

immediately affected by the child's visual experience.

Within the first few months of life the child is able to respond to and even



reccgnize total figures such as faces so that the organization of component parts

Into total entities Is already possIble. These developments are principally per-

ceptual in nature, but by the age ol 18 months.thltdren can recognize and name

objects in pictorial form, even though they have not been exposed to pictures

before (Hochberg & Brooks, 1962). In addition, by 2 years 6 months, the age of our

youngest subjects, one could assume a wealth of prior experience in manipulating

geometrically fashioned objects such as blocks, through stacking, sorting, fitting

and so on. When asked to make and verify a congruence judgment, these subjects

used only one edge of the figures for matching, usually the sides.that corresponded

in length to a side,of the other figure, usually the hypotenuse. The children

appear to be following a rule that says, "Tf the most critical (salient) feature

matches, the entire figure is congruent with the other." Even though children at

this age have had extensive experience with total figures and responded to theffi

as such, and to edges as well (a Japanese,study reports 2-year-Olds as conscious,

in drawing, of the contour of the face (edges) as well as eyes and mouth inside

the contour they draw [Yokochi, K., .19801), they nevertheless choose only one side to

verify. It is tempting to say the reason this is so is that it followed visual'

inspection of*the figtires, in which the total figure was surveyed and its most salient

teature selected for test, but we have only crude observational data to attest to

this. The single edge matching rule then appears to override all other experience

for the young child, even that which some children musL have in fitting triangular

figures into cutouts of various shapes that are common in "puzzle boxes" and many

educationill toys.

The first rule: Two _triangles are equa1 if one sideof each is equal, is

followed then by a second state.

114
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inspection appears, omnbines measurement and egtimation operations. The child

first surveys the figure, pias the most likely candidate for checking and measures

the length of one edge, visually estimating the lengths of the others.

In this instance the child understands that all three edges must be

compared, but only measures one anu estimates the others. The rule followed

appears to be, "If one set of corresEonding edges matches visually inspect the

?'
oiher edgts_and estimate whether.e!ey do as well. If they_suear equal) then ,

the _trkagales ate congruent."

Some children, who know three edges need to be compared Co determine congruence,

develop a strategy for determining this. Instead of measuring one edge and (visually)

estimating the others, measure all three. This is the multiEls_edgematching

strategy. The rule_here is "To deLermine the congruence of figures, edke match

the corresponding sides; if, they match, the figures are con&ruent." .".1though one

would expect more of this to appeat as children get older, what occurs instead

is that estimation alone increases, and as a consequenEe ane observes increasing

amounts of visual inspection alone appearing with no actual measurement occurring.

With increasing visual inspection, that 1s, visual estimation of lengths and

pther-features of the triangles, information concerning constituent parts and edges,

0

angles and surfaces (the same Japanese study [Yokochi, 19801 shows that 3-year-olds

become conscious of surfaces) is integrated into,a totality that manifests itself in

the superposing strategy of laying one triangle onto the other. Il presupposes

other knowledge including the fact that lengths must not overextend on one side
P

(i.e., a length must coincide at both vertices in the triangle). The latter know-

ledge, in turn, is related to conservation of length, which appears generally

at about the age children in this study manifest the superposing strategy and use

13 ,
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it withrconsistent success. The rule followed now is: "To determine the

cchig'ruence of figures lay one figure on the other, spatially transforming the

figure so that corresRonding edges, angles and surfaces match. if they do, and

no edges are overextended, the figures are congruent." In sum, the development of

strategic lavior we propose entails an integration of both logical (structural)

knowledge and procedural knoWledge bearing on congruence,and transformation.

Structure and piocess development. The tasks presented to subjects were selected

on the assumption that 'they tapped processes .closely related to the ability to make

congruence judgments of geometric forms that differed by one or more transformations.

These processes, transformational imagery, correspondence matching, measurement,

and the integration of transformations, were considered Co be equivalent in deve-

lopmental level, except for correspondence, which according to recent Piagetian

4

data is an earlier achieved process. Information processing theorists argue that

most cognitive processes are in place early in development, and that age differences
-

are due primarily to differences in skill attainment, skill complexity, encoding

skills and the like. This is not borne out by the data of this study. Instead,

vie find for most of the. easki inv,estigated, a developmental progression in the

qualitattve nature and power of the strategies generated, as well as change in

the general level of rule structure that defines performance across tasks. Consistent

with oar expectations,,accurate correspondence matching was evident in the )roungest

age gruup (4-year-olds) in the main.study, This type and level of performance

is in accord with Piagetian one-way mapping structures of preoperational thought.

The remaining processes appear to divide into two levels of perfomance. The

measurement, transformational iMagery and Cransformation-dealing competencies, which

are generally considered in the Piagetian model to relate to concrete operational

13
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structures, appear developmentally at two levels, and are achieved one following

the other.° First, measurement knowledge and procedures, including transitive

inference appear, then transformational'imagery operations and processes that

entail processing the more'demanding transformations (flips and turns).

Although these developmental processes and operations appear in a develop-

mental sequence,' the data of Ohe study show, as do a number of recent 'functionalist

studies, and which Piaget himself noted although only in passing, the nature

of the task affects performance in addition to the apparent age of acquisition of

an operation. However, functionalists tend to neglect the'internal structure of

an operation, independent of the task context in which t appears, which also

affects performance. This is evident in performance differences that appear with

the various geometric transformations. Geometric transformations (slides, tlip

11
and tura) are more than,task variations. They entail conceptual elements related

to tne conception of space (surfaces, distances, etc.), and mathematical (i.e.,

geometric) relations. As such they engage the subject's logico-mathematIcal and

physical knowledge systems, both in respect to strategies and performance con-

sistency.

In sum, we find tnat psychological processes brought to bear in geometric

reasoning and problem solving tasks concerning congruence and motion (trans-

formations), are achieved in a developmental order and appear to be a function

of both the child's progresqively. acquired structural (logico-mathematical)

knowledge and procedural,(strategic and task sensitiv6) knowledge.

Implications for education. Educators have looked to psychology for many

reasons. They seek models for curriculum development. They seek understanding



oi the child's thought, action and feelings, then look for insights into the child

as a learner, and search for sophisticated means of assessing children's capacities

and achievement. With the significant shift in psychology's own interests to

cognitive processes apd knowledge structu es, cognitive developmental theories

have been adopted by educators as'models for curriculum development or simply as

-

justification for part,icular types of cuTticulum models of their own. It is rib

secret that for many years educators, .particUlarly mahematics and science eduptors,

lookedoo Piaget's theory and research as the source of insight into the child's

cognitive development and as a model for curriculum development. Despite

Piaget's insisteat plea that he had little to reCommend in the way of educational

practice, educators and others have noneeheless tried to apply the theory to

mathematics and other fields of education. A fairly large number of educators

have also Piagetiadtype research. Despite Piaget's reluctance to apply

his theory, there were many self-appointed interpreers who attempted the job for

him. Most proposals that resulted have taken a,rather general form: to foster the

child's own activity, to take the child's cognitive level into account in teaching,

to order the curriculum in accord with the order suggested by the child's own

development, .and to place less emphasis on language as a mean.; of learning in the

early years. Some recommendations Wave been more specific, however. For example,

mathematics educators took seriously Piaget's reports of a developmental progression

from topological to both euclidean and projective concepts, althOugh a sizeable

number interpreted the progression incorrectly as a linear progressibn. A large

number of studie'conducted by psychologists and mathematics educators, in the main,

supported Piagel's claim, as our own reviews indicate (Beilin, Vn press). More



recently, the reports divide between confirmatory and critical assessments,*with

commentators increasingly critical ot Piaget's use of Klein's geometric theory

and of the developmental ordering of geometric concepts. The Genevans, apparently

have not been oblivious of these criticisms, and more recent characterizations of

the developmental progression (Inhelder, 1978; Montangero,, 1976) are in terms of

a transition from intrafigural to interfigural and finally to transfigurai geo-
_

metric relations.

In the mathematics education research literature that concerns geometry

(although it is true for other domains, as well), one sees in the past five years

or so, if not a mass defection from Piagetian theory, at least a sizeable migra *on.

The migration for the most part is to information,processing. The appeal of infor-

mation processing for themathematics educator (Resnick & Ford,'1981) is in providing

a language, principally a computer language, for the representation of symbolic

processing, amethod of analysis of both procedural and declarative knowledge, and

a vehicle for testing a variety of eheories. What is also seen as a contribution

is a concern for carefuftask analysib (Hiebert, 1981), attention to prior knowledge

of the task envirenment, and to problem solving strategies.

Mathematics educaeors have reacted'to these developments with a response

ranging from.caution, "It is too early to tell what implications the research

in this area might have for mathematics'curriculum (Hiebert, 1981, p. 48)",

to considerable skepticism (Bell, 1979)', because/f the tendency to reduce

problem solving and reasoning to algorithmic procedures, and to the practice

'of not dealing with,"real problems,With real data." This'critic (Bell, 1979, p.11)

0

concludes, "i_don't think we can look to present or foreseeble information

processing models,as guides to instruction for applied problem solving."

mt.
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With apparent rejection of the two dominant models (Plagetian and

information processing) of contemporary deVelopmental and edukational psycho-

logy, mathematics educators appear to be opting instead for instructional models

based on a technology that bears only a general relation to psychological theory.

They are mogng toward models of the kind bhat engineerin Provides relative

to physics or classical mechanics, and medicine relative to molecular biology

and immunology. In other words, the goal.is to develop curriculum models on

the basis of principles that derive primarily from educational practice, the

means of instructio the pature of subject matter, and the nature of developing

cognition, but the last is only one component in the,system and not the,principal

focus of curriculum construction. The educational context rather than the child

himself, is the principal causal agency that defines the'source of mathematical

knowledge. In our view this is a healthy,and desirable trend. An example of

this trend is the wide ranging interest and test of an instructional model

proposed by the Dutch,mathematics educators, P.M. and D. van Hiele (van Hiele, in press;

van Hiele, 1959). The van Hiele model has been described as influenced by a

combination of Gestalt and Piagetian ideas. While influenced by these theoretical

traditions, at iti cofe is another focus. P.M. van Hiele writes.as follows:

"A psychological theory will never supply enough data and could never be

used on a /mks a. teaching unless it is rooted in the study'of practical teaching:

didactics can never be considered as the application of a psychology. No one can

solve the problem unless he combines in his person the psychologist and didac-

tician and unless he applies his psychologictil knowledge in the didactical practice

4

(1959, jer. 2)." Also, "...it has now become clear that psychology is in itself.
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insufficient to supply the data of whie'didactics has ne,ed. lihoevoj wishes to

develop didactkcs will have to start from didactic exPerience themselves io

'direct his attention to school learnihg situations. A re,sonable knowledge

of psychology is without doubt neessary for this study; but psychological

results obtained independently,of school learning situations will only be

fruitful if integrated with psychological results which have beemobtained within

didactics (p. 17) ."

Van HielX'-emphasis is on stages of learning in each instructional context

and less on the structuring of thought itself, although tile instructional model

itself parallela to a degree Pi
1g

Hiele levels, however, constitute a hierarchy of knowledge mid skills which in-
,

struction should facilitate ascending. The levels differ from Piagetian struc-

tural levels, which are modeled on logical or mathematical models and not on

van Hiele's sense of didactics.

Although we would endorse van Hiele's general aim of deyeloping instruc-

tional models based largely on the nature of school related functions (.e.,

the .logical structure of the subject matter, teacher characteristics, instruc-

, tional technology and the like) and take account of'the developing character of

the child's cognilive resources, we take exception to van Hiele's use of the

latter. For one, the model is overly simplistic in its characterization of the

t's developmental (cognitive) levels. The van

course of development. Second, in its application to adolescent learning it applies

assumptions cieri;ed from a differentiation theory of perceptual development.

Learning (of geometry), in essence, is treated as a microgenetic series of changes,

proceeding from treating figures as wholes to the recognition and treatment of

geometric parts differentiated from that whole.

14,
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Although an instructional model "may socceed.on these principles and assumptions,

they may in fact be inferior to an instructional model based on what we have

discovered as the spontaneously generated strategies for dealing with geometric

objects. The developmental ordex we observed shows cognitive development in

respect to some geometric concepts to occur in the reverse order from that as-
.

sumed by the van Hieles. That is, it develops from the components of a figure

to dealing with the figure as an integrated entity. We are not suggestingjphat the

devefopmental sequence we have found, because it is closer to empirical observation,

will of necessity lead to superior instructional outcomes to the one, proposed

by the van Hieles. The reason for our cadtion derives from reviews of paSt research
,e

on the training of Piagetian logical operations (Beilin, 1971, 1978). In these re-

views we have shown that almost any type of training procedure results in signi-

ficant acquisition of conservation knowledge (despite Piaie's early skepticism

of that possibility). s4Furthermore, one method, the most "unnatural" of all in

Pieget's terms verbal rule insttuction, was superior to all others, including

the method that Piaget holds comes closest to the hianner in which such knowledge

is apluired naturally by children (cognitive conflict and equilibration). It

suggests strftly that instructional methods need not model themselves either on

cognitive developmental theory or empirical demonstrations of cognitive develop-

ment. The relation of instructional technology to psychological theory should

parallel that of bridge bullding to physics and medicine to biology. These

technologies cannot ignore the facts and theories offered by these sciences, but

the sciences do not build bridges, cure poliomyelitis, or teach children.

On a more specific note, our study offers some suggestions for instruction

0
In geometry. Geometry is typically taught in high schools, although increasingly
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it Ls found in junior high instructional units and in the later years of-elementary

school. Teachers tend Co the view that instruLtioh in ;4eometry should be introduced
,

in elementary school but not in formal logical terms, that is, in tefms of formal
o

mathematical proofs more typically characteristic of high school'instruction:

r

We would concur in this view. At the same time, if it fs the case that young

. .

chitilren 2 years 6 months of age have rudimentary notions of congruence and motion

and by 7 years are able to generate strategies (lac superposing) that enable them

to deal with congruence in more sophisticated ways, it suggests that children are

capable of dealing with geometric ideas to a greater extent than has been assumed

up to now. There has been so little research on children's knowledge of geometry

V
(only a fraction of what_has been devoted'to number and arithmetic in the early

years) that the range of'their knowledge can only be hinted at.
' ,

At the same time, it is evident that many children as old as eleven have

. ,
considerable difficulty with certain geometric 1.deas, particularly in connection

..,

.

with transformations. Attention to having chilaren acquire knowledge of the

fundamental logical and spatial bases of rotational (turn) and reflectional (flip

transformations-(should lead to a firmer foundation lot logical and algebraic

treatments of geometric the;rems and propdsitions. This poses a challenge to

present instructional technology.

Our last point concerns the development of naturally occurring strategies.

Research un mathematical cognition demonstrates to an increasing extent (e.g.,°

Heibert, 1979; Resnick & Ford, 1981) the inventiveness and significance of the

strategies children deVelop Ln problem solving.tasks.

Rather than develop instructional technologies based solely on the logical
. ,

"-
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44

structure of the subject matter or mathmatical models of mind, greater attention
4

might be given to the strategies gyrated bY children themselves in the solu.tion

to problems. There is a reverse side to thys as well that may,aid instructional

goals. At an age when children are genera iqg and using single edge matching

strategies, for example, in verifying congruence relations, it could very well

be that instruction in the utility of a multiple edge matchirig procedure, which

children at any age, almost never generate by themseIes, could progress the

child's knowledge of congruence in a way the child is not able tb achieve alope.

P. 124
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Appendix I

Table 1

Dimensions of Stimulus Materials Used in the Imagery, Measurement, and Correspondence Tasks

(In inches)

Color Imagery

Model Selection
Triangles Triangles

` Congruent
Triangles

Measurement

'Nbn-Congruent

Triangles
Selection
Triangle

Correspoindence

Line Angles
Segments

Red 3 3/8 X 4 1/2 3 X 4 X 5 3 3/8 X 4 1/2 3 3/8 X 4 1/2 3 3/8 X '3 3/4 X 5 3/16 3 1/2 X
X 5 5/8 X 5 5/8 X 5 5/8 (L) 4 1/2 X X 6 1/16 4 11/16

3 3/4 X 5 5 5/8 3/8

X 6 1/4 3 3/4 X 4 1/2
X 5 (R)

4 1/2 X 3 3/4

X 5

Blue 3 X 4 i 5 2 5/8 X 1 3 X 4 X 5 3 X 4 X 5'(L) 3 X 4 X 6 3 1/4 X 4 5/6 3 3/4 X

3 1/2 X X 4 11/16 5 3/16 X

4 3/8 3 1/2 X 4 X .6 1/15

4 5/8 (R)

3 3/8 X
4 1/2 X

çÀ
5 5/8

4 X 3 1/2
X 3 3/4

Green 3 3/4 X 5 3 3/8 X. 3 3/4 X 3 3/4 X 5 X 3 3/4 X 5 3 1/2 X 4 11/16 3 1/4 X

X 6 1/4 4 1/2 X 5 X 6 1/4 6 1/4 (L) X 6 1/4 X 5 3/8 4 5/16 X

5 5/8 4 11/16

4 1/8 X 4 1/8 X 5 X

1/2 X 6. (R) -

6 7/8
5 X 4 1/2 X 4 1/4

15
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APPENDIX I

Experimental Design

I. General design of study: Factorial design with repeated measures

(on Task) with Age and Sex between factors (MANOVA): Age (8) x Sex (2) x

Task (7).

A. Age (8 levels) = 4 years through 11 years of age.
*:4

B. Sex (2 levels) - Boys, girls.

C. Tasks (7 levels) - (1) Imagery: Phase 1;(2) Phase 2;(3) Phase 3;

(4) Measurement; (5) Correspondence: Lines/Angles;(6) Points;(7)

Combination of, Motions.,

II. Counterbalancingprocedures: Order of tasks.

For counterbalancing purposes tasks were.grouped into four 'sets:

Imagery, Measurement, Correspondence Matching Parts, Combination of Motions.

A. Two (2) task orders were generated within the constraint thae the

Imagery tasks were always administered first and the CoMbination of Motions

task was always last.

Order I: Pretest, Imagery, Measurement, Correspondence, Combinations.of

Motions.

Order II: Pretest, Imagery, Correspondence, Measurement, Combination of

Motions.

B. Task order was counterblanced by sex within each age group; i.e.,

one-half of boyq received Order I, one-half received Order II, etc.

C. When,subjects required more than one testing session to complete

1

test (most subjectS below 7 years), first and second tasks within

an order were given in first session and third and fourth tasks were

given in the second session.

15u
132a
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III. Counterbalancing within tasks:

.A. Imagery Tasks. Tylie of transformation varied (slide, flip, turn):

Order of presentation for type of transformation was varied across

subject, as follows:

. 1. All six possible order combinations of the tht'ee transformations

(slide, flip, turn) were used. 44

2. Each subjec i. was assigned to one of the six presentation orders

by rotating the six orders among subjects from the youngest to oldest age group.

B. Measurement Task. Three dimunsions were varied within the task:

1. Mobility of Figures: mobile vs. non-mobile

2. Congruence of Triangles: congruent vs. non-congruent

3. Type of Transformation.: slide, flip, turn.
,

Each of the variables was counterbalanced across subjes, as follows:

. Mobility of Figures. , o

a. Within each age group, half of the subjects were assigned to the

mobile figures condition, half to the non-mobile condition.

b. Assignment of subjects to mobile and non-mobile conditions was

counterbalanced for task order and sex, i.e:, for task order I (order II)

half of the subjects were in the mobile condition and half were in the non-

mobile condition. Similarly, for the boys (girls), half were in the mobile

condition and half were in the non-mobile condition.

2. Congruence of Triangles

a. Within each age group, hQlf the subjects received congruent

triangles, half non-congruent triangles.

b. Presentation of congruent and non-congruent triangles was

counterbalanced across subjects for task order, mobility of figures and sex,
4

..

132b
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i.e., for the task order I (order II), half of the subjects receivcd congruent

triangles and half non,congruent triangles. Similarly for boys (girls) half

received congruent and half received non-congruent triangles.

3. Type of Transformation

a. Presentation order of the transformations was,counterbalanced by

generating 5 random.orders of the three transformations.

b. Within each age group, one of the 5 orders.was assigned to each

subject in the mobile figures condition (Total = 5Ss), and the same 5 orders

were assigned to subjects in the non-mobile condition.

C.,Corres ondence Tasks. Two dimenSions were varied in this task:

1. Type of Parts Task: line segments, angles and points:

2. Type of Transformation: slide, flip, turn.

Each variable was counterbalanced across subjects, as follows:

j. Type of Parts Task

a. Within,each age group, all subjects received the Points task, bLit

only half of the subjects received the 1iments task and half the angles

task. Performance was later combined in the data analysis because stipjects

performed equivalently on these two tasks.

b. Assignment of subjects to the Line segments and Angles task was

counterbalanced for task order and sex.

c. Presedtation order of-the two sets of correspondence tasks was

counterbalanced 1:;, assignment 'the Points task first to half the subjects and

last to the other half,of the subjects in an age group.

2. Type of Transformation

All six possible orders among the three transformations were rotated

among subjects. Presentation orders of the transformations within each corres-

pondence task was the same as in the imagery task.

132c
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APPENDIX - 2

EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL

Pretest
1 -

Materials Checklist: 1. One cookie cutter
2, Eight play-doh patties

Directions'To Interviewer:

PRETEST

The play-doh patties and the cookie cutter are on the table in front
of the interviewen and the child. The interviewer and the child are
seated next to each other, with the interviewer on the child's left,
facing in the-same direction.

Interviewer says:

.(

I: "Hello . Today we are going_to play a game with some
shapes." "Here is some play-doh." (Podnt to play-doh).

I: I"Do you know what this is?" (Point to cookie cutter).

I: " Yes that's.ri ht) It's a cookie cutter in the sha e of a trian le.
I'll show you how it works." (Demonstrate how cookie cutter works by
cutting out play-doh triangles from two patties).

I: "You try." (Give child cookie cutter to cut some triangles. If

child uses cookie cutter correctly, interviewer says: "Good, that's
very good.")

(If child fails to stamp out some triangles with cookie cutter, the
. interviewer is to help the child cut them out.)

I: "Look at all the triangles. They're all the same. Why is that?"

I: (If the child responds correctly to the question, say: "That's*right.
TheY're all the same beeause they were cut from the same cookie cutter."

If the child responds incorrectly, say:"They're the same because they were
cut from the same cookie cutter.

If the child fails to respond, say: "They're the same because they were
cut fwm the same cookie cutter."

I: "Now we.are going to play a game with some triangles that have been cut
from cookie cutters."

-End of Pretest.

Andal......16MI.LYala
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Imagery_ Tasks

EXPERIMENXER'S MANUAL

Slide Rotation Flip (C(rvle One)

PHASE 1

Materials Checklist I. Standard RED aLDE GREEN triangle (circle one

used in task).

2. Tray holding'RED BLUE GREEN selection triangles (circle
one)

Directions To Interviewer:

The'standard RED BLUE GREEN triangle A, is in front of child such

that its longer and shorter legs form the letter "L". The tray holding

the RED BLUE GREEN selection triangles is placed on the table about

3 inches above triangle A. The interviewer and the child are seated

next to each other, with the intery' er-on the child's left facing

in the same direction (See Fiti.0;e ).

Interviewer says:_

I: "Look at this triangle." ,(Point to Atandard triangle A.)

T: "And look at the tn(tangles in the tray." (Point to selection triangles

in tray.)

I: "One of these triangles in the tray was cut from the same cookie cutter

as this triangle (point to A) . Can you find the triangle in the tray.

(point to tray) that was cut from the same cookie cutter as this triangle

(point to triangle A)?"

(1f,the child asks to see the cookie cuteer, interviewer replies: Ne don't

have the cookie cutter here, but the same cookie cutter made this trimgle

(point to triangle A) and one triangle in the tray...."

Response Measures:

1. Record child's selection strategy.

2. Record triangle selected by chtld (accurate/inacNutate and, if inaccurate,

type of error). Code: 1= smallest triangle
2= congruent triangle
3= longest triangle
4 non-similar triangle
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IMAG - 2

EXPERIMENTER'5.MANUAL

Standard Post - Phage 1 Questions:

I: 1. "Why do you think these two triangles (point to triangle A and the

triangle A and the triangle selected by the child) are cut from the

same cookie cutter?"

I: 2: "Why didn't you pick one of the other triangles (point Cc, the triangles

remaining in the selection tray)?"
Prompt:. "What is it about the other triangles (point Co the -triangles

remaining in the selection tray) that makes them not the same as this

triangle (point to triangle A)?"

134
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EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL IMAG 3

Slide Rotation Flip (Circle One)

Phase 2

Materials Checklist. 1. Yellow manilla rectangular envelope without a flap.

2. Tray to hold selection set of triangles.

3. Three different sets of triangles - RED set, BLUE set,

and GREEN set (circle one used in.task).

Directions to Interviewer:

Place two identical RED BLUE GREEN (circle one) triangles, A (which serves

as the standard) and B, in front of the child with standard.triangle A on the

right. Each triangle is aligned so that'its longer and shorter legs form an

"L". The shorter legs of each triangle are collinear and 8 inches from the

-edge of the table. The nearest vertices of triangles A and B are 10 inches

apart with,triangle A on the.right (See Figure ).

Interviewer says:

I. "Here we have two triangles. These triangles were cut from the same cookie

cutter so they are the same." (Point to triangle A and triangle B.) (If

ithe child asks to see the cookie cutter, point to triangle A and triangle B

.and reply: "We'don't have the cookie cutter here, but 'the. same cookie

cutter made both these triangles.")

I: 2hat'_jai.__gg'%latchvnointodo." (Hold trkangle B steady, and slip, from

top to bottom, "the envelope without disturbing_its_position or orientation.

The envelope is positloned such that triangle B is in the center of the

envelope, and the left and right sides of the envel9pe are parallel to

the vertical leg of triangle B.)

I: "Now watch very carefully what I do to the envelope." Perform a planar

transformation on the envelope as specified below:

Imagery Task Task 1: Slide the envelope 5 in. to the right.

(Cirele one Imagery Task

uSed in'task)

Task 2: Rotate the envelope 900 clockwise with the

lowerleft corner of the envelope as the center
of rotation.

Imagery Task Task 3: Flip the envelope about the right vertical side

of the envelope.

I: "Look at these triangles in the tray." (Present the tray holding four

RED BLUE GREEN (circle one) selection triangles.)

I; "One of these triangles in the tray was cut from the same cookie cutter

as the triangle hidden in the envelope. Can you find the triangle in the

tray (point to tray) that was cut from the same cookie cutter as the

triangle in the envelope (point to envelope containing triangle B)?"

(If the child asks to see the cookie cutter, reply: "We don't have the cookie

cutter here, but the same cookie cutter made the triangle in the envelope and

one trienR21_111.11T_III)



EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL

(If the child attempts to pick up the envelope, say: "Try to find
triangle in the tray without touching_the envelope.")

IMAC - 4

Response Measures:
1. Record child's selection strategy.

2. Record triangle selected by child (accurate/inaccurate and, if inaccurate,
type of error.)

Code: 1 = smallest triangle
2 = congruent triangle
3 = largest triangle
4 = non-similar triangle

Standard Post-Phase 2 Questions

I: 1. "Why do you think this triangle (point to triangle selected by the child)
is cut from the same cookie cutter as the triangle hidden in the envelope
(point to envelope)?"

I: 2. Nhy didn't you pick one of the other triangles (point to the triangles
remaining in the selection tray)?"

Prompt: "What is it about the other triangles (point to the triangles remaining
in the seleCtion tray) that makes them not the same.as this triangle
(point to triangle A)?"

Conclude Phase 2 by returning the child's selection to the tray and removing
triangle B from the envelope. Interviewer should now be ready to begin
Phase 3.



IMAG 5

EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL

Imagery_Tasks Slide Rotation Flip (Circle One)

.Phase 3

Material Checklist: 1. Yellow manilla rectangular envelope without a flap.

2. Tray to hold selection sets of triangles.

3. Three different sets of triangles - RED set, BLUE

set, and GREEN set (circle one used in task).

Directions to Interviewer:

Place two identical RED BLUE GREEN (circle one) triangles, A

(which serves as the standard) and B, in front of the child with

standard triangle A on the right. Each triangle is aligned so that

its longer and shorter legs form an "L." The shorter legs of each

triangle are collinear and 8 inches from the edge of the table.

The nearest vertices of triangles A and B are 10 inches apart with

triangle A on the right (See Figure ).

Interviewer Says:

I: "Here are two triangles again. These triangles were cut from the same

cookie cutter so that they are the same." (Point to triangle A and

triangle B).

(If the child asks to see the cookie cutter, point to triangle A and. triangle

B and reply:
"We don't have the cookie cutter here, but the same cookie cutter made both

these triangles.")
V

1: "Watch what I am_going to do." (Hold triangle B steady, and slip from

top to bottom the envelope around triangle B so that triangle, B is completely

hidden inside the envelope without disturbing its position or orientation.

The envelope is positioned so that triangle B is in the center of the

envelope, and the left and right sides of the envelope are parallel to the

vertical leg of triangle B.)

1: "Now watch very carefully what I do to the envelope." Perform a planar

transformation on the envelope as specified below:

Imagery Task 1: Slide the envelope 5 in. to the right.

Imagery Task 2: Rotate the envelope ()00 clockwise-with the lower

(Circle nne
left corner of the envelope as the center of

used in'task) rotation.

10;.,
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EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL

IMAG - 6

Imagery Task 3: Flip the envelope about the right vertical
side of ihe envelope.

I: "Look at your triangle." (Point to triangle A)

I: "Can you do with your triangle what I did with mine so that it will
look the wa the trian le hidden looks now."

(If the dhild attempts to pick up the envelope, say: "Trly toNut your
triangle without touching the envelope.")

Response Measures.

1. Record child's transformation strategy.

2. Record accurate/inaccurate transformation of triangle Asby child and,
if inaccurate, type of error committed.

Standard Post-Phase 3 _questions:

I: 1."What did you do with this triangle (point to triangle A) to make it
look like the triangle hidden in the envelope (point to envelope)?"

I



EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL

Measurement: MOBILE. FIGURES

Task: ROTATION FLIP SLIDE - (circle one)

Trial: CONGRUENT NON-CONGRUENT (circle one)

MEASUREMENT -1

NON-MOBILE FIGURES (circle one)

Materials Checklist. 1. One 3 ft. x 2 ft. 'piece of Bainbrildge board.

2. Tray to hold the sets of solution aids.

3. Pair of RED. BLUE GREEN stimulus triangles (circle one)

4. Set of RED BLUE GREEN solutior aids (circle one)

containing:

(a) one RED BLUE GREEN selection triangle

(circle one)

(b) one set of four pieces of RED BLUE GREEN string

(circle one)

(c) one set of four RED BLUE GREEN plastic sticks

(circle one)

(d) one pair of scissors

(e) one ruler

(0 one roll of white twine

(g) one protractor

(h) one pencil

(i) six sheets of unlined paper

Directions to Interviewer

The interviewer and the child are seated next to each other with

the interviewer on the child's left. The Bainbridge board is

placed on the table directly in front of the child such that its

3-foot side is 3 in. from the Vbttom edge of the table. The tray

to hold the set of solution aids for a particular trial is placed

to the right of the board. Triangle L in each pair of stimulus

triangles is placed on the left half of the board According to the

following specifications: the upper left vertex of triangle L is

a right anglet the longer leg of fliangle L is 15 in. from the

bottom edge or the board, and the shorter leg of triangle L is

9 in. from the left edge of the board. The other stimulus triangle

in each pair, triangle R, is placed on the right half of the board

according to the following specifications for each trial (See

Figures end ):

139 6()
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Rotation-Congruent Trial

MEASUREMENT -2

Place red triangle R on the right half of the board about 13 1/2 in. to
the right of triangle L in the same orientation as triangle L. Rotate
triangle R 900 clockwise with the lower left vertex as the center of
rotation.

Rotation-Non-Congruent Trial

Place red triangle R on the right half of the board about 13 112 in. to
the right of triangle L in approximately the same orientation as triangle R
in the rotation-congruent trial. Make the 4 1/2 in side,of triangle R in
the rotation-non-cbngruent trial coincide with the placement of the 4 1/2 in.
side of triangle R in the rotation-congruent trial.

Flip-Congruent Trial

Place blue triangle 2 on triangle L in the same Orientation as triangle L.
Fliptriangle R about an imaginary 'vertical line that is 7 inches from the
upper right vertex of triangle L.

Flip-Non-Congruent Trial

Place blue triangle R on the right half of the board about 14 in. to the
right of triangle L in approximately the same orientation a8 triangle R
in the flip-congruent trial. ake the 4 in. side of triangle R in the
flip-non-Lcongruent trial coinc e with the placement of the 4 in. side
of triangle R in the flip-cong uent trial.

Slide-Congruent Trial

Place Rata triangle R on triangle L in the same orientation as triangle L.
Slide triangle R 13 in. to the right of triangle L.

- Slide-Non-Congruent Trial

Place green triangle R on the right half of the board about 13 in, to the right
of triangle L in approximately the same orientation as triangle R in the
slide-congruent trial. Make the 5 in. side of triangle R in the slide-non-
congruent trial coincide with the placedent of the 5 in. side of triangle R
in the slide-congruent trial.

(If the Equivalence of Figures tasks are administered'as the second task of
Session I, the interviewer says just before introducing the first Equivalence
of Figures trial: "Remember the game we played with the triangles? Now we
are going to play another game with triangles.")



MEASUREMENT - 3
0

Interviewer says:

I: "Please close your eyes wh'ile I get the triangles ready." The pair of
stimulus triangles is placed on the 1oard according to the specifications

for each trial..

I: "Youcanoeilow.Lookatthese triangles." (Point to
triangle L and triangle R).

I: "The way we play this game is that you have to find out whether these

two triangles (point to triangle L and triangle R) are cut from the same

cookie cutter or not."

(Omit the above statement after the first trial on the Equivalence of

Figures tasks.)

I: "Sometimes the two triangles are cut from the same cookie cutter and
sometimes the two triangles are not cut from the same cookie cutter - you a

have to.try to find out."

I: "Here are some things you can use to help you find out whether these

.two triangles are cut from the same cookie cutter or not." (Place set of

RED BLUE GREEN (circle one) solution aids in tray.)

I: In mobile
help you find
cutter or not'

figures condition
out whether these

say: "You may
two triangles

also move the triangles to
are cut from the same cookie

In non-mObile

12.!1PYoufinc
cutter or not

figures condition
out whether these

say: "You may
two triangles

not move the triansle t6

are cut from the same cookie

I: 1. "Now, can you show me hbw you would find out if these two triangles

are cut from the same cookie cutter or not?"

(Stop child from add4tional strategies after he/she has made a judgment

about the congruence of the two triangles in question)

I: 2. "Can zou show me how you would find out in another way?"

I. 3. "Can you show me how you would find oul_usil?L_Lsomething (else) on the

table?"

Response Measures:
1. Record child's judgment (accurate/inaccurAte).

2. Record child's solution strategy.

Post-Trial Questions:

1. "What is the best way to find out if the triangles are' (not) the same?"

Prompt: "How did you find out if they were (not) the same?"

16
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CORRESPONDENCE/LILES - 1

EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL

Correspondence -Line Segments SLIDE ROTATION FLIP (circle One)

Materials Checklist-, 1. Drawings of pair of congruent- triangles that
correspond by a SLIDE ROTATION FLIP (circle one)

2. Se of plastic line segments,

,CR EN - SLIDE

RED - ROTATION

- FLIP

Directions to Interviewer:

The interviewer and the child are seated next to each other with the

interviewer on,the child's left. Each pair of triangles is drawn on

a piece of Bristol board with the transformed triangle, triangle. E, in

front of the interviewer, and the untransformed triangle, triangle C,

in front of the child. Triangle C is positioVed 8 inches from the

bottom edge of the Bristol board, such that its shortest side is ver-

tical, and its longest side is diagonal in orientation anchored by

endpoints at the lower right and upper left. In each pair of triangle's,

triangle E corresponds to triangle C by the following specifications

for each trial (see Figure ):

Rotation Trial

Triangle E is drawn approximately 5 in, to the left of triangle C aq-cor-

responds to triangle C by a left 5 in. slide and a 90° clockwise rofation

with the leftmost vertex as the center of rotation;

Flip Trial

J
.

Triangle E r drawn apprqximately 5 in. to the left of triangle C and cor-

responds to triangle C by a flip about an imaginary vertical line that is

equidistant from the vertical sides of triangles C and E;

Slide Trial

Triangle E corresponds to triangle C by a slide 10 in. to the left of

triangle C;

Interviewer says:

(If the Correspondence Line Segment Tasks are administered as the second

task of Session I, and prior to the administration of the Angles

task, the Interviewer says just before introduction the First of the three

Line Segments Tasks: "Remember the -game we la ed with the trian les? Now

we are oin to play another ame with trian

I: "Look at these triangles." (Point to the triangles.)

1.: "We're going to play a game with these two triangles. Both of them were

cut from the same cookie cutter."
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I: "This triangle (point to triangle C) is your trianglel_and this
(point to triangle E) is my triangle."

I: "Watch whatipmgoing to do. I'm going to decorate my triangle like
this." (Place BLUE .GREEN RED plastic line segments on the appro-
priate sides of triangle E).

"We want to decorate your triangle so that it is exactly the same as
my triangle is now."

III I: (Point to smallest side of triangle E.) "Can you point to the side of

your triangle that is the same as this side?"

I: (After the child has identified a side of triangle C, remove the smallest
plastic line segment from triangle E and place it on the side of triangle

C identified by the child.)

Res onse Mea ures:

1. Record hild''s selection strategy. (accurate/inaccurate)

2. Record first and if necessary second side selected by child.

OW*

Follow-4p Questions:

I: 1. "How did you know to pick that side on,your triangle?"
Prompt: "HOw did_you figure out that the two sides (pointing to the appro-

priate side on triangle E and the Cbrresponding side on triangle C
identified by the child) are the same?"

The one plastic line segment now on triangle C is left in place while the
'Interviewer procedes.

I; (Points to middle-sized side of triangle E) "Can you point to the side of
your triangle that is the same as this side?"

Response Measures:

1. Record child's selection strategy (accurate/inaccurate)

2. Record first and if necelsary second side selected bchild.

Follow-up Questions:

I: 1. "How did you know to pick that side on your triangles?"
Prompt: "How did you figure out that the two sides (pointing to the appropriate

side on triangle E and the corresponding side on triangle C identified
by the child) are the same?"
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1

The two plastic line segments on triangle C are left in place while the

Interviewer procedes.

I: (Points to larger side of triangle E) "Can you point to the side of your

triangle that is the same as this side?"

Response Measures:

1. Record child's selection strategy. (accurate/inaccurate)

2. Record first and if necessary second side selected by child. ,

Follow-up Questions:

I: 1. "How did you know to pick thdt side of your triangle?"

Prompt: "How did you figure out that the two sides (pointing to the appro-

priate side on triangle E and the corresponding side on triangle C

identified by the child) are the same?"

Post-Task Questions:

I: 1. "Are the triangles the same?"

I: 2. "Why?"

C

/

,

1 ?
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Correspondence - Angles Tasks SLIDE ROTATION FLIP (circle one)

Materials Checklist. 1. Drawings of pair of congruent triangles that

correspond by a SLIDE ROTATION FLIP (circle one)

2. Set of plastic angles
BLUE - SLIDE
GREEN - ROTATION
RED - FLIP

Directions to Interviewer

(circle one)

The interviewer and the child are seated next to each other with the inter-

viewer on the child's left. Each pair of triangles is drawn on a piece of

Bristol board with the transformed triangle, triangle E, in front of the

interviewer, and the untransformed
triangle, triangle C, in front of the

child. Triangle C is positioned 8 inches from the bottom edge of the Bristol

board, such that its shortest side is vertical, and its longest side is

diagonal in orientation anchored by end points at the lower right and upper

left. In each pair of triangles, triangle E corresponds to triangle C by the

following specifications for each trial (see Figure ):

Flip Trial

Triangle E is drawn approximately 5 in. to the left of triangle C and

corresponds to triangle C by a flip about an imaginary vertical line that

is equidistant from the vertical sides of triangles C and E.

-Slide Trial

Triangle E corresVonds to triangle C by a slide 10 in. to the left of

triangle C.

Rotation Trial

Triangle E is drawn approximately 5 in. to the left of triangle C and cq-

responds to triangle C by a left 5 in. slide and a 909 clockwise rotation

with the leftmost vertex as the center of rotation.

Interviewer'Says:

(If the Correspondence Angles Tasks are administered as the second task of

Session I, and prior to the administration of the Line Segments--

Task, the Interviewer says just before introducing.the First of the

three Angles Tasks: "Remember the game we played with the triangles?

Now we are going to play another game with the triangles.")

I: "Look at these triangles." (Point to the triangles.)

I: "We're going to play a game with these two triangles. Both of them

were cut from the same cookie cutter."

4**
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I: "This triangle (point to triangle C) is your triangle, and this triangle

(point to triangle E) is my triangle."

: "Watch what oin to do. I'm oin to aecorate my triangle like this."

(Place BLUE GREEN RED plastic angles on the appropriate vertices triangle
E).

I: "We want to decorate your triangle so that it is exactly the same as my

triangle is now."

I: (Point to smallest angle of triangle E.) "Can you_point to the corner of
your triangle that is the same as this corner?"

I: (After the child has identified a vertex of triangle C, remove the smallest
plastic angle from triangle E and place it on the vertex of triangle C
identified by the child.)

Responde Measures:

1. Record child's selecttion strategy. (accurate/inaccurate)

2. Record first and, if necessary', second vertex selected by child.

Follow-up Questions:

I: 1, l'How did you know to pick that corner on your triangle?"
Prompt: "How did you figure out that the two corners (pointing to the

\ appropriate vertex on triangle E and the corresponding vertex
on triangle C identified by the child) are the same?"

The one plastic angle now on triange C is left in place while the Inter-
viewer procedes.

I: (Points to middle-sized angle or triangle E) "Canyou point to the corner
of your-triangle that is the same as this corner?"

Response Measures:

1. Record chilPs selection strategy. (accurate/inaccurate)

2. Record first and, if necessary, second vertex selected by child.

Follow-up Questions:

I: 1. "How did Nou know to pick that corner on your triangle?"
Prompt: "How did you figure out that the two corners (pointing to the

appropriate vertex on triangle E and the corresponding vertex on
'triangle C identified by the child) are the same?"
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The two plastic angles on triangle C are left in place while the Interviewer

procedes.

I: (Points to largest angle of triangle E) Illul_m_point to the corner of

your triangle that is the same as this corner?"

Response Measures:

1. Record child's selection strategy. (accurate/inaccurate)

2. Record first and, if necessary, second vertex.selected by child:

Follow-up Questions:

I: 1. "How did ou know to pick that corner on our trian le?"

Prompt: "How did you figure out that the two corners (pointing to the
appropriate vertex on triangle E and the corresponding vertex on
triangle C identified by the child) are the same?"

Post-Task Questions:

I: A. "Are the trian les the same?"

I: 2. "Why?"
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Correspondence - Points On a Circle

SLIDE ROTATION FLII) (circle one)

,

CORRESPONDENCE/PARTS - 1

Materials Checklist. I. Task board containing drawing of a pair of circles

that correspond by a SLIDE ROTATION. FLIP (circle

one). Affixed to circle C are the following non-

movable.dots:
3 tahite .

1 red light-blue black (circle one)
1 blue brown green (circle one)

2. Affixed to circle E are the following nonmovable,

dots: ,

I red light-blue black

1 green orange red

1 yellow green blue

1 dark blue brown green

1 orange red yellow

(circle one column)

3. Set of eight boxes each containing ten movable dots

of the following colors: h

dark blue
light blue: '

green
red
yellow
orange

black
tan

Directions to Interviewer

."

,

The interviewer and the child are seated next to each other with the inter-

viewer on the child's left. Each pair of circles is drawn on a piece of

bristol board with the transformed circle, circle E, in front of the inter-

> viewer, and the untransformed circle, circle C, in front of the child. The .

boxes of movable dots are located at the interviewer's.left. The centers of

the circles C and E art 10 inches from the bottom edge of the Bristol board.

Circle C is positioned such that the two non-white dots affixed to it are

located at the 12 and 7 o'clock positions. In each pair of congruent Circles,

circle E corresponds to circle C by the following specifications for each trial

(see Figure ): -
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Slide Trial
Circle E corresponds to circle C by a slide 10 in. to the left of circle C.

Rotation Trial
Circle E is drawn approximately 5 in. to tile left of circle C and corresponds
to circle C by a left 5 in. slide and a 90 clockwise rotation with the red

dot as the center of rotation.

Flip Trial
Circle E is drawn, approximately 5 in. to the left of circle C and corresponds
to circle C by a flip about an imaginary vertical line that is equidistant
from the circle's centers.

Interviewer says:,

I: "Look at these circles" (point to the circles).

I: them._,Both of them were cut from the same

cookie cutter.

I: "This circle (point to circle E) is my circle and this circle (point to

circle C) is your circle."
4

I: "Look where the RED AND BLUE BLUE AND BROWN BLACK AND CREEN dots are on
your circle, end look where the tdots are on my circle.'

I: "Watch what I'm going to do. I'm going to dorate my circle like this."
(Place GREEN-YELLOW-ORANGE ORANGE-GREEN-RED RED-BLUE-YELLOW dots over

the appropriate nonmovable,colored dots on circle E).

I: "We want to decorate your circle so that it is exactiy_the same as mine is

no1:7."

I: (Point to GREEN ORANGE RED movable dot) "Can you point to the spot on
your circle that is the same as this one?"

I: (After the child has indicated the location of a nonmovable dot on circle

C, remove the CREEa ORANGE RED dot from circle E and place it on the
spot on circle C identified by the child). '

Response Measures:

"!. Record child's selection strategy (accurate/inaccurate).

2. Record first, and if necessary, second spot selected by the child.

Follow-up Questions:

I: 1. "How did you know to pick that_ spot on your circle?"

Prompt: "How did you figure out that these two spots (puinting to the appropriate
dot on circle E and the corresponding dot on circle C identified by the

child) are the same?"
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The one movable dot now on circle C is left iu place while the interviewer

procedes.

I: (Points to the YELLOW GREEN BLUE movable dct on circle E) "Can,ypu

ppint to the spot on your circle that is the same as this spot?"

Response Measures:

1. Record child's selection strategy. (accurate/inaccurate)

2. Record first, and if necessary, second dots selected by child.

Fcllow-up Questions:

I: "Hocj did you know to' pick that spot on vour circle."

Prompt: "Now did you figure out Wet these V40 spots (pointing to the

appropriate dot on circle E and the dot on circle C identified

by the child) are the same?"4

Post-Task Questions:

I: 1. Are the circles the same?

2. Why?

Respons'e n-asures:

1. Record childs "rearrangement" strategy.
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Combinations of Motions Task

Materials Checklist. 1. One task boardwith "signs" (see Figure)

indicated them.

2. Three identical game pieces, called "discs".

3. One "path barrier".

Phase 1. Directions to Interviewer

The three game discs are placed in front of the child (the game board

should not be on the table). The int.erviewer is s'eated at the child's .

left. The pieces are pIaced as follows:

e
Interviewer says:

I: "These are called 'movers.'" (Interviewer points to discs).

I: "We're going to play a game with one of these movers (points to disc).

First, let's see if all the movers are the same. Try to put them so they

all look the same."

,If child is having difficulty, a§k the child to look at the other side

and/or to turn one in order to facilitate the matching process; "Do you

think it would help to turn illy of them.over?" No other kind bf assistance

should be given.)

I: After the subject has matched the three discs, say: "See if they are all

the same on the other side."

I: "Now look at the three movers. They are all the same."

I: "Now chciose one of them."

"This one will be your mover forylaying the game."

Response.Measures:

1. Record child's strategies.

2. Record any difficulties in matching.
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Phase 2. Directions'to Intery-fewer.

Place task board on table (see Figure ) . The.child is seated facing

the center of the task hoard; directly' in front '096sign 1/2, with sign

#1 on the subject's left. The interviewer is seatqd to the left of the

child.

I: "Now we are Roing to play a game with yodr mover and this game board.

First, let's,look at the board. These-are the roads (point to all the

roads) and these green places are grass (point to grass). These are sips

along the roads (point to all the signs). This is the "start" sign (nntlit

,to start sign) and this is the "finish" sign (point to finish sign)."

Interviewer says:

;L: -"To start, sut,your mover on this sign." (point to start)

'I: "Be sure your mover is just'like the sign."

Now give child mover J.11 the following grientation:

(If necessary, provide prompt: ask child if the colors on the mover are

the same as the colors.on the start sign).

\

If incorrect after one prompt, interviewer places disc on start sign correctly:

."Seethis is how it should be."

After match of disc'to starting sign is made, give the rules as follows:

I: "Now, here is how you play the game."

. I: "Imu move your mover On arly Of these roads." (point to the two roads between

signs 116&F and 114&F).-

I: "You cannot Trove on the green grass (point to green areas).fi

I% "You move your mover from the start (point to start) where it is now, to

the finish (point to finish)."

I: "You'should try to find the shortest road. to the finish. This means you

should pass the'smallest (littlest) number of signs you can."

1: "You must make your mover look like every sign it goes by just like you did _

here (point to the disc on start). Remember your mover must look like

every sign you _pass, like when you pass here or here (point to signs 1/4 and 1/6)."

I: "Now start to move your mover tO the finish on the Shortest path."
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i)nring the game the child will move a disc alonq the "r)ads" drawn on theJloard.
A subject may reverse directions to return to a position, but such moves
mmst be made in the same way and following the same rules as all other moves.
The "disc" must follow the roads at all time.)

Response Measures:

1. Record the order of positions passed by the gmepiece as the child moves
it from start to finish.

2. Record tactics utilized by child as he(she) moves the-game piece between
positions.

3. Record responses to questions.

0 Post-Phase 2 Questions:

After trial is completed, Interviewer remove the disc from the board and asks:

I: 1. "What did you do with your mover to make it look like very sign you
passedl(along the road you took)?"

Interviewer should provide prompts if child does not explain how-he/she
matched the mover to all of the signs along the road taken.

Phase 3. Directions to Interviewer.

Place the "path barrier" across a road at one of the three positions (A,

B, or C) in Figure , depending upon road taken by subject in phase 2:

.1) on the path between "start" and sign #2 (point "A" in figure 1) if child
moved disc on this path.

2) on the path between signs #1 and #2 (point "B" in figure 1) if child
moved disc on this path.

3) on pe path between signs #1 and 113 (point "C" in figure 1) if child
moved piece on this path.

.

4) if child moved clisc on more than one of these three paths, place barrier

in accordance with the last of the paths the child moved disc on.

Interviewer says:

I: .7.Ileatt_yezg''NoT.neaain.Putyourmover here (point to startl, on ,

start. But this time you can't move on this road because there is grass

here."
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Give child the mover in the following orientation:

I: "Remember, make your disc look like every sign you pass, and pass the

smallest (littlest) number of signs you can."

Response Measures:

1. Record the order of pas4tions passed by the games:piece as the child

moves it from start'to finish.

2. Record tactics utilized by child as he (she) moves the game piece between

. positions.

3. Record4responses to questions.

Post Phase 3 Questions:

I: I. "What did you do with your mover to make it look like eliery sign you

passed [along the.road you took]?"

Interviewer should provide prampts if child does not explain how she/he
matched the mover 0 all of the signs along the'road taken.

If child has not 'taken the road between start and siga 112 is Phase 2 or
phase 3, ask the following question;

It 2.*"Iflou take this road between here (point to start) anti here (paint
to sign #2), what do you have to do with your mover to make it look
like this sign (point to sign #2)?"
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APPENDIX - 3

Coding Manual.- Definitions

I. Imagery Task
&ding Applies to slide, rotation and flip tasks (Indicate One)

.

A. Selection Strategies
There are two dimensions to the strategy coding form layout. The

horizontal dimension classifies the Strategies that are observed

in the tapes or in performance. The vertical dimension indicates

the phases in the experiment and within each phase the specific

trials.
In classifying indicate for each trial in each phase'all of the

strategies observed by checking the approPriate boxes. Be complete,

classify all observed behavibr. Where necessary detail your.com-

,ments in addition to the check-mark coding.

Codable responses are those in which an -action is initiated by

the child and carried out until terminated. Termination will be de-

termined by the objectives of the trial (i.e., in phase 1 it is the

selection of a triangle).
Responses, may also be verbal., It ha to be decided in each case

as to whether.the verbal response p:ovide the kind of information

that is codable as a strategy.

Code Definition

NR No Response No action or verbal reply to the
1experimenter's instructions or

,
probes, or irrelevant reply.

HP Haphazard Selection Selection of one or more triangles
ts made from the tray in a manner_
that suggests no apparent rule or

method of selection.

CM Corner Matching The child lays out a selection trir
angle and model triangle with corners
touching so as to make one the mirror
image of the other. A single corner
may be matched (in which case 1 is

placed in box) or it may be 2 or 3
(in which case these numbers are re-

cofded).

Visual Visual Inspection Inspection of triangle evidenced by

Insp. head or eye movements which accompanied
selection of J or MoreNs from tray.

DC Direct Comparison Materials in the selection tray are com-'
pared with model triangle on board -
,Indicate: comparison with

1T one- triangle comparison with one triangle, or

IA-Suc more than one suc (more than one triangle in succession), or

1ia7Sim more than one sim (more than one triangle simultaneously)

A
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Exhaustive

11-E Non-Exhaustive

R/E or Redundant
R/N-E

Tactile Tactile Inspection
Insp.

DC

1T

)fT

Com.

Inc.

Direct Comparison

one triangle
more than one triangle

Complete
Incomplete

No DC No Direct Comparison

1T

V >1T

Com.

Inc.

101

one triangle
more than one triangle

Complete
Incomplete

Match to Memory.

HDFC Hidden Figure Match

Tactile Inspection"-

Superposes

Com.Fg. Common Figure Match -

Edge M. Edge Match

B-1) M B.F. Match

2

If there is more than one triangle,
search may be:
Exhaustive. ,

Not Exhaustive.
Redundant/Exhaustive or Redundant/Non-
Exhaustive.

Selection is' made by the child's finger
tracing of triangles in the selecttgn tray.

Child traces with finger along edge of
tray triangle and traces with finger
around model triangle.;
There are two aspects to this:,There,is C1)

(2) and in each case the tacing,is either:
Around entire triangle.
'Only partially around.triangle.

Finger'tracing is along edge of tray tri-

angle, but not,on model txiangle. Again,

there is (1)
,

traced
(2) Tracing is either:

Around the triangle
, Partial trace of triangld

B. Verifying Strategies
Based on verbal report in which subject
says he remembers what model looks like.

The tray triangle is matched to the hidden
figure either by:
In which the child feels or finger traces
the hidden figure as well is the selectioni
figure, and/or
places the selection figure on the envelspd.
with the figure hidden. -ft

Tbe visible figure iS matched to the selec-
tion tray triangle and (usually) by verbal
report it is indicated that transitive re-
lation holds among selectIon triangle, visi-
ble matching figure and hidden figure. MatO
is made between selection triangle and visi-
ble triangle by:
Edges of triangles are aligned.

Body Parts match. The child uses parts of
his own body (hand, fingers) to establish
commonality between selection figure and
visible tiriengle.
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Super .L214.122se

Edge Edge Matching,

Mat6h

Single Single

Cor Corresponding Edges

T

'NR

- triangle
deltoid
rectangle

2ara11e1ogram
non-regular figure

N-Cor Non-correspoadisajectEs-

Static

Transformational

0'

Multiple Multiple Edge Matching

Fixed Fixed T

Cot all corresponding -

N-Cor all non-corrtsponding -
Cor/N-. corresponding and.non-

COr corxesponding

Prog Progressive,

'Cor ht.]. corresemiLaa

N-cor all non-corresponding

Cor/N-. S=1.P..911.8_114._MP-
- COT Corresponding

tep

2-7step

3-step
.3 -step

3

Selection triangle is superposed on

visible triangle.

Triangles are compared by placing selec-

tion triangle edge next to edst of model'

triangle. Matching could befsingle (I

edge) or multiple (more than one edge)

Single edge matching can involve:
(1) Edges are of corresponding (i.e. re-

lative to ) triangles. Specify' if com-

bined figures result in:

edges from non-corresponding sides of tri-

angles are combined - always results in non-

regular figure.

(2) In addition to whether, single edge

matching involves corresponding or non-

corresponding sides of triangles, indicate

whether match is:
Triangles are simply placed next to one

'another, (Score Search: E,N-E,R) OR '

One or both of the triangles is transformed

in the process of matching - i.e., preserv-

ing matched edge. (Score Search: E,N-E,R)

Two or more edges arematched between each

of the triangles. The matching is either

with one triangle fixed or matching is pro:-

gressive:
One triangle is fixed, other is rotated,

(See E of F details) all corresponding

edges are compared.
all non-corresponding edges are compared.

corresponding and nOn-corresponding edges

compared

Both triangles are rotated, (See E of'F details)

all corresponding edges are compared.

all non-:corresponding edges are compared,

corresponding and non-corresponding

edges compared.

In addition, indicate whether judgment of

congruence is made after:

after first edge-match
after second edge-match
after third edge-match
beyond third edge-match



static

transf

slatic (E,N-E,R)

transformed (E,N-E,R)'

B-P M Body Parts Matchin&

DC

1T

>1T

DC

IT

)1T

edges are matched
(Search; E,N-E,R)

transformed with preserved match edge -
(with flip or rotation) (Search: E,
N-E,R)

A part of body (i.e., finger, hand) used
as a measure of congruence betweeri tri-
angles. Comparison may be direct or not
direct.

Direct CompariAL2 The body part is.transposed from the'selec-,
tion triangle to the model triangle with:

One Triangle (selection)

More than one selection triangle

No Direct Comparison

One Triangle
More than one selection triangle

The body part is set against the selection
triangle(s) only:

Super Superposing The selection triangle is placed on, top of
the model triangle - one or more triangles
may be selected.

1T One Triangle (selection) Placed in following relations to model:

Antic. Anticipatory superposing Figure is rotated or flipped before setting
down on model, or

Contact Contact superposing Placed directly un model and rotated or flipped
on the model.

)1T More than one selection triangle

Antic. Anticipatory superposing Figure is rotated or flipped before setting
down on model, or

Contact Contact superposing Placed directly on model and rotated or
flipped on the model.

T place

orig.

alter

envel.

insert

C. Transformation Strategies

Initial Triangle With respect to transformation that occurs,
Piacement indicate how subject places triangle prior

to transformation. Initial placement is in:

Original / Original position
Altered Position is changed

Envelope Insert Mimics envelope insertion

T transform:Transformation
of Triangle
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The indications of triangle transformation
are in respect to the direction of the trans-
formation and how the transformation is
executed.



exec.

N perf.

rand.

irrel.

Relev.

partial
full
over
Dir

same
.opp.

Amb

Execution
Not _perform transf.

random
irrelevant

Relevant
partial
full
over

Direction
same

Ambiguous,

comments

may be: ,

not performed
no apparent rule
rule governed, but nof relevant to
model transformation '

Transformations may be:
Partial.
complete (accurate) traniformation
overextended transformation

same
opgosite

Where actions or verbalizations are unclear
as to their intent, scope, organization or
meaning.

Add statements that will clarify any of the
strategies add to strategies, or point '

to difficulties in classification. '
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Coding Manual - Definitions

II. Measurement.Task

Indicate on top of form whether the condition is (1) Mobile or Non-
Mobile, (2) Rotation - Flip - Slide, and (3) whether figures are

Con ruent or Non-Congruent.

Note: Strategies NR, CM, and VI are estimation strategies.- All other

strategies are measurement related or measurement strategies.

CODE DESCRIPTION Definition
lf definitions are the same as in the
anticipation tasks, it will be indicated
as SAB (same as before)

NR

CM.

VI

No Response

Corner Matching

Visual Inspection

SAB

SAB

Visual inspection entails head/eye
movements which accompanied, verbal
report. In this task, vival inspection
always entails a direct comparison between
the two triangles, but do not score search.
Inferred from child's verbal report
("same") and must be followed by a judge-
ment of a n-cong/cong. to constitute a
response to a request.

Edge Match Edge Matching SAB

Single Single SAB

Cor (T,D, Corresponding
R,N-R) Edges SAB (specify: Triangle, Deltoid, Rectangle,

Parallelogram, Non-Regular)

N-Cor Non-Correspondink
edges

Static Static

OP

SAB

SAB. Do not score search.

Transf. Transformation SAB. Do not score search.

Multiple Multiple Edge Matching SAB

.
..

Fixed Fixda Triangle One triangle is fixed. The other triangle

Cor Corresponding edges

N-Cor Nod-notresponding edges
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is rotated such that its sides are edge-
matched successively with the sides of the

fixed triangle.

SAB

SAB



Cor/N-Cor Both Correspond-
ing and Non-Cor-,

i'.esponding

Progressive

Cor,

-N-Cor

Progressivelke
Matching

Corresponding edges

*Non-Corresponding
edges

Cor/N-Cor CorresPonding and
Non-Corresponding

1-step

2-step

3-step

>3-step
static

transform.

Super

. Antic.

Contact

one step

two step '

three step
more than 3 steps

' static match

transformational
match

Superposla

anticipation

contact

Pencil Trace Pencil Trace

DC

DC

Direct Comparison

2

SAB'

Both, triangles are rotated 'such that the

sides of 1 triangle are edge-matched suc-
cessively With the sides of the other tri-
angle.

SAB

SAB

SAB

Decision of corgruence is made after one,

two, etc. steps.

Static match in which*triangles are not
transformed by rotation or flip tranpforma-

tion.

Transformation of one.or both triangles pre-
serving. matched edge.

One triangle is placed,on second triangle to
establish congruence (for mobil condition).
Triangle is transformed prior tb placement
on.model.
Trtangle is transformed after it is placed
on the model.

Trace aroand one triangle is made on paper
with pencil+ and second triangle is place&
within trace of first triangle.

No Direct Comparison Outline of one or two triangles is traced,
but not compared with each other by common
measure.

iT One Triangle . \

1 Compl. 1 complete
J Inc. J incomplete

2T Two Triangles

One Triangle is traced'and judgment made.
\

1 Triangle trace is either complete (3 sides) or
...I incomplete (one or two s.ides).
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Two triangles are traced on same or different
pieces of paper.



compl.

J inc.

comp let e

J incomplete

String Trace String Trace

DC

DC,

Fig. Cut

DC

woe

1T

2T

DC

1 1T

2T

F1

Tray T.

DC

edge 2T

gaper 2T

DC

Edge 11

Su'per 1T

Direct Comparison
f

No Direct Comparison

Figure Cut Out

Direct Comparison

One Triangle

]

Cutout

Two Triangle
Cutout

3

They are eirher complete or incomplete.

Outline of one triangle is traced with
string (possibly using stick s anchor)%
First triangle is removed from string
while outline is kept as rigid as possible.
Second triangle Is placed.in string outline
of first triangle.

(Comparable to DC in pencil trace)

One or two triangles are cut out of paper.!'

Paper cutout(s) of triangle 1 and/or tri-.
angle 2 is used as a common measure.

One kriangle cutout is placed on second tri-
angle.

Two triangle cutouts are directly placed
on one another.'

No Direct Comparison Child does not use the cutout(sYto yoke
judgMent about equivalence of triangles.

)One Triangle

Two Triangles

Figure Insertion

Direct Comparison

Edge match to each
triangle on table.

Superposing to each
triangle on itable.

]One triangle is cutout and used for judgment.

Two triangles are cutout and used, for judgment:
1

The pattern left by making cutout of one
triangle is used as basis for judgment of
equivalence. Second triangle is inserted
in.pattern of first trtangle.

Tray triangle is used as common measure.i

Tray triangle used for direct compari.son(

between two triangles on table.

.

By edge matching; Aaso score edge matching
strategy. '

1

By superposing. A1So sfcore superpoV.ng
strategy.

No Direct' Rimparison . Tray triangle is compared to only oneof
the triangles on the.table.

Edge matching to one, By edge matching. 'Also score edge matching
.triangle strategy. tx

A
,

--a

Superposing .to one By superposing. Also score suRerposing

triangle . strategy.
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4

Conventional Conventional Instruments Instruments with 'unit suhdiviions used

in conVentional or nonZconventional ways

for measurement. "Conventional" ways refer

to used learned in school or from an adult.

(specify R or P in response box)
Ruler and/or protr'actor is aligned with tri-

angle. No attempt at measurement.

One triangle is measured.
The%measurement is complete (all sides) or

(2 or I side)

Corresponding sides are measured (i.e.,t,M,L)

Measurement is coMplete (all sides) or in-

complete (2 or 1 side)

N-Conventional Non-Conventional Instru- Instruments or objects that are adapted pi

ments used in conventional or non7conventional
ways for 56aurement. "Non-conventional"

ways are other than traditionally taught

in school or at home.

(Specify Sg. or BP or Sk. in response box)
Uncut string is used which.may'be aligned
with 'the sides of one or both friangles on

board. Child may or may not cut string to
equal sides of triangle(s). The alignment

may,be complete (ail sides) or incomplete
(1 or 2 sides). Similarly, the child may

use a body part (e.g., finger) as a measure-
ment aid by aligning it'with one or both
triangles, etc.

Ruler/Protra
align w/t

ctor Ruler/Protractor
'alignment with tri-

angle

1T one triangle

comp/inc. complete/incomplete

2T

dor.

comp/inc.

2 triangles
corresponding
sides' %

cbmplete4ncomplete

string/B.P.

align w/t

1T

com/in,c.

2T
com/inc.

Cut stestick

akign w/t

1T
com/inc.

ZT

com/inc.

AMB

String/Body Parts

alignment with
triangle
One triangle

complete/incomplete
Two triangles
complete/incomplete

No attempt at measurement.

SAB

6AB
SAB

SAB

Cut string/sticks (Specify Sg or Sk in response 116x) Child

uses either cut string or availah:le cut

sticks.

alignMent with tri-.
angle
One triangle
complete/incomplete
Two triangles
complete/incomplete

Ambiguours
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No attempt,at measurement.i

SAB
SAB
SAB

SAB

Responses are ambiguous cannot be classified

properly



Coding Manual.- Definitions

III. Correspondence Tasks -Matching Lines Task and Matcting Angles Task

.
Indicate on top of coding form whether Lines.or Angles are being tested-. .

by circling one.

Next, Indicate whether test is with a Slide, Rotation, or Flip motion-by

,circling one. -

A. Behavior Strategies

Tf arg strategies based oh observable behaviors alone. They are

not accompanied by any explariation

Selection Strateg4es

B-P M.

Transf.M.

Gest.

Enact
Self

Boarsi

Body Parts Katch

Siriple

.Complex

Transformation Match

Part of body is used ag a measuring unit.

side (angle).

figure (e.g.;
is matched

Single part of figure (e..g., 1

at a et5b). Combined parts of

2 sides plus 1 inclusive angle
at time).

Represents or demonstrates transformational -

relation between two figures.

Gestures-transformation ilses hands to represent transformation

of triangle

Enacts transformation
Self

Board ,

Placement Strategies

NR

HAP

T/E

No Response

HWIazard

Trial/Error Placement

-Demonstrates transformation of triangle.
Enacts Kshows) motion with own body (e.g.,

walks around hoard).
Shows motion by moving board.

No action on the part of the subject.

Haphazard selection of matching part.

Apparent unotrtainty.about placement of part.

Subject attempts several placements before

settling on one selection.

Immediate-Placement Subject makes placement immediately.

B. Explanatory Strategies

These are strategies baved on explanations made in response to tiit inter-

viewer's question, "How did you pick that side (corner)?". Explanatory

strategies may or may not,be accompanied by observable behaviors (e.g.,

pointing, gestures).

. 19,
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'Matching Lines - Matching Angles Tasks (cont'd)

NE . No ex lanation Child does not.respond to interviewer's '

'question or responds by saying, "I'm just
guessing" or "I don't know".

Child's response is ambiguous or unrelated
to Theinterviewer's question. E.g., "I

thought it wasigoing to be wrong; but it

wasn't."

,Irrel. Irrelevant Explanation

Elim.* Process of Elimination Child says, "Only bne 1ert".

Transf. V. Transformation Verbalization, Explanation indicates awareness of the
transformation relation between two 'figures

or refers to mental transformation of one of .

the figures.
S

Comp. Comparison Explanation/indicates a comparison of the
sides (angle either within the child's ti-
angle or between the child's and the inter-
iiewer's.triangles.,

W. Within Explanation compares selected side (angle)
with other sides (angles) ori the child's
triangle..-E.g., '!Ies too big for that side".
qmallest side points onfy to his txiangle%

A
B Between 'Explanation compares selected side (angle) on

the child's triangle with side (angle) on
the interviewer'.s triangle. E.g., "Exact '

$ame...exact same," or "They look the same".

PI Property IdAtification -Expl anatioti does not entail a comparison

between the Child's and the interviewer's

.triangles. Instead, explanation refers to
'a particular geometric proliert,y of the
selected side(angle) of the child's tri-

, angle. E.g., "Small-side," "Square. corner".

ANote: 1) 1,ffidiTination was first response and second response was spoptaneously

. given or elicited by experimenter, drop elimination and code only second response.
2) If elimiriation'was second response, drop it and code only, first strategy.

(
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'Coding.Manual - Definitions

III. Correspondence Tasks - Poines on a Circle Task
f

Indicate on top of,coding form,that Points on a Circle is being tested.

4

Next, tndlcate whether test Is with-(Slido,,Rota:-ion, or Flip motion hy

circling one.

,

A. Behavior StrAtegies

These are strategieS based on observqle behaviors alone. They are not

accoMpanied by any explanations.

*leciion Strategies,

Transf. M. Trans formation Match F,epresents or demonstrates transformational
relation between two figures.

Gest. Gestures transformation iJses hands to represent transformation of

circle.

Enact Enacts transformation Demonstrates transformation of circle.

Self Self Enacts (shows) motion with own body (e.g.,
walks around board).

. Board Board Shows motion by movIng board.

Placement Strategies .

,

NR No Res onse No action on the part of the subject.

HAP Haphazard Haphazard selection of matching part?.

Pos. Cor. Position, Correspondence Error Category:-Specific to rotatlon'and

flip. Places.dot on child's circle such ,

that it corresponds in relative position
to doe on interviewer's circle. Note that
this strategy yiefds an inaccurate resp.onse,

for tge flip and rotation transformations.
ResponseS to slide transformation are mit
coded in this category.

N-Cor No Correspondence: ,Errbr Category: Places dot on child's circle
such that it does not correspond in relative
poSition (slide), sense (flip) or orientation
(rotation) to thevidot on interviewer'b circle.

4

Prx.Cor Proximity Correspondence Error category: specific to slide and
4 4 rotation. Places dot on c1ttLdvs circle

which is closest available space.

Transf. Cor. Transformation
Correspondence Accurate Response Category: Places dot on

child's circle such.that it corresponds in
sense, orientation of position, to dot on
the ihterviewerlsircle by a flip, rotation,
or slide transformation respectively. Note



1 ;

4

Points on a Circles Task (coned)

T/E Trial/ErrOr Placement

Immediate Placement

B. Explanatory Strategies

NE

These are strategies b
interviewer's que'stion
may not be accompanied

No Explanation

_

g- 2

that this strategy yields.an accurate
response for the flip, rotation, pd
slide transformations.

Apparent uncertainty.about placemetg of

part% Subject -attempts several place
ments before settl.ing on one selection.

Subject makes plaeenent immediately.

. -

ased on explanations made ih response to the

, "How did you pick that spot?" They may or
by observable behaviors (e.g., 'pointing, gestures) ..

f

Irrel. Irrelevant Explanation`

Child does not respond to interviewer's
question or'responds by saying, "I'm
just guessing" or "I don't know4"

Child's response is ambiguous or unrelated

to tCie intervieweejs question. E.g., "I

thought it was going to be.wrong, but it

wasn't."

Elim.* nocess of limination Chfld:.sayh, "Only one left."

Transf.V. Transformation Verbalizalion Explanation indicates awarenes of the'
. transformational refation'between two '

fisures or refers to mental transformation

of one of the figures.

Explanation indicates a compa'rison of one

or more dots, either between the child's .

and the interviewer's circles orWithin
the child's circle.

.

Explanation compares selected dot on child's

cirdle with one dot on interviewees,circle.
E.g., "It is in the same spot."

'Comp.

Single

;Order

Comparison

Single Dot Comparison

Ordered Comparison

2 Two Dot Comparison .
. *

Adjacent Adracent dots

Across Across dots

Explanation,is based on the order relation,

among two or more dots within the-child's

circle, or betweea-the child's and inter-

-Nviewer's circles.

Order relation between V..io dots.

Explanation compares two dots that areN
adjacent to each other on the child's .

dircle and/or'the interviewer's-circle.

Explanation comiiares twb dots that are

. across from each other on the child' circle

ahd/or the interviewer's circle.

jtj't
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Points on a Circle Task (cont'd)

3

,*

>2
.

More than Twd-Dot Comparison Order_relation among more _than twd_dots._

Adjacent Adjacent dots Three or more 'clOts adjacent, to'each other .

-,-on the:Child's circle andtor the inter
.

viewer's circle aie-cofilpares. Explanatidn

*refers to either the""betweep relation"
or.the "perimeeer relation" among the

'dots. E.g., is between.the red and
green dots", or "It goes like Ehis (child
fingertraces sedi-perfiteter of circle)".

dots
.'

.

6 dots

. rel or 1 "seml i-perineterrelaion").
4 Specify: 3 dots compared (i.e., .1 "between

6 dots compared (i.e., double "senii-'

perimeter relation").
5,

Acrass Across dots

.0
. . .

.
,

1.
-Three or more dots across from each other

. sn the child's circle and/or theinter-

. viewer's ciAlb Are Compared. E.g., "It's

.
across from these two.." ,

A ' I
1

13 dots
.

, SpeCify: 3 dots COmparal (i.e., 1 triangle).
..

6

j 6 dots . . a 6 dots compared (i.e.,,2 different f .

. "
g

,

. trianiles):.
. s .

Alter'. . Alternative Choice
/

.
Explanation indicates that child's preferred_ .

choice for dot placement was blocked and,
. ,

therefore; the nearest av.Ailable spot waA

selected. E.g., "I wanted td put it In. ,

A?
this position (7 o'clock) but I couldn't

?

'so:1 put it in the nearest spot not taken

.(10 o'clock).

3

*Note: I
. A -

1) If eliminapiorPwas first response and second response was spontaneously given

or elicited by experimenter, drop eliminatiop and see only second respoXse,

4 %

2) If elimination' was second response, drdp it and code only f4rst strategy.
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Coding pua1 4 Definitions

, IV. Combihation oi Motions Task `c

NR No Response

HAP Haphazard .

-Phase---1-:---1Dtsc -Match1u
.

. . . ... . . .

The criteria for a disc matching response-are: l).the child,ceases to
manipblate the discs, or 2) the child indicates that all the discs "lOoi

. the saMen. For every disc matching response, it is neessary'to code
.

both the dimension(s) on,which the discs dre matched ar0 all the trans-
formations performed.in making the response. On the final disc matching
response; note in the omments section whether the interviewer assisted
the child in ma,king.the ma&hing response, or whether the child acheived
it without assistance from the interviewer.

SAB

SAB

I/

0.

SP.OR. 'Spatiai Orientation Sptial orientation' of discs as placed by child%

H Horizontal . Discs art placed horizontally% .
..

V, Vertidal piscs are placed-vertillly.
.

. . .

, ,
.

Disc M 2 Disc Match tiics Are matched ar not matched on tHe
'dimensions of line orientation and cont..

f 'M Match

Match Not Matched

Line Line Olkentation".

.

Discs are matched on both line orientation
1, and color.

biscs.are not, matched. Specify.the timension (s)
on which they do not match: .

Discb not matched by line orientation.

'Colo lof Discs not matched by color.

op

Line/ Vine Orientation and Discs not matched by line Qrientation nor
by color. .Color Color.

Disc T. Disc Transformation One crx more of theicollowing transformations
are performed on the discs to achieve a disc
matching respons,e:

Fl1k 'Flip
Rotation Rotation Rotation

Rearrange Rearrange Rearrange of'the order 'of the disds,

Phase II and.Phase III: Sd.gn Matching Without Barrier (Phase and Wtth Barrier
(Ehose III)

/

The'criterion for a sign matching respOnse is that it must,.
be the first response that the child makes in attempting
Eo match the mover to a sign. This criterion excludes
self-correction responses andresponses which follow assis-
tance from theinterviewer. If the first sign matching
responth is an error, note in the comments section whether
tle child spontaneously corrected the arror or whether the
interviewer assisted the child in correcting the error.



S Sign Start Sign

2

Mover is placed at the start sign. Mover is
matched or not matched to the start sign on

the-dimensions of line orientation and color.
/

M Match Mover'is matched to seart sign bn-both'line
orientation and.color.'

Match '

... Not Matched .Mover is lift matcped to stark s.ign. Specify

.
the dimension(s) on which th mover does not

match the start sign: .

,

Line Line Orientation

Color Cbior

Line/Color Line Orientation
and Color

Mover not match sign by line orientation.

Mover not match sign by color.

Mover not match sign bi line orientation nor
color.

s

kotte Signs Route Signs Mover passes route signs along pathp,taken by

the child. One or more planar transformations
are performed on the mover in order to match

it with a route sign.

SR 4ide Res'Onse A slide transformation is performed on the
mover in order to match it with...a wute sign.
N9 other planar trdnsformations are performed.

Slide Only Slidebnly Signs Route signs which require only a slide trans
formation of the mover in order to acheive-
a match. ,

MoreThanSlide Signs Route signs which require a slide transforMat:ion
as well as one or two additional transformations
(flipiand/or rotation).of the mover in order to

acheive a thatch. Code witb error category

A
Antfcipatory R. Anticipatory Two or more transformations are performed On

Response 0., the mover in order to match it with a route\

sign. These transformations are initiated
befo're reaching:the route sign. All anticipatory

.responses entail a slide transforMation combined

with a flip and/or rotation Ntransformation(s)

An anticipatory response onlY applies to
slide route signs (see definition abOve).

Execution Execution 'Specify the point at which.,the Aanticipatory

response is made. This categorysonly applies

to the flip anti/or rgtation'transformation(s).
The slide transformation is assumed, but not

cieded in this category. 4

Early Early In the path; but nearer to theNpreceding sign.

.Middle Middle In the path midway between the preceding sign

Late Late
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and.the next sign:
In the path, but nearer to the next sign,

. -



3

C.

Rel.T.

4

Relevant Transformations , Specify the number of relevant transforma-
dons, that are performed on the Mover in
.order to match it with a route sign.. A

relevant transformation is defined as a
transformation of the mover which is
required in order t6acheive a match with

a pgrticular route sign. This category

only applies to the'flip and/or otation

transformation is assumed, but not coded

in this category.

All of the transformations relevant to a
route sign.
Part of the transformations relevent to a

All

Tart - Part

Contact R. Contact Response

4

Rel.T. Relevant Transformations

All . All, '

Part Part

Error . -Error Response

'

Relevant Relevant Errors

Rotation,
Flip

R/F Rotation and Flip

route sign.

Two or more transformations are perforTed
on the mover in order to patch it,with a

route sign. These transformat,lons:are
initiated on contact with a route sign.
All contact responses entail a slide
transformation combined with.a flip

and/or rotation transfdrmation(s). A

contact response only applles to slide

route signs (see deflnitiAn above)1. :

Specify the number of relevant transformations
that are performed on the mover in order to
matclr it with a route sign. A relevant

transformation is def.ined as,a transfor- ,

mation 9f the mover which is required in
order to achieve a match with a particular

route sign. This category only applies

to the flip and/or rotation transformation(s):

The slide transformation is assumed, but

not coded in his category.

'All of the tr forpations relevant to a

route sign.
'Part of the.ttransformatlons relevant to a

.route sign.

Au error is defined as a fail:tire to acheive

, a complete'match'htween the moVer and a

route sign. Errors can be either relevant

or irrelevant,.

Failure to perform All of the relevant
transformations on the mo'l'ier which are

required to acheiveg match with a route .

sigri. These are errors of omission: Specify

the transformation(s) not perfbrme0.-
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. Irre/. trrelevant Errors

4

Performance of-one or more irrelevant
transformations on the mover. 'An'irrelevant

.4 %transformation is defined as a transfoimatIon
of the mover which is not required in order
to adhdive amatch with a particular rimte

a ,
sign, These are errors of commissidn. r.

Specify the irrelevant transformation(s)

perOormed:
-*

R Rotation
**

Flip

R/F Rotation and Flip

,

AMB. / Ambiguous Responses

gr

1 9,i

0

S.

ir

E..m.kinoromamorrelor.m.mmorioni



Appendix 4

Supplementary Study I: Dimensions of the Four Sets of Geometric Shapes

(In inches)

Type and color
of each set of
shapes

Model And identica1 shapes

e

*v .

Selection shape
similar to model
but smaller

Selection shape
similar to model
but larger

Selection shape
with at least, one
side equal to ope
of model

41. a
Right Triangle

Square

(Green)

Quadrilaterl

(Orange)

5 x 5'x 5 x

Equilateral Triangle

5 1/2 x 5 1/2 x 5 1/2
(Blue)

5 1/4 x 5 1/4 x

5144

4 3/4 x 4 3/4 x

4 3/4 x 4 3/4

5 x 4 x 3 1/8 x 7/8 1 4 1/4 x 3 3/4 x

3 x 3 5/8

53/4

5 1/4 x 4 1/4 x

3 1/4 x 4 1/8

.
6 3/8 x 5 x 4 6x 4 3/4 x 3 3/4 6 3/4 x 5 1/4 x

F..., (Reid) ., /
*I
4 1/4 3 3/4

5 3/4 x 5 3/4 x 5 11/16 x 5.1/2 x

5 1/4 x 5 1/4 x 5 x 5 x 5 x 5

5 1/4 x 5 1/4 (Pqrallelogram)

3/8.x 5 3/16 x

5 5/16

5 x 3 3/4 x

2 7/8 x 4 1/8
et

2.th.200

ts


